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The goal is to make the best of the ignorance that one chances to be in.
— John Woods 2012
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Often the most significant times are those when the machinery of every day
tasks are removed, and the opportunity to reflect presents itself. A flight
returning from Cairns to Brisbane one summer evening in 2012 presented
me with one of those times. As the airline imposed the shutdown of all
electronic devices, and I was confined to my seat, I began a conversation
that would become the catalyst for this research.
My colleague and I had completed the tasks of the day, and so the con-
versation turned to more tangential aspects of our mutual interests. Despite
sharing a common history in secondary school teaching, we held two very
different perspectives on the work that we were involved in. Hers, a socio-
cultural perspective driving educational research, and mine a technology
centred perspective with a focus on advances in computational analysis.
Significant times also tend to occur when we are taken out of our own im-
mediate frame of reference (and comfort zone), and experience something
from a different perspective. This was a distinctive feature of our conversa-
tion.
There is a certain vulnerability in exposing those areas of thought where
your normal viewpoint struggles with explanation. There is also a paradoxi-
cal strength that results from uniting differing perspectives on their comple-
mentary strengths and weaknesses, rather than promoting competition on
the significance of each perspective’s strengths. At the time, I confess I did
not pay much attention to synergies that emerged from discussing weak-
nesses and complementary strengths, between interpreting qualitative data
and taking computational approaches to analysis. However, thankfully our
discussion was merely a beginning, and this has certainly grown in signifi-
cance since.
While one of the challenges in qualitative research is working with large
quantities of data, when working computationally, large data sets are often
desirable. Although computational analysis of soft, affective, unstructured
qualitative data is a significant challenge, it is an area of relative comfort for
researchers working in qualitative research. During the two hour conversa-
tion, we noted unsurprisingly, that each of our areas plays to its strengths by
way of avoidance. Qualitative studies often avoid large data sets, and where
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possible computational studies often avoid unstructured soft data. This pro-
voked a question as to whether we could use the strengths of one domain
to assist the other in its weakness, and thereby better equip both domains
for solving their respective challenges.
On reflection, our dialogue on that flight home from Cairns, was a time
of significance for me. It was an opportunity to disconnect and reflect, to
share ideas from differing perspectives, and the catalyst for a number of
projects, notable among them this research. To some extent it provides some
rationale for the transdisciplinary nature and focus of this research. More
importantly, however, it positions this document as more of a milestone on
the path of an ongoing investigation, rather than a conclusion to a research
project.
As a teacher my hope is that this document will be more than just the
culmination of my work to date, and that it may be of some help in the




Reflective writing captures a person’s affective narrative of their experiences.
Reflecting involves selectively recording salient events, feelings and situa-
tions. Through interpreting their own thoughts and making value judge-
ments on them, authors learn about themselves and benefit from increased
well-being in the process.
Analysis of reflective writing can yield insights for others about authors
and their situations. However, analysing reflective writing is challenging
and time consuming, particularly if that analysis involves many authors
and/or many texts. This has resulted in analysis of reflective writing being
mostly limited to small studies, minimising its potential. However, automa-
tion of this process, using computational analysis, may present a potential
solution to problems of scale.
Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA) joins computational analysis with the
process of reflective writing. In doing so, it attempts to join two worlds
with very different bodies of knowledge, along with two very different un-
derstandings of how to establish that knowledge. RWA draws together two
distinct domains of knowledge: the human world of individuals (psycho) in
society – psychosocial epistemic domain; and the machine world of comput-
ers and mathematics – the computational epistemic domain.
These two domains furnish very different explanations of reflective writ-
ing, and are often divergent. Seeking greater computational accuracy can
result in less psychosocial meaning, and searching for deeper meaning can
result in less accuracy. In order to put RWA into practice, the analytics need
to make a contribution to psychosocial meaning, and the psychosocial con-
cerns need to be analysable computationally. That is, there needs to be a
productive reconciliation between psychosocial and computational explana-
tions of reflective writing before RWA can be useful.
Attempts to reconcile explanatory differences between the domains fre-
quently result in the use of intuition or heuristics without any clear justifi-
cation. This can be problematic in advancing knowledge, as these types of
approaches can be rejected by one or both of the epistemic domains, result-
ing ultimately in a RWA based on guesswork.
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In this thesis I address issues of explanatory divergence and justification
of intuition through two major contributions. Firstly, I introduce a concep-
tual model of RWA that is founded on an extensive body of literature from
both domains. Significantly, this model also conceptualises explanatory di-
vergence by separating a representational connection between the domains
from a semantic connection between them. The model provides a way of
understanding RWA while embracing tensions between the domains. I also
show how key aspects of the model relate to two contexts for reflective writ-
ing: one concerned with well-being, in which early career teachers reflect on
their transition into the profession; and the other concerned with learning,
in which university students reflect on their work on a group work project.
Secondly, I present a specialised mode of reasoning called Transepistemic
Abduction (TeA). TeA can provide sound reasoning for the use of intuition
in order to reconcile divergent explanations, and thereby provide a justifi-
cation for working across the domains. Significantly, TeA does not require
any change to the knowledge resources of either domain, yet it provides a
way for psychosocial and computational explanations to be reconciled, both
representationally and semantically.
I also show how TeA provides a means for justifying the use of intuitions
when ‘doing’ RWA within the two contexts of well-being and learning.
My contributions to new knowledge hold potential significance for the
field of Learning Analytics and for Transdisciplinary research.
xii
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When a small cohort of early career teachers wrote about their experiences
of transitioning from student to teacher in their first year, they encoded
in their reflective writing traces of their lives at the time (see Chapter 6).
They recorded their feelings and attitudes about people, events and situa-
tions, and described their attempts at making sense of the complexities of
adjusting to a new life. Although limited to their own personal choices of
expression, their reflective writing painted pictures of themselves, and pro-
vided snapshots over time illustrating narratives of challenge and change.
They reflected on successes and failures, about times of growth and strug-
gle, on fears and anxiety, as well as on confidence and relief, about their
closest relationships and casual interactions, as well as the development of
their professional relationships. However, their reflections were not confined
temporally to the moment of writing. They connected experiences to distant
past events as well as to recent occurrences, utilising complex interrelation-
ships as a basis for creating meaning and making sense of their experiences.
They reflected on their own well-being, and in reflecting they helped them-
selves through the transition to professional teacher.
When nearly nine hundred students wrote about their experiences of
working on group projects, they encoded in their reflective writing traces
of learning (see Chapter 6). They wrote about more than just the project
however. They recorded feelings and attitudes about other group members,
team meetings and milestones that they were expected to achieve; and they
described their attempts to make sense of this messy learning environment.
Despite being limited by their own abilities with language, and constrained
by the scope of the task at hand, this reflective writing provided temporal
glimpses into a small slice of each student’s learning journey. Many of them
did not hold back on their feelings, whether it be the injustice of a group
member not pulling their weight, or a feeling of exhilaration in achieving
together what at first seemed unlikely. They connected this particular seg-
ment of their learning with other previous experiences and evaluated their
1
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progress based on expectations developed outside of the current units of
study. They made sense of their assignments by drawing on complex inter-
relationships with many factors, not just those associated with the task at
hand. They reflected on their learning experiences, and in doing so learned
much about themselves.
In both scenarios, the writing was more than text. For most authors, their
reflective writing was highly personal and deeply connected with aspects of
their situations and environments. This rich interweaving of psychological
and sociological factors in reflective writing simultaneously makes it both
very interesting and very difficult to analyse.
The two scenarios, one focused on learning, the other on well-being, pro-
vided the motivation for this research. They also provided the contexts for
two different types of reflective writing, which included other stakehold-
ers with an interest in the analysis of the authors’ writing. In the learning
scenario, the stakeholders were members of the teaching team who were
responsible for the learning task in which the writing occurred. In the well-
being scenario, the stakeholders were researchers who were interested in
investigating the well-being of early career teachers and the complexities
of their transition into the teaching profession. Both the researchers and
the teaching team, desired an ability to analyse the reflective writing in a
way that was least disruptive to the authors, while maximising the under-
standing, meaning, and ultimately the benefit for the authors. Both groups
encountered difficulties in dealing with the complexity and quantity of the
data: the researchers, because of the length of time, the number of reflections
and the complexity of the content; and the teachers, due to the variability
of the writing, and the number of students multiplied by the number of
reflections that each wrote. The combined problem of complexity coupled
with quantity presented an opportunity to investigate what analysis might
be computationally possible, and how the use of reflective writing, and its
analysis, might be scaled to much larger cohorts over longer periods of
time. The need for such an investigation was underscored by the high cost
of manual analysis which is required for human analysis of text (Bakharia,
2014; Mair, 2012). It was clear that a way of performing reflective writing
analysis at scale would hold significant benefits in both contexts: reflective
writing for learning, and reflective writing for well-being. I refer to these
two contexts in each chapter of this thesis, however particular attention is
given to them in Chapter 6.
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Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA) in its very definition fuses together two
worlds: the human world of reflection and the computer world of analytics.
These worlds have their own knowledge, and their own ways of constructing
and making sense of that knowledge. That is, they have their own epistemic
domains. There are significant differences between these epistemic domains
and the type of explanations that they can provide for aspects of reflective
writing. In the human world, what is experienced is understood with in-
terpretive means like metaphor, narrative and relationships to personal and
social knowledge (Bruner, 1991). I refer to knowledge of this world, together
with the methods by which that knowledge is created, as the psychosocial
epistemic domain or psychosocial domain. In contrast, what is observed in
the computer world tends to be represented mathematically as models oper-
ated on by rules and algorithms (Yu and Jannasch-Pennell, 2011). I refer to
the knowledge and methods of knowledge-creation in this world as the com-
putational epistemic domain or computational domain. When each domain
provides an explanation of a common phenomena (such as a piece of reflec-
tive writing), the explanations are frequently divergent and at times irrec-
oncilable (see Chapter 2). By explanation, I mean the way that each domain
uses its own epistemic methods and vocabulary to describe a phenomena
of concern, in such a way as to provide an understanding of it. Reconciling
explanations, can be problematic where these epistemic resources are signif-
icantly different. This is so for RWA, as the achievement of meaningful and
accurate analytics necessitates agreement in how the two domains explain
reflective writing, and yet each domain draws on very different epistemic
resources.
The difficulty in finding agreement can be seen in a simple example. Con-
sider the following brief reflection written by an early career teacher (i.e. in
the well-being context):
I’m home sick. I think that this year has really taken it out of
me. Only 7 weeks to go after this - we finish a week early, which
is very nice. I’m trying to prepare for writing reports again. This
was pretty stressful last time so I want to get in and do them
early. I’m still feeling negative a lot of the time. The environment
I work in is very negative, not because of staff but the attitudes
of students and some of the bullying that goes on is hard to
take at times. I feel like I’m changing to have a more negative
person[ality], which I really don’t like. It’s hard not having my
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family with me. I am lucky I have made some really good friends
here though and they are always so understanding and support-
ive.
For the well-being context researchers, the sentence in bold provides sig-
nificant information on the identity formation process of the teacher (i.e.
they are becoming the kind of teacher that they don’t want to be) and cou-
pled with other inferences in the reflection, the suggestion is that resilience
is still emerging - there are elements of hope and strength mixed with in-
dicators of disappointment. When coupled with the timing of when the
reflection was written (third term), it is possible to understand more of the
journey of transition that this teacher is undertaking.
In contrast to this psychosocial view of the reflection, a computational
analysis typically identifies features in the text, like the use of personal pro-
nouns (underline) or sentiment related words (italics), or references to time
(bold):
I’m home sick. I think that this year has really taken it out
of me. Only 7 weeks to go after this - we finish a week early,
which is very nice. I’m trying to prepare for writing reports again.
This was pretty stressful last time so I want to get in and do them
early. I’m still feeling negative a lot of the time. The environment
I work in is very negative, not because of staff but the attitudes
of students and some of the bullying that goes on is hard to take
at times. I feel like I’m changing to have a more negative per-
son[ality], which I really don’t like. It’s hard not having my family
with me. I am lucky I have made some really good friends here
though and they are always so understanding and supportive.
These computationally identifiable features, while accurate, provide a con-
siderably different view of the reflection than the psychosocial view pro-
vided above. The pronouns provide a definite indicator that the passage is
strongly related to the author, but they do not give a sense of the identity
transformation. Similarly, the sentiment words do provide an indication of
the mood, although overall they are generally negative, and intuition might
suggest that a more nuanced interpretation is required; that the teacher is
grappling with difficulties, and yet seeing hope, and identifying action. Al-
though this example is relatively simple, it provides an indication of some
of difficulties in finding agreement between psychosocial and computational
perspectives of reflection.
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In Chapter 2, I will show that the attempt to find agreement between the
psychosocial and the computational epistemic domains is even more prob-
lematic than is suggested by this simple example. Each domain presents its
own complexities, and the modes of knowing and creating knowledge di-
verge significantly, often due to very different philosophical underpinnings.
When it comes to explanations of reflective writing, the differences between
the psychosocial and the computational can be greater, for reflective writing
brings with it an affective dimension that is not present in non-reflective
writing. The affective dimension results in a significantly greater personal-
isation of the writing, which can make analysis more complex. Despite is-
sues associated with working between the psychosocial and computational
domains, the need for both to work together towards a common purpose
has resulted in many productive endeavours. Indeed it has resulted in the
establishment of entire disciplines: Computational Linguistics and Learning
Analytics are just two examples.
Intuitions and heuristics are frequently used to provide a way forward
when working across the psychosocial and computational epistemic do-
mains. However, the choice of these intuitions is not easily defended and
can potentially be in conflict with the ways of thinking that are unique to
each domain. In Chapter 4, I examine three approaches that are commonly
employed in an effort to make progress when working across both domains.
I show that these approaches tend to make assumptions that are not always
made explicit, and therefore rarely defended. In each case, the lack of a rea-
soned basis on which to defend intuitions and heuristics can undermine to
some extent the legitimacy of the approach, and make it difficult to garner
support from either or both epistemic domains. I argue that the inability of
an approach to be substantiated by both domains weakens that approach
and ultimately handicaps progress towards an agreeable solution. My con-
clusion is that in order to make authentic progress when working across two
different epistemic domains, an approach needs to be defensible and consid-
ered appropriate by both domains. I argue that a new mode of reasoning
is required that can support intuitive and heuristic choices when working
across different epistemic domains. This is the focus of Chapter 5.
￿.￿.￿ Defining Psychosocial
Psychosocial is not a term with a single clear definition, so for the purpose
of clarity, I emphasise here the difference between my use of psychosocial
and the use of the term in the developmental psychology literature. In de-
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velopmental psychology, psychosocial tends to be based on its use by Eric
Erikson, who believed that the self identity comes from and is maintained by
negotiating social situations (Beijaard et al., 2000). While my use of the term
tends to encompass the relational aspects of the psyche interacting with the
social, I also use it in a more general way in which “psychosocial factors
can be best seen as and operationalized in terms of influences acting pri-
marily between the fully social and the fully individual level - that is being
neither one nor the other.”(Martikainen et al., 2002, p. 1091). In this sense,
psychosocial is holistic and not reducible into distinct psychological and so-
ciological factors. While both the psychological and sociological can each
provide insight, in my conception of the psychosocial they cannot simply be
added together to create the psychosocial. This conception of the psychoso-
cial is similar to that used by the proponents of ‘Psychosocial Studies’ which
they define as a field that “seeks to investigate the ways in which psychic
and social processes demand to be understood as always implicated in each
other, as mutually constitutive, co-produced, or abstracted levels of a single
dialectical process.” (Frosh, 2014).
The primary reason for adopting this definition of psychosocial is to at-
tempt to transcend the disciplinary differences between psychology and so-
ciology. Figlio (2014) lends some support to this approach:
It would be a misdirected move to try to solve the apparent epis-
temological incommensurabilities between social and psycholog-
ical analyses. They are creations of disciplines, felt to be needed
to secure differences between them, and that is the problem that
needs addressing. (p. 178)
A non-reductive view of the psychosocial also has points of agreement
with the theory of Situated Cognition, and in particular its application to
educational psychology (Bredo, 2010). In this context, a complex whole (like
cognition) cannot be understood simply by reducing it into component parts.
Knowing is taken to be intrinsically linked to doing. This perspective is also
shared by the philosophy known as Embodied Realism which holds that
“experience is the result of embodied sensorimotor and cognitive structures
that generate meaning in and through our ongoing interactions with our
changing environments.”(Johnson and Lakoff, 2002)
The desire to understand the nature of the psychosocial as irreducible
provides a level of conflict with psychologically and sociologically oriented
views, and in turn highlights the difficulty in establishing anything ap-
proaching a received view. I show in Chapter 2, in both the well-being and
learning contexts, that the psychosocial domain is indeed complex, and that
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this complexity results in problems with reconciling explanations from this
domain with those provided by the computational domain.
￿.￿.￿ The Psychosocial Domain of Reflection
Issues between the psychosocial and the computational are exacerbated by
their own internal complexities. With respect to the psychosocial domain,
the nature of reflective activity itself is not fully understood (Atkins and
Murphy, 1993), and the relationship between reflective writing and reflec-
tion is dynamic and frequently ambiguous (Hoover, 1994). Further, the rela-
tionship between the writer’s experience and the language that they use to
express that experience is complex for “language is at the same time a part
of reality, a shaper of reality, and a metaphor for reality” (Halliday, 2003).
There are therefore many different ways in which this writing can be in-
terpreted, and many different influences that affect these interpretations. In
Chapter 3, I explore a number of key interpretations and I take a more de-
tailed look at the characteristics of reflection and reflective writing that cause
epistemic divisions, complicating our ability to analyse them. For now, by
way of introduction, I provide a general description of reflection and reflec-
tive writing and flag some of the key aspects that add to the challenge of
RWA.
Wittgenstein (1963) described how it is possible to have a very good un-
derstanding of a word, and to use that word effectively, without being able
to present a single straightforward definition of it. The term reflection is such
a word. The opening paragraphs of this chapter describe reflection in two
scenarios. They provide a general understanding of what reflection may in-
clude in those situations, and yet it is difficult to draw a single definition
of reflection from them. This is not peculiar to this research, as it has been
the case despite work on the topic by many scholars over many years. For
example, Moon (1999) offers a description rather than a definition, suggest-
ing that “reflection seems to be a form of mental processing with a purpose
and/or an anticipated outcome that is applied to relatively complicated or
unstructured ideas for which there is not an obvious solution.” (p. 98). One
of the reasons why most people have a general understanding, yet struggle
to define reflection, may be because it is a very common activity.
The activity of reflection is so familiar that, as teachers or train-
ers, we often overlook it in formal learning settings, and make
assumptions about the fact that not only is it occurring, but it
is occurring effectively for everyone in the group. It is easy to
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neglect as it is something which we cannot directly observe and
which is unique to each learner. (Boud et al., 1985a, p. 8).
Boud et al. (1985a) observed a number of features of reflection, and among
them found that reflection is a complex process with an affective dimension
that interacts with other cognitive processes. Yet reflection is not just a cog-
nitive process. While it is mostly subjective, involving judgements and intu-
itions drawn from a diversity of perspectives, it is also frequently applied
within a specific context and for a singular purpose. Mezirow (1990a) iden-
tifies the transformative power of reflection and Ryan (2013) links higher
level transformative reflection to Archer’s (2010) notion of reflexivity which
includes a social dimension. She characterises reflection as “mental and self-
referential ‘bending back’ upon oneself of some idea or thought (Archer
2010), such that one considers associated factors and influences and decides
whether and how to respond or act in any given situation.” (Ryan, 2013,
p. 146).
Although reflection is internal, making connections with inner hidden
thoughts, when shared it provides an ability to forge common understand-
ings with others. Reflection tends to feed on the past, and yet much of its
value lies in dealing with the present or planning for the future (Mezirow,
1990b). In one sense it is temporal, focused on key experiences that are an-
chored in time, and yet in another sense it transcends time, colouring our
perceptions of past, present and future (Colombo, 2003). These complex fea-
tures mean that reflection is simultaneously easy to comprehend and yet
difficult to describe, and while the qualities of reflection resonate with our
experience, a simple definition is elusive.
Reflection involves an understanding of self intertwined with a perception
of the environment in which the author is situated. It weaves the psychologi-
cal and the sociological into a single psychosocial fabric. It can be conceived
as a kind of thinking, a type of cognitive activity, but it is more a cognitive
process than particular thoughts at a point in time. It involves metacognitive
activity: the person reflecting thinks about their own thoughts and memo-
ries. However at the same time it is more than metacognition, tending to be
a more conscious and externally connected activity (Gibson et al., 2016). Re-
flection tends to blur the boundaries between one’s innermost thoughts and
experiences of the external environment. The act of reflection is not merely
the use of prior thought as a basis for current decisions but rather an at-
tempt to make sense of a complex mix of perceptions of one’s psychological
self together with an understanding of the social environment in which one
lives (Mezirow, 1990b; Caetano, 2015).
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Although reflection is often specific to a given social context, the process
of making meaning is not bounded by the arbitrary distinctions associated
with how the different aspects of life are categorised. Categories are useful
for explanation, but are not rigid structures that confine reflection. For ex-
ample, reflection in a work context is not insulated from prior meaning that
was gained in a home context. The activity of reflection utilises any avail-
able psychosocial resources, and while a given social context may inform
the sense-making process, it doesn’t limit it. Different social contexts can
result in different levels of reflection. Challenges can create an environment
of deeper reflection, encouraging the questioning of self, of roles and contri-
butions, of values and beliefs, and of identity. They can present as periods
of change and transition, during which reflection can become a way of nav-
igating, providing a mechanism for making decisions on how to proceed
in the face of uncertainty (Reidsema et al., 2010). Reflection cannot be di-
vorced from the inner self nor from the external environment. Reflection is
a psychosocial activity.
￿.￿.￿ The Computational Domain of Analytics
For the purposes of this thesis, I define the term computational as that
which involves computation by machines, and in particular electronic digi-
tal machines (computers). Although the word computational may be used
in relation to the human mind as in the ‘Computational Theory of Mind’
(Rejon Altable et al., 2009), that is not the sense in which I use it in this
thesis. When I refer to the computational domain, I am referring specifically
to an electronic, digital, machine domain. Unlike the psychosocial domain
of reflection, this computational domain of analytics is neither personal nor
subjective, but when isolated, it is generalisable and objective. Computation
works because it follows the rules, the mathematical axioms and theorems
that provide the basis for numeric processes. The foundations of computa-
tion are not affective nor emotional, and they do not change from context to
context.
If a computational process such as a character count is applied to the
opening sentence of the example at the beginning of this chapter (“I’m home
sick.”), the result of 14 characters is not dependent on the meaning of the
text. It is dependent on rules such as counting the apostrophe, spaces, and
the full stop as characters, but it is not swayed by human understanding.
For example, the character count process does not take into account the hu-
man response of empathy to the previous sentence compared to less emo-
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tion with the sentence “I am home now.” which also has 14 characters. The
computational process remains predictable in terms of its accuracy despite
the significant difference in meaning between the two sentences, allowing
computation to provide an objective view the text. However, this objectivity
exists only by virtue of ignoring the semantics of text.
In RWA, computation as a generalisable, objective, rule following domain
is never found in isolation. It requires interaction with the psychosocial for
the creation of meaning. When considered alone, the computational world
can deliver degrees of accuracy or precision, and yet this does not provide
meaning for RWA until it is interpreted psychosocially; that is, by a human
agent. This is an important premise to my thesis, and I discuss it in more
detail in Chapter 2. For now though, it is important to note that whenever
there is consideration of meaning, the computational world is necessarily
embedded in a human context. It is making representations of certain phe-
nomena from within this context, operating upon these representations, and
then projecting the results back into this human context in a particular form.
The fields of computational linguistics and Natural Language Processing
(NLP) can be misleading with respect to the relationship between computa-
tion and meaning, particularly in the way the word semantic is used. Tech-
niques such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) use the word in a way that
infers that the computer has an ability to find hidden meaning in text (An-
drews et al., 2014). However, LSA merely finds patterns in the text, and
while it is possible that a human agent may find those patterns to be mean-
ingful, the machine has no human-like sense of the meaning of the patterns
which it discovers. As Searle (1980) would say: the machine is not ‘in the
business’ of understanding. My point here is that subtleties in the way lan-
guage is used for computation can hide the assumptions which underpin
computational approaches within a larger human context.
This issue can be further exacerbated when the algorithms used for com-
putation become opaque. Underscoring this point is the increasing popular-
ity of Neural Language Models and their use of various neural computation
techniques for machine learning (Manning, 2015). Computation like this is
done on a massive scale with the computational power coming from in-
terconnections between processes that are so vast in number that it is not
possible to actually know for certain what the computer is doing. The na-
ture of recent machine learning techniques magnifies this issue. They fre-
quently learn the features necessary for computation from the data itself,
rather than have them determined by the programmer or the design of the
algorithm. These features are typically not visible to an observer, but even if
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they could be identified, they tend to number in quantities far beyond what
a human can make sense of. This makes it difficult to know on what basis
computational decisions are being taken (Blackwell, 2015). Although these
techniques have proved highly effective in solving many analysis problems,
they nevertheless introduce great opacity in the process. This presents a
sizeable challenge as assumptions in representation are compounded with
opacity in computation, resulting in significant difficulties in effective evalu-
ation of the results. This in turn calls into question the extent to which these
results can be used to make decisions which have human consequences, an
ethical question which is gaining significant scrutiny in fields like Learning
Analytics (Sclater, 2015; Wise, 2014; Slade and Prinsloo, 2013) and Human
Computer Interaction (Mortier et al., 2014).
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In this thesis, I define reflective writing as affective autobiographical writ-
ing that includes selected thoughts and value judgements and intentions
regarding those thoughts. Just as the nature of reflective thinking is per-
sonal and subjective, so is the nature of reflective writing. It is not merely
the recording of events or the description of observations, but instead is
an expression of the interface between the author and their world (Moffatt
et al., 2015). Reflective writing tends to record how past events are compre-
hended, how current situations are perceived, and an outlook for the future.
Reflective writing tends to provide judgements or assessments on actions
taken in the past as well as courses of action for the future, including the
hopes, aspirations or doubts that underpin them (Bolton, 1999). When a per-
son writes reflectively, they are not only writing about their psychological
self, nor purely about their social environment; they are writing about how
they are making sense of themselves in relation to their conception of that
environment. Like reflection, reflective writing is psychosocial.
Reflective writing is frequently used in an academic context, and so it is
easy to view RWA as a learning activity or artefact. However, as indicated
by the two scenarios provided earlier, reflective writing can be situated in a
broader context. It is more than recounting ideas, events and experiences. It
also involves encoding of feelings and personal assessments. It is not always
confined to a specific pre-set objective as may be the case in a learning
context, but can be an activity that the author freely engages in for their
own personal reasons as may be the case in a well-being context.
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The term ‘analytics’ is commonly associated with pre-existing definitions,
most notably Business Analytics and more recently Learning Analytics. Both
of these uses of the term assume computation of some sort, but frequently
they are focused on numerical metrics, or quantified measures of very well
defined features. While the analytics aspect of RWA shares the computa-
tional aspect, it is not necessarily tied to metrics. RWA output is an analogue
of the results of computational processing, and it holds value for human
sense-making.
The usage of Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA) as a term emerged in-
formally during the LAK15 conference1 with a first documentation of the
term in a blog by Buckingham Shum (2015), and more formally in Bucking-
ham Shum et al. (2016) and Gibson et al. (2016). In each of these instances,
RWA is used in a learning context, specifically with respect to learning an-
alytics, and so RWA is derived from the combination of Reflective Writing
and Learning Analytics. In this thesis however, I also include the context
of well-being which includes notions of psychological health, and so the
term is derived from the combination of reflective writing and the computa-
tional (analytics). The inclusion of well-being is one of the reasons that the
human dimension of RWA is conceptualised as the psychosocial domain,
as opposed to an educational domain or a psychological health domain. I
provide a more complete examination of psychosocial in Chapter 2.
￿.￿.￿ A Conceptual Model of RWA
A requirement for the computational analysis of reflective writing, is a pro-
ductive way of working between the psychosocial epistemic domain of re-
flective writing and the computational epistemic domain of analytics. Com-
putation is not necessary for the analysis of reflective writing; it is possible
to conceive of a purely psychosocial process of reflective writing analysis.
Similarly, it is possible to conceive of computational analysis of textual data
without any psychosocial interaction. However, I assert that RWA involves
an interdependence between the psychosocial and the computational; that
typically the flow of information is initiated in the psychosocial domain,
translated into the computational for computational processing, and then
translated back into the psychosocial domain where it obtains meaning ap-
propriate to the context in which it originated.
1 LAK15 (March 2015) 5th International Learning Analytics and Knowledge Conference. Pough-
keepsie, NY.




































Figure 1: A Conceptual Model of RWA: Each domain has three aspects,
each formed by the interrelationship between any two activities (e.g.
Interpreting–Reflecting). The two domains are separated by an epistemic
boundary. Two transepistemic aspects bridge from one epistemic domain
to the other.
To capture the complexities of the activities associated with RWA, and
the interrelationships between them, In Chapter 3 I introduce a conceptual
model in the form of a graph comprising six nodes which represent the
activities (three psychosocial and three computational), and eight edges that
represent the interrelationships between the activities (see Figure 1). The
psychosocial activities are separated from the computational activities by an
epistemic boundary. Two edges connect the two domains: Representational
translation connects Writing (psychosocial) to Symbolising (computational);
and Semantic translation connects Analogising (computational) to Interpreting
(psychosocial).
It is important to note that the elements of this model are conceptual.
They are not intended to represent specific real-world activities, but to aid
in conceptualising the various aspects of RWA. For example, it would be
limiting, and potentially erroneous to examine ‘Reflecting’ and ‘Writing’ as
independent of each other, rather than considering them as a relationship
characterised by the expression of thoughts in written language. Similarly,
it would be difficult to understand ‘Reflecting’ without taking into account
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‘Interpreting’ and the construction of meaning that is involved in that as-
pect of RWA. Because of this, I describe the model in terms of eight aspects,
where each aspect is comprised of the interrelationship between two ac-
tivities. Three of these aspects describe the psychosocial epistemic domain,
three describe the computational domain, and the other two are transepis-
temic, that is they bridge the two epistemic domains. Each epistemic do-
main has an aspect that yields explanations from within that domain. For
the psychosocial this is Writing–Interpreting, and for the computational this
is Symbolising–Analogising. A detailed exploration of this model is pro-
vided in Chapter 3. However, for the purposes of this introduction, a brief
description of the eight aspects is provided below:
Psychosocial Aspects
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿–￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ is the person’s construction of meaning through
interpreting situations in relation to self, and reflecting on that mean-
ing and its implications for action.
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿–￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ involves the person expressing meaning through their
own story. It is a personal narrative about selected ideas that arise from
self-reflection. It results in the artefact of reflective writing.
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿–￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ provides psychosocial explanations based on the
interrelationship between the written expression and the person’s own
interpretation of that expression. It makes explicit that any explanation
requires both the person’s story and their personal interpretation of it.
Computational Aspects
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿–￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ is the construction of computational represen-
tations of the artefact resulting from the person’s writing. It involves
representing features of the reflective text, from simple direct represen-
tation of lexical features through to complex modelling of psychosocial
phenomena.
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿–￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ involves the expression of the machine gener-
ated analytics in a form suitable for human interpretation. It requires
both the anticipation of usefulness of the resultant analytics, as well
as appropriate computational processing of the information to create
them.
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿–￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ provides computational explanations based on
the interrelationship between the original representations of the reflec-
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tive text and the analytics prepared for interpretation. It makes explicit
that explanation requires the output ‘Analogising’ of computation to
be understood in terms of the input ‘Symbolising’ of the text.
Transepistemic Aspects
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿–￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ facilitates the transfer of psychosocial representa-
tions to computational representations. This aspect involves the trans-
lation of word symbols into computational symbols, and in doing so
aims to take psychosocial characteristics and model them computa-
tionally. This aspect provides ‘Representational Translation’ between
the epistemic domains.
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿–￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ facilitates the semantic transfer from the com-
putational to the psychosocial. It is concerned with meaning-making
through the psychosocial interpretation of the computational analyt-
ics. This aspect provides ‘Semantic Translation’ between the epistemic
domains.
I will show in chapters 2 and 3 that prior work does not neatly attach
itself to the various aspects of the model, and that relatively little work
has explored the issues associated with the model as a whole. For example,
some work in Psychology is concerned with how a person reflects (Reflect-
ing), and work in Education has been focused on reflective writing (Writing).
Information Retrieval, Computational Linguistics and Natural Language
Processing are concerned with the representation of text (Symbolising) and
computation of these representations (Processing), and to varying degrees
resultant output (Analogising). Some work in the field of Human Computer
Interaction and Cognitive Science has focused on making meaning of the
analytics (Interpreting). While newer fields such as Learning Analytics have
been interested in more of the model, very little consideration has been
given to differences in Explanation, issues with the crossing the Epistemic
Boundary, or even the existence of a boundary.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
It is important at this point to clarify that this thesis is not concerned with
attempting to make compatible the two different epistemic domains (psy-
chosocial and computational). It is however, concerned with the reconcilia-
tion of the explanations of reflective writing that are afforded by the epis-
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temic resources of those domains. Each domain draws on a different body of
knowledge, and on different ways of establishing that knowledge, and thus
furnishes different explanations. The significance of this distinction between
explanations and the domains in which they originate will be made more
clear in chapters 2 and 3. For now however, it should be noted that a desire
to find a reconciliation of explanations for the purposes of RWA does not
imply an expectation of reconciliation between the different philosophical
positions on which those explanations may be based.
￿.￿.￿ Divergence
I argue in Chapter 2 that psychosocial explanations of reflective writing
tend to diverge from computational explanations as deeper meaning and
greater accuracy is sought from within each respective domain. I assert that
the boundary between the two domains (the epistemic boundary) becomes
harder to cross as our requirements for meaningful analytics increase. This
divergence is illustrated in Figure 2 through a transformation of the RWA
Model that was illustrated in Figure 1. Closest to the Representational Trans-
lation, explanations are generally in harmony as the computational symbol-
ising of the psychosocial writing is well-aligned at the feature level. How-
ever, Semantic translation cannot be taken for granted. Divergence in the ex-
planations results in ambiguity in RWA, and when that divergence is large,
it can have the effect of ‘breaking’ RWA, making it impossible to reconcile
the computational and the psychosocial in any meaningful way.
Further complicating explanatory divergence is the extent of latent human
influence over the computational processes. I show in Chapter 3 that there
are many points of influence in computational modelling, and that decisions
made in one situation are not necessarily appropriate for a different situa-
tion. However, frequently these decisions are unintentionally obfuscated un-
der layers of computation, making them inaccessible. This exacerbates the
issue of divergence, and complicates the processes involved in addressing
it.
Reconciling explanations that are constructed using very different epis-
temic resources can be a challenging task. I show in Chapter 4 that com-
mon approaches to doing this can come at a cost of added biases, hidden
assumptions and ambiguity in the translation process. This cost can under-
mine these approaches and make them difficult to justify. In order to develop
scalable RWA that holds integrity with the underlying epistemic domains,
it is necessary for decisions that are taken towards that end to be justifiable.
































Figure 2: Explanatory divergence: Although representational translation is possible
from the psychosocial domain to the computational domain, as deeper
meaning and greater accuracy is sought, the explanations may diverge
and become difficult to reconcile, reducing the possibility of a semantic
translation.
Given that these decisions involve two domains, the justification needs to be
provided by both domains. It is this need to reconcile explanations in a way
that can be justified by both domains that forms the core problem addressed
by this thesis.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ , ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
This research was originally conceived as Action Research conducted within
the two contexts introduced at the beginning of this chapter. However, over
time the intuitions and heuristics adopted to advance the computational
analysis of reflective writing became increasingly difficult to justify. Intu-
ition became necessary to reconcile differences between the psychosocial
and computational domains in how they explained aspects of the reflec-
tive writing. While drawing upon intuition was not problematic in itself, a
solid basis for justifying it was elusive. The transdisciplinary nature of the
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research meant that computational decisions were difficult to justify from
a psychosocial perspective, and decisions taken from a psychosocial stand-
point were not easily related to computational techniques. As more com-
plex approaches were explored towards a more nuanced understanding of
RWA, defending the intuitions involved became even more difficult. Rather
than ignore this issue, I changed the direction of the research and turned
it towards addressing the use and justification of intuition in reconciling
differences in how psychosocial and computational domains provide expla-
nations of reflective writing.
The change of approach resulted in a less applied investigation that was
centred on the following research question:
When presented with apparently irreconcilable psychosocial andcomputational explanations of reflective writing, how can progressbe facilitated in a justifiable way, while maintaining integrity withboth the psychosocial and computational epistemic domains?
Although the research question above was originally motivated by the
development of RWA within the contexts of well-being and learning, the ul-
timate primary contributions of this research resulted from wrestling with
philosophical questions associated with how to justify transdisciplinary work.
Therefore, the contributions of this thesis are not the results of analysis of
data (although that too also forms an aspect of this thesis), but rather a foun-
dation on which such analysis might be conducted in future. These original
contributions to new knowledge are:
1. A mode of reasoning that addresses issues associated with explanatory
divergence between different epistemic domains, and allows for the
defence of intuition while maintaining integrity with the epistemic
domains; To this end, I present Transepistemic Abduction (TeA) in
Chapter 5, and in doing so answer the research question above.
2. A conceptual model of Reflective Writing Analytics that provides a
way of: (a) explaining the interrelationships between complex and di-
verse aspects of psychosocial and computational dimensions of Re-
flective Writing Analytics; and (b) conceptualising the divergence be-
tween psychosocial and computational explanations of reflective writ-
ing within a single unified model; and (c) facilitating both represen-




In this chapter I have presented the motivation for this work and highlighted
why it is substantial. In Chapter 2, I examine the literature associated with
the two epistemic domains and expose the issue of explanatory divergence.
The two domains are explored further in the context of the conceptual model
of RWA in Chapter 3. This model represents one of two contributions that
this research makes to new knowledge. Chapter 4 identifies how progress
might be made in RWA, and the common approaches that are adopted. The
quest for transepistemic progress highlights a need for a new mode of rea-
soning. I address this need with TeA, which is presented in Chapter 5. This
represents my primary contribution to new knowledge, and is followed in
Chapter 6 by examples of its application to RWA. The thesis concludes with
Chapter 7, where I summarise the work and provide an indication of the
direction in which it may be taken in the future.

2 EXPLANATORY D IVERGENCE
In Chapter 1, I indicated that a key problem for Reflective Writing Analytics
(RWA) is explanatory divergence, where psychosocial and computational ex-
planations of reflective writing become harder to reconcile as deeper mean-
ing and/or greater accuracy is sought from each. In this chapter I review
important psychosocial and computational literature that is relevant to the
analysis of reflective writing in the contexts of well-being and learning. I
will show that there is a significant epistemic difference between psychoso-
cial meaning and computational accuracy. In my model of RWA (detailed in
Chapter 3), this difference is conceptualised as a boundary separating the
psychosocial epistemic domain from the computational epistemic domain.
For greater clarity on what I mean by differences in explanation from
each domain, consider this simple example of two fictional quotes about the
same person:
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿: The young teenager looked like she hadn’t received a decent meal in
months.
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿: The 13 year old female weighed 32.4 kilograms.
One does not need to think too deeply to determine which of these sentences
might be considered the more accurate and which might be considered the
more meaningful. The subjective language used in the first sentence tends
to suggest deeper meaning, and the use of numbers in the second sentence
implies greater accuracy, particularly the use of a decimal for weight rather
than language like ‘roughly 30 kilograms’. The difference between meaning
and accuracy becomes more stark if a context is provided for the sentences.
For example if the sentences were considered in relation to the issue of
homeless children, the meaning of the first sentence may be considered
more significant, with the second sentence not providing any additional
value. However, if the context was making a medical decision on treatment
for a particular child, the accuracy of the second sentence gives it more
value, and the first statement does not provide any additional value.
Although both of the example sentences provide explanations of the same
phenomena, they differ according to meaning and accuracy, and they hold
different utility depending on the context in which the explanations are
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used. Peirce (1905) might assert that their meaning is solely determined by
their use: “the rational purport of a word or other expression, lies exclu-
sively in its conceivable bearing upon the conduct of life” (p. 162). The sig-
nificance of this pragmatic perspective will become more obvious through-
out this chapter as the substantial differences in psychosocial explanations
of well-being and learning are highlighted, and computational explanations
are shown to be contextualised by quantifiable features that are computable,
in stark contrast to psychosocial explanations.
In the sections that follow, I examine literature showing disagreement and
divergence in explanation within the psychosocial domain, for both the well-
being and learning contexts (§2.1 & §2.2). I also review literature related to
computational explanation, and show the issues that arise in quantifying
and modelling subjective and dynamic phenomena (§2.4), along with the
compromises that are often taken to ensure tractability. I conclude with a
summary of the divergence in these explanations with respect to meaning
and accuracy (§2.5).
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿￿￿-￿￿￿￿￿
. . . the act of constructing the stories is associated with mental
and physical health improvement. A constructed story, then, is a
type of knowledge that helps to organize the emotional effects of
an experience as well as the experience itself. (Pennebaker and
Seagal, 1999, p. 1249)
In the first scenario presented at the beginning of Chapter 1, early career
teachers wrote regular reflections on their transition from student to profes-
sional. They found the process a helpful way of making sense of their expe-
riences, often focusing on their ability to cope with the significant changes
involved. One teacher remarked about using the GoingOK software (Ap-
pendix B): “I always felt that there was this virtual thing that would listen
to me about things that I felt vulnerable about”1. The stakeholders, teacher
education researchers, were interested in questions of transition, resilience
and identity formation within the context of teaching in a rural and remote
school. In this context the central reflective activity was associated with well-
being. For the teachers, reflections focused on their own ability to cope and
adapt to the challenges associated with teaching. For the researchers, the re-
1 Phone Interview 19/11/2013
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flections provided insight on identity formation within a very specific social
context.
In the well-being literature, there is considerable diversity in how well-
being is understood, particularly with respect to personality, identity and
context. This results in a multitude of possible explanations for well-being
features in RWA. Rather than explanations converging to a unified set of fea-
tures or characteristics, well-being explanations tend to diverge making the
choice of key characteristics more difficult and their analysis less tractable.
￿.￿.￿ Hedonic and Eudaimonic Conceptions
Early writing about well-being can be dated around 350BC with Aristotle’s
work Nicomachean Ethics, in which he examined the relationships between
virtue of character, eudaimonia (happiness in realising true self), and the no-
tion of living well. From Aristotle through to the present, well-being has
frequently attracted the attention of philosophers (Diener et al., 2006), psy-
chologists (Ryff, 1989; Deci and Ryan, 2008), sociologists (Keyes et al., 2002;
Springer et al., 2006) and even economists (Easterlin, 2006; Schwartz et al.,
2002; Pugno, 2007). Yet despite the attention it has received over such an
extensive period of time, a single measurable definition of well-being has
remained elusive (Dodge et al., 2012). Dodge et al. suggests that this stems
from a combination of not defining essential characteristics and the intangi-
ble nature of well-being. Nevertheless, most understandings of well-being
are not limited to the individual, but include the relationship between the
individual and their situation. Dodge et al. (2012) support this relationship
between individual and situation suggesting that well-being is an equilib-
rium between a person’s capabilities and the challenges the person faces. If
the person’s capabilities allow them to overcome their challenges, then the
person experiences well-being. However, if their capabilities are insufficient
to meet the challenge, their well-being suffers. This could be important to
RWA as reflection can involve self-assessment of struggles with challenge,
and an account of overcoming or succumbing to them.
Although there are some societally focused views of well-being (Easter-
lin, 2006), well-being as it pertains to reflective writing is concerned more
with the individual. A person’s individual well-being as they perceive it, is
commonly referred to as Subjective Well-being (SWB). Within the literature,
there are considerable differences of opinion as to what constitutes SWB and
how it should be conceptualised, however there are two main perspectives
that have traditionally dominated: the hedonic perspective, and the eudai-
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monic perspective. These perspectives provide very different explanations,
not only on what SWB is, but also on how a person experiences it. As a re-
sult, this provides an initial level of complication in how well-being related
reflective writing should be analysed.
Personal happiness dominates hedonic approaches to well-being, and this
is represented by the extent of pleasure or displeasure reported in relation
to life events. Diener et al. (1999) hold a hedonic view of SWB and use the
terms ‘happiness’ and ‘SWB’ interchangeably in their writing. They view
SWB as comprising three components: positive affect, negative affect, and
life satisfaction. Much of this perspective has been built on original work
by Wilson (1967), but Diener et al. also provide links with personality and
the effect of adaption (Diener et al., 1999; Lucas and Diener, 2008). Fur-
thermore, Ryan et al. (2007) note that as an hedonic approach involves the
presence of positive affect and the absence of negative affect, it “has a clear
and measurable target for research, which is one of its major advantages as
a focus for a science of well-being.” (p139). This approach also aligns well
with sentiment analysis allowing a relatively straightforward computability
of well-being. The significant emphasis on affect, also allows this perspec-
tive to correlate well with the intuition that if someone is feeling happy
then their well-being is raised, and if they are feeling sad their well-being
is subdued. When seeking explanations of well-being in reflective writing
this relationship appears to hold promise. However, despite its relative sim-
plicity and its dominant position in Positive Psychology (Deci and Ryan,
2008), the hedonic perspective has received significant and wide criticism,
particularly from those holding a eudaimonic perspective of SWB.
Ryff (1989) was one the first major critics of the hedonic view of SWB,
arguing that equating well-being with happiness is largely a result of a mis-
translation of Aristotle, who used the word eudaimonia with a meaning that
was more than just happiness. The eudaimonic perspective suggests that
as well as happiness, Aristotle’s well-being is also “...engaging one’s best
human capacities by actively pursuing virtues and excellences.” (Ryan et al.,
2007, p143). Where the eudaimonic perspective is focused on the “content of
one’s life and the processes involved in living well, . . . hedonic conceptions of
well-being focus on a specific outcome, namely the attainment of positive af-
fect and an absense of pain.”(Ryan et al., 2007, p. 140). Ryan and Huta (2009)
emphasise the importance of ‘healthy functioning’ for well-being, and claim
that a life lived on maximising pleasure is likely “to produce instead a life
bereft of depth, meaning, and community.” (Ryan et al., 2007, p141). Ryff
and Singer (2006) argue that eudaimonia provides a more complete view of
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SWB as the satisfaction of achieving purpose or realisation of the ‘true self’,
and referred to this well-being as Psychological Well-being. This resulted in
the creation of a six factor model of well-being (Ryff, 1989), which has been
widely embraced by psychology. The six factor model of psychological well-
being provides a means for this more complex understanding of well-being
to be modelled computationally. However, there has been some criticism of
this model. Specifically, Springer et al. (2006) criticise the Ryff model pri-
marily on it’s multidimensionality, observing that four of the six factors are
highly correlated, therefore they “...strongly caution against analyses that
treat the scale components as if they measure six distinct dimensions of psy-
chological well-being.” (Springer et al., 2006, p1101). Similarly, Kafka and
Kozma (2002) found that the results didn’t correlate with six distinct factors,
but rather clustered around three factors. Despite limitations in the size of
the Kafka study, which only studied 227 participants, it does reinforce the
caution recommended by Springer. Regardless of the number of factors, it
seems likely that models of this type of well-being could provide explana-
tions of well-being in reflective writing.
￿.￿.￿ Personality and Social Context
Another area of disagreement contributing to the complexity of explaining
well-being is the nature of the influence of personality, and the extent of the
influence of a person’s sociocultural context on their well-being. There is
also some divergence in opinion on whether context is more important than
personality (Fleeson, 2004), and on the temporal characteristics of both per-
sonality and context. For example, Diener et al. (2003) found that external
factors like health, wealth and level of education have only a small impact
on SWB, but personality has a significant impact. However, they also found
evidence that situations more congruent with dominant personality traits
are more likely to result in improved well-being, and that other non-trait
personality factors like goal setting can have a significant impact on subjec-
tive well-being.
Although there is general agreement among psychologists that personal-
ity has a significant influence on well-being, there is disagreement as to the
extent, and also on which elements of well-being are influenced by which
traits of personality (Schmutte and Ryff, 1997; Lucas and Diener, 2008; Di-
ener et al., 2003). For example, DeNeve and Cooper (1998) relate personality
to the hedonic view of SWB using 137 personality traits, whereas most re-
search focuses on the Big Five dimensions of personality: neuroticism, ex-
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traversion, openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness
(Bainbridge, 2008). Of the big five, neuroticism and extraversion possess
the strongest correlates with subjective well-being (Diener et al., 2003), al-
though this has not been clearly established. For example, Hayes and Joseph
(2003) found that neuroticism was strongly correlated with levels on the
depression-happiness scale, with extraversion a strong predictor of happi-
ness, and conscientiousness a better predictor of life-satisfaction than ex-
traversion.
However, it appears that when a different perspective is taken on well-
being, there are different correlations with personality. Watson et al. (1992)
found that social activity is correlated with extraversion and positive affect,
but no consistent association with neuroticism and negative affect. Similarly,
Ryan and Deci (1999) found links between ‘relatedness’ and positive affect.
Reis et al. (2000) note that trait effects and daily variations in well-being are
both statistically and conceptually independent, and that a person’s present
assessment is more likely to be a comparison with the recent past, rather
than with a longer term baseline.
A temporal relationship between personality and well-being is highlighted
in Set Point theory (Headey, 2007) which assumes that a person has a set
point of well-being, and that life events don’t modify the set-point, but pro-
vide short term deviations from it. Diener et al. (2006) note that “...happiness
and unhappiness are merely short-lived reactions to changes in people’s cir-
cumstances.” (p. 305). The concept of adaption is core to Set Point Theory.
Suh et al. (1996) found that temporal characteristics of adaption are impor-
tant considerations in our understanding of how personality relates to well-
being. They explored the extent to which personality is stable, and looked
for answers as to questions on how long it takes for the effect of life events
to lose impact on subjective well-being. They found that while personality
can remain stable over years, “It appears that typical life events lose their
effects on SWB after 3 to 6 months” (Suh et al., 1996, p1100). The implica-
tion for RWA is that different characteristics may have different temporal
relationships with the reflective writing, and that for some characteristics
analysis may represent lasting realities, while other characteristics may be
representative of only a brief historical period of time.
Easterlin (2006) has made serious criticisms of Set Point theory. He sug-
gested that public policy based on this view is likely to be ineffective, as
the most dominant factor in well-being is the predisposition determined by
the set-point. Easterlin does not argue against adaption and the tendency to
return towards the set-point, but rather he argues that adaption never com-
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pletes. That is, that a person never fully returns to the set-point. Despite the
variances in views regarding Set Point theory, the research does highlight
the importance of external impacts on personal well-being.
From a social context point of view, it is not uncommon to assume that
the big impacts are factors like wealth, physical health and personal free-
doms. However, the Easterlin paradox (Easterlin, 2006) demonstrated a dis-
connect between wealth and well-being, suggesting that many people who
experience extremely adverse life events, and/or low socio-economic status,
still enjoy a surprisingly high level of personal well-being. Complementing
this, Helliwell and Putnam (2004) observed that socio-cultural factors are
much more significant than wealth. They identify strong links between pos-
itive well-being and factors such as: ‘Family-level social capital’, ‘Faith and
the church’, ‘Friends and neighbours’, and ‘Community involvement’. They
state that “the impact of society-wide increases in affluence on subjective
well-being is uncertain and modest at best, whereas the impact of society-
wide increases in social capital on well-being would be unambiguously and
strongly positive.”(Helliwell and Putnam, 2004, p. 1444) This appears to sug-
gest that themes associated with social capital should hold greater weight
in RWA, than other themes such as wealth, health and freedom.
￿.￿.￿ Self-determination Theory
La Guardia and Ryan (2007) see Self Determination Theory (SDT) as a way
to accommodate the relationship between personality and well-being, and
the relationship between the person and their context. SDT is defined by
Ryan and Deci (1999) as being based on three ‘universal basic psychological
needs’: Autonomy, Competence and Relatedness, which “...must be satisfied
across the life span for an individual to experience an ongoing sense of
integrity and well-being” (p74-75).
People exhibit differences in expression of personality traits in different re-
lational contexts, and La Guardia and Ryan (2007) assert that to understand
why this occurs, “we must understand how well the relational context sup-
ports the individual’s psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and
relatedness” (p. 1215). They further assert that autonomy is essentially the
ability for a person to be one’s self, and that context is related to the notion
of ‘autonomy support’.
Sheldon et al. (1996) had previously identified the importance of compe-
tence and autonomy for a ‘good day’, and this was further extended by Reis
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et al. (2000) who not only looked at competence and autonomy, but also
relatedness. They analysed these three traits in person-person, and person-
activity contexts, and found that persons with higher levels of a given trait
exhibited higher sensitivity to the related daily activity. They note that fun
social activities were associated with relatedness, as were ‘talking about
meaningful matters’; however task focused interaction did not increase re-
latedness. This distinction is important when considering the content of re-
flective writing, as reflections on professional task-based social activity may
not indicate the same value as non-work social activity.
Overall, these findings suggest that social activities contribute to
daily emotional well-being in more ways than simply enabling
people to feel close and connected with others. (Reis et al., 2000,
p428)
The activity of reflection holds value in SDT. For Ryan et al. (2007), reflec-
tion is the link between autonomy and eudaimonic well-being. They suggest
that being eudaimonic means being continually engaged in reflectivity with
regards to one’s actions, actions that are voluntary and expressions of self.
The act of reflection is also necessary for gauging one’s own level of compe-
tence, and therefore a significant indirect contributor to well-being.
Ryan et al. (2007) note the importance of goals and motivations to SDT.
They note that a eudaimonic lifestyle is one that is focused on goals that have
inherent worth and and are not derived from other goals. In a prior paper,
Ryan and Deci (1999) argued that intrinsic goals have a greater relationship
to well-being because they are linked more closely to the basic psychological
needs for autonomy, competence and relatedness. Intrinsic goals have also
been shown to be highly predictive of improved performance (Ryan et al.,
2007), which has significant implications for learning. I discuss this in more
depth in Section 2.3.
For this thesis, I have worked only with English language text in an Aus-
tralian context, however some research has indicated that SDT may not be
entirely transferable to non-western cultures. For example, Sheldon et al.
(2004) have critiqued the applicability of self determination theory to non-
western cultures, noting that a number of Asian cultures do not value indi-
vidualism as do western cultures, and so “...it is not surprising that Diener
and Diener (1995) found that the average life satisfaction of a country is
highly correlated with its degree of individualism” (Sheldon et al., 2004,
p146). This suggests that care needs to be taken with SDT based features
when implementing RWA in non-western contexts.
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Although there is clearly no single explanation of well-being, SDT does
provide some degree of common ground for theorists of differing perspec-
tives. It is clearly psychosocial in nature, and as I show in Section 2.3, it
can provide a potential link with psychosocial explanations in the learning
context.
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The domain of education is vast, the issues it raises are almost
overwhelmingly numerous and are of great complexity, and the
social significance of the field is second to none. These features
make the phenomena and problems of education of great inter-
est to a wide range of socially-concerned intellectuals, who bring
with them their own favored conceptual frameworks/concepts,
theories and ideologies, methods of analysis and argumentation,
metaphysical and other assumptions, criteria for selecting evi-
dence that has relevance for the problems that they consider cen-
tral, and the like. (Phillips and Siegel, 2015, p. 1)
While psychosocial explanations of well-being are many and varied, the
complexity of the context of learning results in even greater explanatory
divergence. There is the extent to which knowledge needs to be taught as
opposed to discovered; there are questions on which knowledge needs to
be known at which point in time; there are questions about who should
decide which knowledge is required; there is disagreement on how a learner
learns best, what constitutes good learning, and the extent to which certain
resources are required for good learning to occur.
It is not my intention to delve into the myriad of theories that are associ-
ated with learning, but rather to overview the development of a key theme
that impacts the formation of psychosocial explanations of learning. In this
thesis, my interest is in explanations of the way learners engage with the
consequences of their experiences as they interact with society, for reflection
is a key part of this process:
When an activity is continued into the undergoing of conse-
quences, when the change made by action is reflected back into
a change made in us, the mere flux is loaded with significance.
We learn something. (Dewey, 1916, p. 1)
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As Dewey identifies, reflecting on the consequences of actions is highly
significant for learning. This foundational relationship between reflection
and learning is an important aspect of RWA, and I explore it further in
Chapter 3.
￿.￿.￿ Individual and Society
It is possible to interpret much of the recent history of education in terms
of the relationship between knowledge, the learner, and society. At one ex-
treme, education is solely about the cognitive development of the student,
an empty vessel needing to be filled with the correct knowledge provided by
the teacher, a process quite unrelated to the creation of knowledge (Taylor,
1970). At the other extreme, education is a social control mechanism that is
used to build and reinforce political power structures for the benefit of those
in control (Davies, 2012). These extremes tend to create a dichotomy which
is very difficult to apply to RWA, and yet it is not only the relationship be-
tween the psychological learner and sociological society that is problematic.
The nature of learning itself is an area of significant disagreement.
Sfard (1998) suggests that theories of learning are fundamentally repre-
sented by two metaphors: the acquisition metaphor where learning is about
acquiring knowledge, and the participation metaphor where learning is
about the act of knowing or coming to know. Early views of learning as ac-
quiring knowledge were heavily influenced by John Locke (1632 - 1704) who
considered children to be born with a mind that is a tabula rasa or a blank
slate, and that all knowledge is derived via experience through the senses
(Taylor and Hamdy, 2013). With respect to the participation metaphor, Sfard
(1998) says that “learning a subject is now conceived of as a process of be-
coming a member of a certain community. This entails, above all, the ability
to communicate in the language of this community and act according to
its particular norms.” (Sfard, 1998, p. 6). On the face of it Sfard’s (1998)
metaphors appear to reinforce the tension between the psychological and
the sociological aspects of learning. However, she denies this, stating that
they are on on different axes, with it being possible that an acquisition
metaphor is still present in a social view of learning. She asserts that the
metaphor view is ontological, concerned with what learning is, rather than
a description of a mechanism for learning. Nevertheless, there are significant
differences of opinion on the nature of learning, and many of the perspec-
tives have deep historical roots.
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￿.￿.￿ Historical Influences
Arguably the most significant contributions to modern education were made
by John Dewey (1859-1952), Jean Piaget (1896-1980), and Lev Vygotsky (1896-
1934), with each being influenced in some way by the work of Jean-Jacques
Rousseau (1712-1778). Rousseau’s primary educational work was ‘Emile or
Education’ (Rousseau, 1921), a fictional work in which he espoused the idea
that the ideal education is one in accordance with nature. Rousseau also
wrote on child development and suggested three age ranges: children to
the age of 12 who were governed by impulse and emotion, adolescents
between 12 and 16 during which the ability to reason developed, and 16
and onwards in which the person developed into an adult. It is easy to see
the link between these stages and Piaget’s stages of cognitive development
(Feldman, 2004), as well as the way we tend to structure formal schooling
today. Rousseau also promoted the idea of subjectivity and introspection,
ideas that are not dissimilar to Dewey’s notion of growth through reflec-
tion (Dewey, 1916; Rodgers, 2002). Like Rousseau, Dewey also picked up
the theme of the individual learner who followed their own path, a theme
developed considerably by Piaget: “Piaget’s enduring legacy to educational
theory is the assertion that human beings are, from early childhood, active,
independent meaning-makers who ‘construct’ knowledge rather than sim-
ply ‘receive’ and ‘store’ it.” (Moore, 2012, p. 6). This view has become one
of the most significant theories of learning known as Constructivism. Piaget
proposed that learners construct new knowledge through assimilation and
accommodation, where assimilation is the processing of new experiences
into existing mental frameworks, and accommodation is the process of cre-
ating or modifying mental representations to fit new experiences (Moore,
2012). This theory of knowledge has seen significant adoption alongside
pedagogical approaches such as active learning, discovery learning, prob-
lem based learning, and to some extent self-regulated learning. In each case
the student learns for themselves with varying degrees of guidance or scaf-
folding provided by the teacher.
Dewey and Vygotsky shared an anti-elitist approach to ‘academic’
schooling. Both repositioned the learner as an active agent in
his or her development. They both rejected rote learning that
hampered higher-order abstract cognition while advocating for
an active learner engaged in creative construction of knowledge
through collaboration. (Razfar, 2013, p. 129)
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While Piaget’s work was heavily rooted in cognitive and developmental
psychology, “Vygotsky urges us throughout his writing to view learning and
teaching as essentially social activities that take place between social actors
in socially constructed situations” (Moore, 2012, p. 6). The work of Vygot-
sky became the foundation for Socio-cultural theory which is significantly
influential in educational research. However, despite the social emphasis,
the centrality of the learner in education remains. Mercer and Howe (2012)
state that “we would never argue against the study of individual processes
of thinking and learning, but we believe that the relationship between social
activity and individual thinking is a vital, distinctive characteristic of hu-
man cognition, and one which underpins cognitive development” (Mercer
and Howe, 2012, p. 12). The implication for RWA, is that interaction between
socio-cultural factors and individual characteristics is key to making sense
of a learner’s reflective writing. Sociocultural theory departs from Piaget’s
developmental theory more significantly with respect to epistemology. A so-
ciocultural view of knowledge does not conceptualise it as a construction of
the learner:
Knowledge is not just an individual possession but also the cre-
ation and shared property of members of communities, who use
‘cultural tools’ (including spoken and written language), relation-
ships and institutions (such as schools) for that purpose. From
this sociocultural perspective, the nature of thinking, learning
and development can only be understood by taking account of
the collective, historical nature of human life. (Mercer and Howe,
2012, p. 12)
Mercer suggests a link between sociocultural theory, dialogue and self-
regulated learning:
Sociocultural theory thus provides a suitable frame for the devel-
opment of a new field of enquiry relating dialogue to the growth
of self-regulation in educational settings, and emphasising the
roles of (a) language as a social and psychological tool and (b)
adults in modelling and scaffolding children’s self-regulated ac-
tivity. (Mercer and Howe, 2012, p. 19)
This is significant for RWA, as it provides some potential for avoiding
the dichotomy between the individual and social extremes in theories of
learning.
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￿.￿.￿ Self-regulated learning
Much of the early theories of learning were focussed on children, but as our
modern society has been increasingly characterised by rapid change and
technological advancement, theories associated with the adult learner have
gained significant attention. Over 15 years ago Vermunt and Verloop (1999)
identified that “the speed of technological, professional and societal changes
also makes it necessary for people to be able to acquire new knowledge
independently after their school careers” (Vermunt and Verloop, 1999, p.
258). Around this same time, Cornford (2002) stated that what was required
more than in any other era was “the ability to learn more quickly to cope
with the increased volume of information and to process information more
effectively” (p. 358).
Arguably, the speed of change has only accelerated in the time since, and
the imperative to develop lifelong learners is just as current now as it was
then. “Increasingly, individuals need both lifelong learning and accelerated,
on-demand learning, largely as a response to the pressures of the broader
evolving economic landscape” (Hagel III et al., 2014). Accompanying the
call for lifelong learners came an interest in Self-regulated Learning (SRL).
Indeed, in order to be able to learn beyond the formal education system,
a person needed to become an independent learner where the responsibil-
ity for learning shifts from the teacher to the student (Herber and Nelson-
Herber, 1987).
Metacognitively, self-regulated learners are persons who plan,
organize, self-instruct, self-monitor, and self-evaluate at various
stages during the learning process. Motivationally, self-regulated
learners perceive themselves as competent, self-efficacious, and
autonomous. Behaviorally, self-regulated learners select, struc-
ture, and create environments that optimize learning. (Zimmer-
man, 1986, p. 308)
These characteristics of self-regulated learners may be useful for RWA, as
trace of their occurrence embedded in the writing may be indicative that the
author is a self-regulated learner. (Zimmerman, 2002) also proposes three
phases of SRL which may be identifiable in RWA: the fore-thought phase
where goals are set, the performance phase which includes the learner’s
volition for the learning task, and the self-reflection phase. He notes that SRL
involves selecting for each learning task personally appropriate processes
based on component skills:
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(a) setting specific proximal goals for oneself, (b) adopting power-
ful strategies for attaining the goals, (c) monitoring one’s perfor-
mance selectively for signs of progress, (d) restructuring one’s
physical and social context to make it compatible with one’s
goals, (e) managing one’s time use efficiently, (f) self-evaluating
one’s methods, (g) attributing causation to results, and (h) adapt-
ing future methods. (Zimmerman, 2002, p. 66)
Given the interest in students as drivers of their own learning from nearly
a century ago, one would be forgiven for wondering what is new. Zimmer-
man (1989) argues however, that unlike previous theories, self-regulation
theorists take a tripartite view of learning and consider the personal, be-
havioural and environmental influences. They see students as “metacog-
nitively, motivationally, and behaviorally active participants in their own
learning process” (Zimmerman, 1986, p. 308). Zimmerman (1989) asserts
that self-regulated learners adopt strategies based on their perception of
their own self-efficacy and do so in order to achieve specific academic goals.
This notion of self-efficacy perception is drawn from Social Cognitive The-
ory (SCT), and involves making assessments about one’s own capabilities
in relation to the desired goal. In SCT, the student identifies the goals by
observing desired capabilities in the social environment from people mod-
elling desired behaviours. A significant difference between SCT and Socio-
cultural theory is that the former is primarily concerned with rational and
intentional activity. Sociocultural theory, however, also considers the non-
rational and non-intentional activity that is shaped by societal and cultural
norms and structures. Significantly, reflecting back is seen as a key way of
developing an awareness of the non-intentional, and in turn providing a
basis for lifelong learning:
. . . it is in the dialogic and intellectual stance that is taken in
relation to everyday practice as an element of social and cultural
conditions, that change can be enacted both at a personal level
and at a broader contextual level. In treating ‘self’ as a subject of
critical study in relation to others and the contextual conditions
of study or work, ‘lifelong learning’ can be fostered. (Ryan, 2013,
p. 145)
Motivation is core to students developing self-regulation, however moti-
vation should not be viewed as a precursory condition that is necessary for
learning to occur. Zimmerman (1990) states that “an important aspect of the-
ories of self-regulated learning is that student learning and motivation are
treated as interdependent processes that cannot be fully understood apart
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from each other” (p. 6). Once again this suggests the idea of a complex psy-
chosocial whole, rather than a component perspective, a characteristic that
has implication for the computational domain of RWA.
The theme of reflection is common in SRL, as the activity of reflecting
shares much in common with metacognitive activity (Gibson et al., 2016).
In an examination of the relationship between feedback and SRL, Nicol and
Macfarlane Dick (2006) highlighted the importance of providing students
with regular opportunities to both reflect on their achievements and also
to reflect prior to a task. This process has also been supported by an em-
pirical study conducted by Lehmann et al. (2014). The value of reflection
for self-regulation of learning is also supported by work on Transformative
Learning Theory by Mezirow (1990a,b). I take a more detailed look at reflec-
tion in Chapter 3 within the context of the RWA model.
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To this point, the literature has shown significant diversity in the nature of
explanations for well-being and learning, creating a potential issue for com-
putational analysis. However, despite the lack of a single approach, there
are some common themes that indicate some potential for RWA.
In the well-being context, Self Determination Theory (SDT) provided some
potential as an overarching approach to a eudaimonic well-being that also
provides insight on personality and context. In the learning context Self-
regulated Learning (SRL) provided a way of addressing the idea of a learner
as an active participant within the context of a ever-changing technological
society.
Both SDT and SRL possess some psychosocial similarities that could be
beneficial for RWA. Firstly, the notions of autonomy and competence are
key to both theories. While they are considered basic psychological needs
in SDT, autonomy and competence are interrelated with motivation in SRL.
“Motivationally, self-regulated learners perceive themselves as competent,
self-efficacious, and autonomous.” (Zimmerman, 1986, p. 308). Scheffler (2010)
also makes the link between the effectiveness of a learner’s self-determination
and their sense of competence by putting the “means of learning within the
person’s own decision range” (p. 223), and Niemiec and Ryan (2009) note
that both needs must be satisfied in order to maintain intrinsic motivation.
This is not only valuable for learning, but also results in a greater sense
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of well-being (Ryan et al., 2007). Benefits are also seen when external goals
(which are frequently present in learning) are internalised. In fact Ryan et al.
(2007) identifies the strong predictive relationship between internalised ex-
ternal goals and not only an individual’s well-being, but also their perfor-
mance and their ability to persist with an activity.
SDT maintains that, when students’ basic psychological needs
for autonomy, competence, and relatedness are supported in the
classroom, they are more likely to internalize their motivation
to learn and to be more autonomously engaged in their studies.
(Niemiec and Ryan, 2009, p. 139)
It perhaps shouldn’t be surprising that when basic psychological needs
are met, better learning occurs. In some ways, this is a natural link between
the two theories. However, another less obvious element shared between
SDT and SRL is reflection. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the act of reflection
is a part of both being autonomous and assessing one’s own competence.
The link with autonomy is also reinforced in the notion of Archer’s Au-
tonomous Reflexivity which Caetano (2015) describes as “self-contained inner
dialogues that lead directly to action without the need for validation by
other individuals” (p. 3). Reflection in this sense also provides a link with
Transformative Learning (Mezirow, 1990b).
Common ground is less obvious between the ‘relatedness’ component
of SDT and the behavioural aspect of SRL where students structure their
environment. Indirectly, the learning environment can have a moderating
effect on self-determination of students, for “the educational environment
forms their outer world that shapes the development of their identity and
values and that can foster or undermine self-determination.” (ten Cate et al.,
2011, p. 965). It is less clear though, how the learning environment may
be linked to relatedness. Certainly the structuring of a learning context to
optimise learning could include seeking out relationships that are beneficial.
This could be mentors, peers, or teachers. What SDT would suggest, is that
being connected rather than isolated would be most beneficial for well-being.
Deakin Crick et al. (2015) confirm this, and include the idea of relatedness
within two dimensions of their model of Learning Power: ‘Collaborating
With Others’, and ‘Belonging to a Learning Community’. The link between
relatedness and learning is also captured in the social presence aspect of
Garrison’s Community of Inquiry model of eLearning (Garrison, 2012).
Despite the significant diversity of explanations on well-being and learn-
ing, the interrelationship between the psychological and the social, together
with the significance of reflection in the theories of SDT and SRL, provide
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support for a psychosocial approach to RWA in the contexts of well-being
and learning.
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Both psychosocial and computational explanations are epistemic, they are
not literal descriptions of real things, but rather useful constructs to aid
understanding of phenomena. However, the “misconception of scientific
knowledge being objective and neutral still persists in society” (Laurence,
2015).
Despite this aura of objectivity, choices on how psychosocial phenomena
are represented in the computational domain are determined at some point
by human decision making. Algorithms and programmatic modelling ap-
proaches are similarly selected at some point by human interaction, as are
decisions on how to make the computation tractable. There is significant
human influence on the construction of computational explanations.
This begs the questions: On what basis were these decisions taken, and
to what extent did the decisions impact the integrity of the results? In the
psychosocial domain, the authority of an explanation is drawn from the
validity of the theory that is used to derive it (i.e. eudaimonic explanations
of well-being). If the computational explanations are significantly impacted
by the psychosocial, then does this same authority hold in the computational
domain, or is it sufficient to rely on the the rules of mathematics?
In the following sections I examine the issues associated with establishing
computational explanations. Through an examination of the relevant litera-
ture, I show that there are many aspects to computational explanations that
are neither well defined nor clearly understood, the consequence being ad-
ditional complexity and ambiguity. This can be problematic, particularly if
such a computational explanation is assumed to be clear, parsimonious, and
objective. Further, the apparently benign character of computational repre-
sentations and models can mask an underlying divergence with not only
psychosocial explanations, but within the computational domain itself.
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￿.￿.￿ Quantification and Representation
Computational explanations are not possible without some form of quan-
tification and representation of features of the phenomena in question. The
selection of these features and the way they are quantified is not free of hu-
man influence. Typically, selection is made according to what works for a
given task (Collobert et al., 2011). The nature of representation is frequently
a function of the data available and the utility of that data.
Representation is not FOB2. There are excise duties to be paid. A
representation of something would be of little moment if the way
it got you to think of it made no contribution to your theory’s
success. We have it by construction of the case that although
electrons aren’t planets, it is illuminating to think of them that
way. But this is unavailing if thinking of them in that way makes
no advance at the checkout counter. (Woods, 2013, p. 16)
At times however, even intent cannot be relied upon in computational
approaches, as favourable results are frequently gained without the inten-
tion of the programmer (Farrell and Lewandowsky, 2010). It is reasonable
to expect that both the subjectivity associated with feature selection, and
the adoption of unintentional results, be justified in terms of the software
design. However, this raises another issue. Programmatic design decisions
(and even the resulting software) are frequently reused, and it is not unusual
for this reuse to be in a very different context to the one in which it was
originally designed. For example the approaches to computer vision have
also been used for the comparison of strings of text (Sanfeliu and Fu, 1983).
When applied to a new task, the assumptions associated with the original
computational approach should be questioned and be made explicit within
the new context. However, computation is rarely one task for one problem.
Usually, computation is a complex mix of smaller computational processes,
each of which carry their own biases and assumptions from when they were
conceived.
Human influence over quantification and representation not only impacts
the extent to which we can ascribe a degree of neutrality to a computational
explanation, but it also raises questions about how we determine the accu-
racy of the representations. In the example provided at the beginning of this
chapter, how should the girl’s weight be quantified? Should it be 32.4 or is
32 or even 30 sufficient? Should it be presented as a vector of ‘underweight’
in a semantic space? This again raises questions of meaning and accuracy,
2 Free On Board: The goods are shipped to the buyer with no additional costs for delivery.
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even without consideration of the computational processes required to op-
erate on the representations.
￿.￿.￿ Neutrality and Understanding
Although human influence over representation raises questions about com-
putational neutrality, doubt is magnified when considering whether or not
understanding is a necessary condition for explanation.
Trout (2002) suggests that the intuitive judgement of a good explanation
is that it ‘feels right’, there is an intellectual satisfaction with the answer:
Thus this sense of satisfaction is confidence that one enjoys an
accurate description of the underlying causal factors sufficient
(under the circumstances) to bring about the phenomenon we
are examining. But confidence is, notoriously, not an indicator of
truth. (Trout, 2002, p. 214)
It appears, at least on the face of it, that understanding is essential for
explanation. It might also seem logical that if no one understands an ex-
planation then surely it cannot be one. Yet Trout (2002) cautions that un-
derstanding in this sense can be more of a psychological tendency towards
over-confidence and a desire to resolve indecision, rather than epistemic
understanding.
Formulating a unified, consistent story is one way to eradicate
that peculiar feeling of inward unrest. An explanation pleasantly
discharges that feeling of intellectual unease. But unity and con-
sistency with background knowledge is a poor substitute for ac-
curacy and truth, as the litany of false but unifying and consis-
tent theories in the history of science should warn. (Trout, 2002,
p. 217)
Putting aside definitions of accuracy and truth, the relationship between
explanation and understanding has a direct bearing on neutrality. For an
explanation to be justifiably applied in multiple contexts, it needs to hold
value independently of how it is understood. As there is no guarantee of
unity of understanding between people, in the case of explanation being
dependent on understanding, it is difficult to see how computational expla-
nations can meet this criteria. There are two purist philosophical positions
that are held in this regard. The objectivist view is that explanation can exist
independently of the understanding of it (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). The
alternate view is that understanding is necessary for an explanation.
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In this thesis, I take a more pragmatic view. I suggest that the extent
to which an explanation may be considered neutral is determined by the
way in which it is used in the world (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004).
That is, the extent to which explanation is independent of understanding is
contextual.
For example, consider first a trivial analysis. Suppose the number of
words in a given sample of writing is quantified. It may be that this sim-
ple feature is used to determine a measure of the length of the writing. So
long as this feature is used as a measure of length it could be considered to
be an objective feature. That is, the number of words does not change de-
pending on a person’s understanding. However, suppose that same feature
is used to answer the question: "Does the author write very long sentences?".
In this case, an explanation is called for which is not objective, for what is
considered very long sentences for one person may not be considered very
long for another. It is possible, of course to define in terms of the feature
what very long is, perhaps greater than 15 words. Even then, does it make
sense if a 14 word sentence is not very long, but a 15 word sentence is?
What if the additional word was a single letter word? At this point the ex-
planation is entangled with the issue of mapping between computational
accuracy and psychosocial meaning, and greater accuracy does not tend to
provide deeper meaning.
The implications for RWA are that if understanding is independent of ex-
planation, then there is nothing more to do computationally but to ensure
that it is completed, and done so in accordance with the appropriate math-
ematical rules. However, if the explanation is to some extent determined
by the understanding, then an assumption of objectivity is false, and the
subjective nature of the computational explanation should be made explicit.
Of more than five hundred papers related to computational analysis of
text, I was only able to find one (McNamara et al., 2002) that made this
issue explicit:
In the case of cohesion, the connections are grounded in ex-
plicit linguistic elements (i.e., words, features, cues, signals, con-
stituents) and their combinations. As in the case of all symbolic
and semiotic systems, such elements are interpreted within a
designated sociocultural context (i.e., the intended language and
cultural community). There is an objective foundation in com-
puting cohesion, which to a large extent can be extracted by com-
puter programs. Coherence, however, results from an interaction
between text cohesion and the reader. A particular level of cohe-
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sion may lead to a coherent mental representation for one reader,
but an incoherent representation for another. (McNamara et al.,
2002, p. 3)
While many papers referred to the objectivity of certain measures, the vast
majority made no consideration of this at all. This is not to say that the ab-
sence of articulating the objectivity of explanation is in some way deficient.
This issue with objectivity arises due to changes in context. I draw attention
to it here, as up to this point RWA has involved at least three distinct con-
texts (the psychological, the social, and the computational), and even within
these contexts there is a great deal of divergence. In this situation, assuming
objectivity with computational explanations is problematic.
￿.￿.￿ Abstraction and Idealisation
Assuming neutrality of computation is even more problematic when con-
sidering the connection between computational modelling processes and
psychosocial meaning. Bredo (2010) describes the issue as the separation of
form from meaning, stating: “the difficulty is that a computer has, so to
speak, no idea what the symbols or sentences it is operating on represent.
It simply changes them from one form into another.” (p. 26). However, this
independence is not a solely passive affair. Indeed in order to create compu-
tational models, it is convenient to assume truths in the computational that
don’t exist in the psychosocial, and overlook truths in the psychosocial to
assist with the computational. Woods (2013) expresses it as follows:
Model based science is chock-a-block with devices that deliver
deliberate and benignly intended distortions of what happens
on the ground. Leading the list of distorters are idealizations,
which assert as true what is false on the ground - think here
of perfectly rigid rods and infinitely large populations - and ab-
stractions, which suppress as unimportant what is true on the
ground - think here of the scalene triangle. (p. 9)
Science on the whole is good at making explicit the way in which models
are idealisations or abstractions of reality. When using the idealisation of a
frictionless environment in mechanical physics, the empirical phenomena
that is being approximated is typically made clear (Godfrey-Smith, 2009).
However, this is not necessarily the case with modelling of psychosocial
phenomena, as often the computational model is not an approximation of
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an empirical phenomena, but is an approximation of a psychosocial model
of some phenomena which is typically subjective.
Consider an example of modelling well-being. As was shown in Section
2.1, there is no single agreement on how well-being should be understood.
So suppose a choice is made to use a hedonic model, for the reason that
positive and negative affect can be easily represented computationally. This
abstraction is initiated on the basis of computational expediency, not be-
cause the hedonic model is particularly superior, and this compromise is
embedded in the foundation of the computational explanation. There is an
assumption that the written text is a reasonable representation of the au-
thor’s actual positive and negative affect, so the writing itself is therefore
another abstraction. The level of affect in the text is further abstracted as
it is quantified, as numerical representations can only capture the affect in
accordance with some predetermined means such as a frequency distribu-
tion. Finally, these representations are used to form a computational model
of well-being which is an idealisation based on the available data (I cover
this process in more detail in Chapter 3). Therefore, in this rather simple
example of creating a computational explanation from a psychosocial phe-
nomena, we have an idealisation of three nested layers of abstraction on a
subjective phenomena, with each layer encompassing its own compromises
and assumptions. Despite this, it is not unusual for the inherent subjectivity
of this type of computational process to not even be considered, and as a
result provide an illusion of objectivity. Clearly, however, at the very least
there is some subjectivity involved. To what extent then, can the resultant
computational output claim to explain the author’s well-being, and how can
such a claim be justified?
If this level of abstraction is in any way typical of what takes place in the
computational modelling of psychosocial phenomena (and I suggest that is
very typical), then one might expect to find a great deal of justification in
the computational literature as to why this is an appropriate course of ac-
tion. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, finding such justification is much
more difficult than one might hope. Computational explanations are rou-
tinely provided of psychosocial phenomena, and are justified largely on the
basis of successful results (Blackwell, 2015). I suggest that this is clearly in-
adequate and that we need a way of justifying the decisions taken during
this process. In Chapter 5, I directly address this point.
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￿.￿.￿ Predictive or Explanatory
Justification of process on the basis of results, without due consideration
to the integrity of the process, is an issue for developing reliable computa-
tional explanations. This issue may be partly due to a common understand-
ing of what makes a good model, which assumes that good models predict
well and are parsimonious (Hindman, 2015). However, I suggest that this
definition is only appropriate where there is no requirement to describe
the process itself. For example, if all that is required is to predict an au-
thor’s well-being based on the frequency of positive and negative words in
a text, then my assertion on the necessity for justification may be excessive.
If the model as described predicts with reasonable accuracy the author’s
well-being, then perhaps it can be claimed that any human decisions were
reasonable and the model is effective. However, if an understanding of why
certain words predict well-being, then the model falls short.
I suggest that in many cases more is required from a computational model
than just predictive efficacy. Frequently, models need to explain how and why
something is happening, as opposed to just being a reliable indicator of what
what may happen (Wilkenfeld, 2014). In this situation, the computational
model may not necessarily be predictive, nor may it be particularly simple.
Boschetti (2015) also notes that “effectively converting modelling results into
information useful for decision making is affected by barriers which have
more to do with human cognition and psychology than the complexity of
the problem at hand” (p. 2). This once again reinforces the significance of
human influence over the computational process, and highlights the impor-
tance of Interpreting in the RWA model, a point that I explore further in
Chapter 3.
Confusion between predictive and explanatory models is very common,
and in examining statistical modelling, Shmueli (2010) states that:
The lack of a clear distinction within statistics has created a
lack of understanding in many disciplines of the difference be-
tween building sound explanatory models versus creating pow-
erful predictive models, as well as confusing explanatory power
with predictive power. The implications of this omission and the
lack of clear guidelines on how to model for explanatory versus
predictive goals are considerable for both scientific research and
practice and have also contributed to the gap between academia
and practice. (Shmueli, 2010, p. 2)
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She also notes that statistical modelling tends to be employed in the social
sciences in an explanatory way “for the testing of causal hypotheses about
theoretical constructs” (Shmueli, 2010, p. 2). This was highlighted in the
example of the previous section where positive and negative affect were the-
oretical constructs for a hedonic view of well-being. Shmueli (2010) suggests
four main factors can assist with distinguishing predictive and explanatory
models:
1. Causation – Association: Explanatory models explain why one fea-
ture causes another, whereas predictive models capture an associate
between features.
2. Theory – Data: In explanatory models the features are drawn from
theory, whereas in predictive models the features are often constructed
from the data.
3. Retrospective – Prospective: Explanatory models are retrospective and
tend to operate on existing theory, whereas predictive models are
prospective looking to create new observations.
4. Bias – Variance: Explanatory models aim to minimise bias errors in
the underlying theory and construction, whereas predictive models
aim to minimise variance and may ‘sacrifice theoretical accuracy’ for
empirical accuracy.
Shmueli (2010) notes that frequently in the social sciences, association
based models (like regression) are used to explain causal observations, and
that the causality of the model is provided by the theory. This increases the
potential for latent assumptions in computational explanations of psychoso-
cial phenomena, and in turn can result in a lack of transparency.
￿.￿.￿ Transparency and Uncertainty
Increasingly the computational approaches to natural language include the
use of stochastic or probabilistic models (Manning, 2015). These models tend
to be predictive rather than explanatory and can provide highly accurate
predictive power. For example, predicting whether a particular word is the
name of a person or the name of a place. This accuracy is often a trade-off
with explanatory power, and a stochastic model that can identify named en-
tities with a high degree of accuracy may not provide any explanation as to
how or why. An opaqueness is introduced as to how the model determined
that the word was the name of a person as opposed to the name of a place.
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A pertinent example of the issue of transparency is provided in a debate
between Noam Chomsky and Peter Norvig (Norvig, 2011). Chomsky states
that claiming that probabilistic predictive models of language are success-
ful is essentially defining success in a way other than the usual scientific
sense: “It interprets success as approximating unanalyzed data”. Norvig’s
responds that science is not purely about theory, but also gathering facts.
The debate appears to be centred around the divergence between Chom-
sky’s desire for explanatory models that provide how and why answers, and
Norvig’s satisfaction with the volume and accuracy of what answers. It is ex-
acerbated by the fact that what models have no need of how and why theory
for their success, they are opaque in terms of explanation.
Stochastic models provide very good models of language usage, but do
not provide any explanation of how the language was acquired by those
that use it, nor why one person may use the language differently. However,
the reverse is also true. Models that are effective in describing how a child
learns a language are in many situations not as effective as statistical models
in predicting how language is used in general (Norvig, 2011).
Stochastic models can also introduce greater uncertainty. Computation at
the machine (hardware) level is generally deterministic, such that repeated
operations on the same data will always yield the same result. It is common
to assume that this deterministic nature extends to high level computation,
and in many cases it does. However, stochastic models by definition are non-
deterministic. For any one set of data, repeated applications of the model
may yield different results. For example, if we consider the number 4 as the
result of one instance of a computational process, it is one thing to say that
this result is the addition of 1 and 3, it is quite another matter to say that it
is the closest integer to the result found by applying a maximum likelihood
estimation to distribution of 1000 data points. Although, the certainty of
the former is alluring, I have already noted that in some circumstances the
stochastic approach can yield much more accurate results.
While it is clearly desirable to have both transparency and certainty, the
best of both worlds may not be possible, and a compromise may need to
be made. In RWA, if psychosocial meaning requires explanations of how
and why, then this compromise may mean a trade-off between meaning
and computational accuracy, or the reverse. The question remains, on what
basis can such a decision be made?
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￿.￿.￿ Tractability and Compromise
I identified previously that the utility of computational processes is an im-
portant factor in their selection. A computational explanation is not possible
if the computational tasks required for that explanation are not tractable. A
key driver in the computational domain is the requirement that a result is
obtained, and done so in a timely fashion. “The claim might be made that
a computable theory potentially has more explanatory power than a theory
expressed in an intrinsically intractable framework.” (Fox, 2010, p 422).
Unfortunately, almost all computational tasks involve some compromise
at some level to enable them to be tractable. For example, introducing float-
ing point arithmetic into computation involves compromise:
A common view is that it is an ugly but necessary engineering
compromise. We cannot do arithmetic honestly, the idea goes, so
we cheat a bit - unfortunate, but unavoidable, or as some have
called it, a ‘Faustian bargain.’ In abandoning exact computation,
we sell our souls, and in return, we get some numbers. I think
one can take a more positive view. Floating-point arithmetic is
an algorithm, no less than a general procedure for containing
the combinatorial explosion. (Trefethen, 2015, p. 93).
Of course this positive view does not make clear the nature of the com-
promise, nor the extent to which it might affect a computational explanation.
Similarly with other compromises taken to ensure tractability, the extent to
which they may or may not impact upon other computational objectives
is often obscured by multiple layers of abstraction within a computational
system. There are too many tractability compromises to provide an exhaus-
tive list, however some of the most common include compromises made
to: avoid divide by zero errors (Kullback and Leibler, 1951), and negative
numbers in factorisation processes (Lee and Seung, 2001); and to reduce
the dimensionality of data (Smith, 2002), the numerical range of parameters
(Manning, 2015) and the number of iterations necessary for an operation
(Blei et al., 2003). There are also artificial limits introduced to ensure that
physical computing limitations such as memory and disc storage space is
not exceeded. There are compromises associated with stochastic data, with
the degree of randomness in random numbers, and with the extent to which
distributions align to their conceptual ideals (Sutton and McCallum, 2006).
There are also compromises with computational approach to uncertainty
(Vilnis and McCallum, 2014), ambiguity and concepts such as infinity (Nal-
isnick and Ravi, 2015).
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These should not be seen as issues to be fixed, but instead indicators
of computational complexity and sources of variance that should be con-
sidered as necessary for their impact on computational explanation. They
are also sources of micro level abstraction and idealisation. In each case, a
human decision has been made resulting in the computation being an ap-
proximation of what is true.
Compromise for tractability is not confined to the machine level of com-
putation. Frequently, it is called for in computing with natural language
(Pratt-Hartmann, 2010), particularly when computing with semantics:
In computational semantics there is a tension. We want a the-
ory that is computationally tractable but also sufficiently expres-
sive to handle the natural language phenomena of interest. In
many cases the most convenient way of obtaining expressive-
ness is by adopting a more powerful representation language.
Yet more formal power is typically accompanied by computa-
tional intractability. (Fox, 2010, p. 421)
My assertion is that merely allowing computation to take its course with
the data is an untenable approach to RWA. Although focusing on what
should be analysed over what can be analysed may result in issues with
tractability, it is only by doing so that it becomes clear where the limits of
computational explanation lie.
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The previous sections have provided evidence of significant disagreements
in psychosocial approaches to explanation in the contexts of well-being (§2.1)
and learning (§2.2), and the extent to which human judgements are involved
in computational explanation. These complexities highlight the need for a
way to support choices that are taken in the course of RWA. However, I
contend that there is a greater divergence of explanation that occurs when
we are simultaneously working across the psychosocial and computational
domains. This problem is most obvious in the drive for deeper meaning
and greater accuracy in explanation. For within the psychosocial domain,
many of the disagreements result from attempts to find better ways of ex-
plaining certain phenomena; a search for greater meaning of explanation.
Similarly, within the computational domain, the selection of representations,
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computational processes, and compromises, is frequently the result of seek-
ing greater accuracy or precision.
Searching for greater psychosocial meaning and improved computational
accuracy are both fruitful endeavours when taken individually. Things be-
come more problematic however when the work involves both domains. An
assumption is made that improved accuracy in one is equivalent to greater
meaning in the other. However, I suggest that this assumption is rarely true.
In fact, my thesis is that when working across both psychosocial and com-
putational domains, the seeking of deeper psychosocial meaning typically
results in more computational ambiguity, and that seeking greater levels
of computational accuracy results in degraded psychosocial meaning. That
is to say that there is divergence between psychosocial and computational
explanations when deeper meaning and greater accuracy is sought. As an
illustration of this, consider the following fictitious example of a simple
mathematics assessment:
Alice and Bob are learning basic addition in mathematics. They
both sit a test at the end of the unit. The test has 6 questions, 4 of
them are foundational questions that are worth 1 mark each, the
other 2 questions are challenging and worth 3 marks each. Both
Alice and Bob achieve 7 out 10 for the test, so that both appear
to have a good grasp of addition. However, on closer inspection
the teacher notices that Alice received 5 of her 7 marks for the
challenge questions and only received half the available marks
for the foundation questions as she had either made careless er-
rors or omitted the working of the question. Bob on the other
hand, received 4 of his 7 marks from perfectly completing the
foundation questions, and only received 3 of the six marks for
the challenge questions due to completing all of the working but
misunderstanding the key concepts.
Despite receiving the same result, Alice and Bob are very different learn-
ers. Alice has learnt the concepts well allowing her to address challenges,
but she is careless and does not give due attention to tasks she finds easy.
Bob on the other hand, works hard to learn the required procedures and
repeats those steps with care allowing him to do well on foundational ques-
tions, however he has not grasped the deeper underlying concepts that
would help him be successful with the more challenging questions. The
final grades suggested that Alice and Bob are equally good at mathematics,
however the intuition of the teacher is that this is not the case.
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The teacher tries to find the better student by improving the ac-
curacy of the test, awarding more part marks for evidence of
thinking in the working of the problems. After doing this, Alice
achieves 7.25 (as she rarely shows her working) and Bob achieves
7.75 (as he is meticulous with his working). This results in Bob
being the better student.
However, the increase in computational accuracy does not provide any
deeper psychosocial meaning. Perhaps, the teacher could have addressed
the issue on a purely heuristic basis, asserting that conceptual understand-
ing should always eclipse procedural ability, and without awarding a grade,
proclaim that Alice is the better student. However, this would suggest that
there is no value to even calculating a result in the first place, and so an
improvement in psychosocial meaning fails to provide any gain in compu-
tational accuracy.
This example summarises three key points of this chapter. Firstly, agree-
ment on what to measure is assumed (i.e. what a good learner is, and how
this should be assessed), yet conceptual understanding may not necessar-
ily be more important than procedural ability. Secondly, there is a sense of
objectivity about the test. There is no reason to believe that the test was
poorly constructed or that the assignment of marks was unreasonable. The
test attributed greater value to conceptual understanding by awarding more
marks for the challenging questions than the foundational questions. How-
ever, the result appeared to contradict the intention. Thirdly, the example
demonstrates the difficulty in reconciling an explanation of good learning
with an explanation of more accurate results. The realities of Alice’s better
conceptual understanding cannot be ignored, and yet we cannot change the
rules of mathematics just because the result appears incorrect.
The implications of these issues to RWA can be seen when we consider
how they relate to the reflective writing example introduced in Chapter 1:
I’m home sick. I think that this year has really taken it out of
me. Only 7 weeks to go after this - we finish a week early, which
is very nice. I’m trying to prepare for writing reports again. This
was pretty stressful last time so I want to get in and do them
early. I’m still feeling negative a lot of the time. The environment
I work in is very negative, not because of staff but the attitudes
of students and some of the bullying that goes on is hard to
take at times. I feel like I’m changing to have a more negative
person[ality], which I really don’t like. It’s hard not having my
family with me. I am lucky I have made some really good friends
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here though and they are always so understanding and support-
ive.
In a search to attribute deeper psychosocial meaning to the writing, it is
common to use inference, reading ‘between the lines’ to draw conclusions
such as:
• The author does not want to be there.
• The author has lost energy and desire, and can not wait to finish.
• The author is doing their best to mitigate stress, but this is not making
the situation better, it is merely an attempt to prevent it from becoming
worse.
• The way the students are behaving is causing the author to have a
negative attitude which he/she does not like.
As deeper meaning is pursued, the text might be interpreted in terms of
a turning point in the author’s journey as a teacher, or as an expression
of resilience, or raising questions related to professional identity (Morrison
et al., 2014).
In contrast, accuracy of computational analysis of the text may seek out
better models of sentiment, or improved topic models, or even relationships
between this text and reflective writing by other authors. However, regard-
less of how accurate these computational models are, they do not contribute
to the depth of the psychosocial meaning as outlined above. Accuracy in sen-
timent and topic is divergent to the meaning of identity and resilience.
What is required is a way of accommodating both computational accuracy
and psychosocial meaning in a form that is justifiable, while preserving the
integrity of both the psychosocial and computational domains, even in the
presence of explanatory divergence.
3 REFLECT IVE WR IT INGANALYT ICS
Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA) brings together the psychosocial domain
of Reflective Writing and the computational domain of Analytics into a syn-
thesised complex whole. Optimally, this synthesis provides a positive feed-
back loop where the writing is the basis for analysis and the resultant ana-
lytics is a catalyst for deeper understanding and further reflection. However,
although this productive function of RWA is desired, it cannot be assumed
that it will occur. In Chapter 2, I showed that divergence between explana-
tions provided by the psychosocial and computational epistemic domains
tends to become wider when seeking deeper psychosocial meaning and in-
creases in computational accuracy. Explanatory divergence is more than the
difference between two explanations. The psychosocial domain affords a
multitude of explanations regarding reflection, and while some explanations
may prove better than others, it would be wrong to assume that only one
explanation is the explanation for a particular instance of reflective writing.
Similarly, the computational domain provides a potentially unlimited arse-
nal of methods which can be drawn upon to describe a given text, with no
single standard for which methods may provide an accurate computational
explanation. However, despite there being many explanations with potential
for divergence between them, if RWA is to provide a practical function that
is of benefit to the author and other stakeholders, then meaning needs to be
distilled from available explanations despite their divergence.
In RWA, the Psychosocial and the Computational domains interact in two
quite different ways. The first of these is a representational interaction where
the reflections of the author are put into words, written down, and rep-
resented computationally. There is typically a clear mapping between the
words and their computational representations, making this relationship be-
tween the domains consistent and easy to comprehend. However, the second
interaction can be more obscure, as it is a semantic interaction involving the
construction of psychosocial meaning from the computational analytics. Be-
cause meaning is constructed in the mind of the author (or stakeholder), this
relationship is less visible than the representational interaction. Further, at
the lower representational level it is possible to conceive of the interaction
being bidirectional, where the reverse derivation of words from their rep-
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resentations is rather straight forward. However, the higher semantic level
appears to be more unidirectional; it seems natural to derive meaning from
analytics, but difficult to derive analytics from meaning. In fact, it is not at
all certain that the meaning in the mind of the author is even accessible. This
problem with the semantic relationship can be illustrated with a simple text:
It was a beautiful day. The birds were singing with joy, the chil-
dren were laughing, and their parents were going about their
business without a care.
Without considering a deep level of meaning, it is possible to consider the
‘sadness’ or ‘happiness’ of the words. A sense that this text describes hap-
piness would correlate well with a computational assessment of sentiment
in the words. In the case of reflective writing, it seems logical that more
sad words would generally represent a sad author, and more happy words
would represent a happy author. However, suppose the author wrote the
following:
It was a beautiful day. The birds were singing with joy, the
children were laughing, and their parents were going about their
business without a care. Yet all I wanted was to die.
Clearly there is more happiness in the words than sadness, and yet when
it comes to the author, the happy words tend to amplify what appears to
be a profound sadness, a desire to give up on life. To construct this mean-
ing, a shared empathy with the author is required. There is a need to put
oneself in the author’s shoes and ask the question: What would a beautiful
day, singing birds, laughing children, and carefree parents mean if I had
lost all hope for life. This is not a computational process, and it does not
translate into a simple comparison between positive and negative n-grams.
Although the representational level that maps words to n-grams and senti-
ment is straight forward, the semantic level is less so.
As shown in Chapter 2, agreement between psychosocial and computa-
tional explanations is not assured when seeking deeper psychosocial mean-
ing or greater computational accuracy. There is a difference between the
representational and semantic levels of the psychosocial-computational re-
lationship. I argue that distinguishing between these is critical to a working
model of RWA. The basis for this position is made clear by Lakoff and
Johnson (1980) who make a philosophical case against objectivism and sub-
jectivism.
Regarding objectivism, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) assert that “The view
that we have access to absolute and unconditional truths about the world is
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the cornerstone of the Western philophical tradition”, and has “dominated
Western culture” (p. 195). Their characterisation of objectivism aligns well
with aspects of the computational domain as I have described it in Chapter
2, and defines meaning as being objective, disembodied, independent of
people, independent of use, and compositional. The importance of this to
RWA is not so much whether this definition of meaning is correct or not,
but more that this is a dominant perspective. The implication for RWA can
be seen in how this view is manifest in the communication of information:
On this account it is possible to objectively say what you mean,
and communication failures are matters of subjective errors: since
the meanings are objectively right there in the words, either you
didn’t use the right words to say what you meant or you were
misunderstood. (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 206)
If we consider the communication of information between the writer and
the computer, an objectivist view would characterise issues of meaning ei-
ther in terms of how the writer’s thoughts were represented, or as the
writer’s misunderstanding of the subsequent analytics. This understand-
ing of meaning only considers the writer’s past experience to the extent
to which it allows the writer to attain the ‘correct’ meaning for a particular
representation.
A further implication of the objectivist view can be found in the common
approach to computation. Within this view, the ability for the computational
domain to produce fully meaningful information for the psychosocial do-
main is merely a matter of improving the accuracy of the computational
models either with better models and/or more features. Divergence in this
sense, is simply a lack of computational accuracy with respect to key psy-
chosocial features. However, I have shown that the epistemic resources that
underpin the computational domain are fundamentally different to those
that are foundational to the psychosocial domain, and that computational
accuracy does not tend to converge towards psychosocial meaning as might
be expected with an objectivist view (see Chapter 2).
Traditionally, the alternative to Objectivism has been Subjectivism, and
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) also make a case against the subjectivist view
which “flow mainly from the Romantic tradition and are to be found in con-
temporary interpretations (probably misinterpretations) of recent Continental
philosophy, especially the traditions of phenomenology and existentialism”
(p. 223). They describe the common subjectivist perspective as being “café
phenomenology”, holding that meaning is private to an individual, has no
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natural structure, and cannot be naturally or adequately represented, and
that there is no natural structure to experience or context.
These subjectivist positions all hinge on one basic assumption,
namely, that experience has no natural structure and that, there-
fore, there can be no natural external constraints upon meaning
and truth. (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 223)
While the objectivist view tends to marginalise psychosocial factors of
RWA, the subjectivist view appears to provide no basis on which the com-
putational domain may make a contribution to meaning. With this view
it appears unlikely that a RWA system might contribute meaningfully to
many writers who will all make meaning in their own way, in ways that
are not able to be captured by anything structured. The subjectivist view
does not necessarily disconnect representation from meaning, but rather re-
defines meaning as being specific to an individual, and not accessible nor
transferable to others (at least not in any structured form).
Thus, neither the objectivist nor subjectivist positions adequately allow
for the reconciliation of the divergence between the psychosocial and com-
putational domains in RWA. However, they do highlight the significance
of the relationship between representation and meaning, and how under-
standing this relationship can result in very different perspectives. A useful
model of RWA, then will require not only recognition of the relationship
between the psychosocial and computational epistemic domains, but also
the relationship between representation and meaning. Lakoff and Johnson
(1980) propose an alternative to the objectivist and subjectivist positions that
provides a way for modelling RWA without subjecting it to their problem-
atic implications. They do this by redefining objectivity in a view they call
Experientialism:
Being objective is always relative to a conceptual system and a
set of cultural values. Reasonable objectivity may be impossible
when there are conflicting conceptual systems or conflicting cul-
tural values, and it is important to be able to admit this and to
recognize when it occurs. (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 227)
They also place constraints on subjectivity, acknowledging the existence of
real world objects and the possibility of scientific knowledge but rejecting
“the Romantic idea that imaginative understanding is completely uncon-
strained” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 228). Therefore, experientialism in-
cludes both qualified objectivity and constrained subjectivity. Importantly
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for RWA, this perspective provides a basis for reconciliation of both posi-
tions, and it does so through the notion of a conceptual system where:
truth depends on understanding, which emerges from function-
ing in the world. It is through such understanding that the expe-
rientialist alternative meets the objectivist’s need for an account
of truth. It is through the coherent structuring of experience that
the experientialist alternative satisfies the subjectivist’s need for
personal meaning and significance. (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p.
230).
In the experientialist view the cognitive structures and the way that those
structures are used in the formation of meaning is different to the way those
structures form through physical experience of the world. There is no direct
link between an object in the world and a cognitive representation. Taking a
similar perspective with respect to the interaction between the psychosocial
and the computational, it becomes not only reasonable to distinguish be-
tween representation and meaning, but necessary. In doing so, the meaning
relationship can be examined independently of the semantic relationship,
and the observed divergence between the psychosocial and the computa-
tional is preserved.
As an illustration of how these different views impact our analysis of text,
consider the reflective writing excerpt that was introduced in Chapter 1:
I’m home sick. I think that this year has really taken it out of
me. Only 7 weeks to go after this - we finish a week early, which
is very nice. I’m trying to prepare for writing reports again. This
was pretty stressful last time so I want to get in and do them
early. I’m still feeling negative a lot of the time. The environment
I work in is very negative, not because of staff but the attitudes
of students and some of the bullying that goes on is hard to
take at times. I feel like I’m changing to have a more negative
person[ality], which I really don’t like. It’s hard not having my
family with me. I am lucky I have made some really good friends
here though and they are always so understanding and support-
ive.
One psychosocial meaning that can be gleaned from this is that the au-
thor is grappling with the issue of identity: they don’t like who they are
becoming. A subjectivist view might question whether this could even be
known by anyone other than the author, whereas an objectivist view might
involve seeking out features in the text that can be attached to the meaning
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of identity. Clearly, there are features that point to a pre-occupation with
self. For example the prevalence of first person personal pronouns. Also,
the references to negative change are explicit. These features could allow us
to attribute a ’negative personal change’ meaning to the text. However, it
is unclear how this might be extended to the psychosocial concept of ’be-
coming’ that is central to a deeper understanding of ’identity’. Understand-
ing this deeper level of meaning requires additional contextual information
that is not in the text, such as a conceptualisation of the type of person an
early career teacher may want to become. This level of meaning is not di-
rectly connected to the underlying representations, but rather is somehow
inferred by them. The alternative experientialist view shows promise for
a workable relationship between the representations and meaning through
an understanding of the author’s conceptual system that is constructed via
their interaction with the world. I suggest that the principles that underpin
Experientialism can also provide a better perspective from which to under-
stand the relationship between representation and meaning in the context
of RWA.
In the remainder of this chapter, I detail a conceptual model of RWA that
accommodates both an experientialist style relationship between represen-
tation and meaning, and explanatory divergence between the psychosocial
and computational epistemic domains. In doing this, the RWA model pro-
vides a unified view, which facilitates an approach to reconciling explana-
tions across these domains.
￿.￿ ￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿
The RWA Model first introduced in chapter 1 is re-depicted in Figure 3. It
is a network of six nodes, representing three key activities for each domain,
connected by eight edges which represent the interrelationships between
the activities. The model is conceptual, and its elements should be taken as
constructs for the purpose of comprehending RWA as a whole, rather than
as distinct components that are separable abstractions of reality.
The model is also epistemic, as it conceptualises the knowledge associ-
ated with RWA, and the way that knowledge is constructed. The individual
nodes should not be considered in isolation, rather as connected to their
paired nodes. For example, Reflecting should not be thought of as an ac-
tual cognitive activity that occurs independently of Interpreting or Writing.
Ascribing this independence can lead to erroneous conclusions including




































Figure 3: Conceptual Model of RWA: Three psychosocial activities and three com-
putational activities connected across an epistemic boundary.
falsely attributing a temporal order to the elements. While it is obvious that
some order must exist (e.g. it is not possible to computationally process text
before it has been written by the author), the model is structured to repre-
sent a logical relationship between concepts, rather than steps that are taken
in time.
With the exception of the translation edges between the domains, there
is no temporal order between the nodes. For example, although Writing re-
quires Reflection, it is not a staged process where Reflection first occurs and
then Writing follows. Writing can stimulate reflection as much as reflection
can result in writing. Similarly, in the computational domain Symbolising
cannot occur without Processing, so although the text is processed after it is
symbolised, this is not the only interaction. Processing is actually involved
in the act of symbolisation itself. For this reason, rather than discussing indi-
vidual activities, I refer to pairs which I call aspects (e.g. reflection–writing
or symbolising–processing).
In RWA, there are eight aspects, each with a particular focus and unique
combination of characteristics. There are three aspects for each domain,
and two aspects that translate between the domains. Table 1 provides an
overview of them, and their defining characteristics.
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The model clearly divides psychosocial and computational domains, and
conceptualises this division as an epistemic boundary that separates activ-
ities acting on cognitive information, from those acting on electronic infor-
mation. The model also conceptualises a distinction between the interre-
lationship between the psychosocial and the computational at representa-
tional and meaning (semantic) levels. As a result of this distinction, the
aspects traversing the epistemic boundary are different to those within the
domains. Not only do they conceptualise the interrelationship between the
activities that they connect, they also possess a distinct translating charac-
teristic. While aspects embedded in the epistemic domains transform infor-
mation within their own domain, the translational aspects bridge the epis-
temic boundary, and translate information from one epistemic domain to
the other. They are trans-epistemic aspects. The bottom two rows of table
1 show these aspects and highlight an important difference between them.
Writing–Symbolising is representational. On the psychosocial side, this is
the author’s writing and on the computational side it is the representation
of this writing in the machine. This aspect can be associated with an artefact:
the written text. In contrast, Analogising–Interpreting is Semantic and con-
cerned with meaning. On the computational side, this is the analytics, the
results of computation. On the psychosocial side, it is the insight or under-
standing that is gained from the analytics. This aspect can also be associated
with an artefact: The display of the analytics.
It is notable that the four activities involved in the trans-epistemic aspects
of the model, also belong to explanatory aspects that lie either side of the
epistemic boundary (see Figure 4). These aspects (Writing–Interpreting and
Symbolising–Analogising) conceptualise the explanatory divergence that was
described in Chapter 2. Importantly, each aspect is not representative of a
single explanation, but of a range of explanations associated with the do-
main. For the psychosocial, some explanations will be closer to what is di-
rectly represented in the text, the representation of the Writing, while others
will be closer to the author’s Interpreting or meaning of their Writing. Simi-
larly, computational explanations may be directly relatable to the Symbolis-
ing of the words, or closer to the Analogising involved in presenting the ana-
lytics to the author. Thus, the trans-epistemic aspects (Writing–Symbolising
and Analogising–Interpreting) conceptualise the distinction between repre-
sentation and meaning, with representational level explanations captured by
Writing–Symbolising and semantic explanations by Analogising–Interpreting.
These four aspects (explanatory and trans-epistemic) form the core of RWA,
conceptualising how psychosocial and computational epistemic domains in-
teract.
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In the following sections, I take a closer look at the psychosocial (§3.2)
and computational (§3.3) aspects of the model and the supporting literature.
I also examine the literature associated with the epistemic boundary, and
approaches to traversing it (§3.4).
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿
Reflective writing has no particular need for any type of computation. With-
out computation, it is still possible for people to think about aspects of their
lives and their impact on themselves, ponder the implications of the past for
the present or future, and write about those thoughts. The analysis of reflec-
tive writing presents no special requirement to consider it from a particular
epistemic perspective, and when conducted within a single field, there is no
particular requirement to examine the implications of the analysis for other
fields. It is unsurprising then, to find that the reflective writing literature
makes no specific mention of a psychosocial epistemic domain, nor of it’s
relationship to computation. However, when considering reflective writing
in RWA, there is a requirement for computation, for without it there is no
Analytics. Further, as the end-game for RWA is insight and meaning for
the author and/or other stakeholders, there is a need to consider both the
human and computational parts of the model from an epistemic point of
view.
In this section I examine more closely the psychosocial epistemic do-
main of the model by focusing on the three aspects that comprise this do-
main: Interpreting–Reflecting, Reflecting–Writing, and Writing–Interpreting.
Although these three aspects, like other aspects of the RWA model (see ta-
ble 1) are presented separately, this is merely for conceptual and explanatory
convenience, and is not intended to imply that such separation is characteris-
tic of the psychosocial domain. Rather, the aspects are views into a complex
whole that is RWA.
￿.￿.￿ Interpreting — Reflecting
R
I I’m home sick. I think that this year has really taken it out of me.
When one early career teacher started her reflection with these words, she
was not merely recounting an event. The teacher was not simply reporting
her condition. She was writing down words that were the result of an in-
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teractive process that involved interpreting her situation and herself in that
situation, and reflecting on what that interpretation means to her personally.
The interrelationship between the activities of Interpreting and Reflecting
facilitates the transformation of multiple sources of information into mean-
ing for the person doing the interpreting and reflecting. This aspect of RWA
has a reflexive nature, it is the creation of ‘our doings’ and the ‘active ques-
tioning of the assumptions’ that make this creation possible (Steier, 1991).
Reflexivity can be described as inner conversations (Caetano, 2015; Steier,
1991), which can provide a bridge between a person’s understanding of
themselves (Reflecting) and their understanding of their context (Interpret-
ing). Caetano (2015) phrases it as follows: “Reflexivity, exercised by internal
dialogues, not only mediates the impact that structures have on agents, it
also conditions individual responses to particular social situations.” (p. 3).
There are differences of opinion on how reflexivity and reflection are re-
lated. Archer (2009) argues that reflexivity is centred on the ‘inner conversa-
tion’, and despite noting that reflection and reflexivity have ‘fuzzy borders’,
argues that reflection is the action of a subject towards an object like a math-
ematician reflecting on a problem, but not in an isolated sense. The inner
conversation of reflexivity is socially situated, and also involves considering
the implications of one’s thinking.
One view describes reflexivity as a type of self-awareness (Gillespie, 2009).
However, Fonagy and Target (1997), focusing on child development, equate
self-awareness with introspection and contrast it with reflective function:
Introspection or self-reflection is quite different from reflective
function as the latter is an automatic procedure, unconsciously
invoked in interpreting human action. We see it as an over learned
skill, which may be systematically misleading in ways much
more difficult to detect and correct than mistakes in conscious at-
tributions would be. Reflective function similarly lends a shape
and coherence to self-organization which is outside awareness,
in contrast to introspection, which has a clear impact on experi-
ence of oneself. (p. 681)
Archer (2009) positions reflexivity between “monadic individualists (who
simply believe that we know our own minds) [and] cultural determinists
(who generally believe that our minds have been made up for us)” (p. 6).
This suggests support for the interaction between Interpreting which is a
more culture facing activity, and Reflecting which is more oriented to the
individual. Another parallel between Archer’s reflexivity and this aspect is
the active role of the agent. That is, as opposed to being merely a passive
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receptor of information, the author is the active driver of the construction of
knowledge through their Interpreting and Reflecting.
The clear difference between a developmental psychology perspective and
a sociology perspective exposes some of the confusion that can result from
drawing upon literature across different disciplines that define terms related
to reflection in different ways. Fonagy and Target (1997) present reflective
function as an unconscious outwardly focused function that is used to in-
terpret and predict others’ behaviour and thoughts. This appears to be the
reverse of Archer’s use of reflexivity (Archer, 2009), where rather than using
the inner unconscious to make sense of the outer world, the outer world is
used to make sense of inner thoughts. I take a broader view that encom-
passes both, and thus depict the Interpreting–Reflecting aspect of the model
as evidencing characteristics of both Archer style reflexivity, and Fonagy
and Target style reflective function.
Although both inward and outward facing styles of reflection are impor-
tant for RWA, the literature suggests that certain situations may require
more of one than the other. For example, work by Lekes et al. (2012) found
that increases in well-being were more likely to occur if intrinsic values were
a significant element of reflection. This self-focused style may not be as im-
portant for reflection in a learning context where there may be an external
requirement for the learner to be more aware of the learning task (Ryan,
2014).
Growth related thinking appears to be common to the literature in both
the well-being and learning context. Indeed, a positive connection has been
demonstrated between positive well-being and improved learning (Durall
and Toikkanen, 2013; Field and Duffy, 2012). In RWA, this link can be seen
in how the writer understands themselves in relation to the context in which
they are writing, and the extent to which they are growing personally, or as
learners. This is a subjective understanding that frequently involves emotion,
which is an important element of reflecting in both contexts. For example,
Herbert et al. (2011) found a neural (brain activity) relationship between
self-related processing and emotion, and Poole et al. (2012) contends that
the emotional element of reflection is important for learning.
Reflection can also moderate reactionary emotion over time (Paxton et al.,
2011), which suggests that the temporal aspect of reflecting may be common
to both learning and well-being contexts. Indeed, personal growth implies
looking forward, and orientating oneself towards goals (Sheldon et al., 2004),
and yet reflecting is suggestive of looking back and taking stock of the past
(Kahneman, 2004). James (1884) suggests that “our mental life, like a bird’s
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life, seems to be made of an alternation of flights and perchings.” He sug-
gests that the ‘perchings’ are the substantive parts of a stream of thought,
and the ‘flights’ are the transitive parts - relations between the substantive
parts. He states that the transitive parts are flights to a conclusion, and “stop-
ping them to look at them before the conclusion is reached is really annihi-
lating them.” (p. 3). In examining the nature of the stream of thought, James
(1884) cautions against both trying to capture the transitive and also focus-
ing too much on the substantive. His argument highlights the difficulty in
analysing what is not only an internal process, but also one that cannot be
reduced to discrete chunks. Heeding this advice in RWA means avoiding
the assumption that the written reflections represent the entire mental life
rather than just a record of selected perchings and the flights to them.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Reflection and learning
The reflection literature is dominated by the application of reflection to
learning in formal education and professional practice (Atkins and Murphy,
1993). A significant quantity of the literature has been influenced by Schön,
Donald A (1983) through his book: “The Reflective Practitioner: how profes-
sionals think in action”. Schön was highly critical of professional knowledge
based solely on a positivist epistemology (which he called ‘technical ratio-
nality’), and saw reflection as a necessary means to acquire the type of pro-
fessional knowledge necessary for solving complex problems (Eraut, 2006).
His view of reflection relates to action and is categorised in terms of the
tense of the action: reflection-in-action is for making the spontaneous ‘now’
decisions, reflection-on-action is for evaluating was has occurred previously,
and reflection-for-action is to guide future decisions (Ruth-Sahd, 2003). Er-
aut (2006) critiques this view of reflection noting that:
What Schön does not ask is whether reflection might be initiated
in other ways - out of curiosity, as an escape from boredom, by
continuing professional education - or engendered as a personal
disposition or habit. Might reflection not lead to perception of a
problem rather than be the result of it? (p. 13)
Despite the strong influence of Schön’s work, Dewey (1916) is generally
credited with introducing the concept of reflection to education. Like James,
Dewey is critical of viewing experiences as objects without considering re-
lations between them, and states that the type of thought that makes con-
sideration of these relations is reflective. He defines reflection rather simply
as “the discernment of the relation between what we try to do and what
happens in consequence” (ch XI, p. 3). However, Dewey’s understanding
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of reflection is deeper than it first appears, as he uses the term to describe
a higher level of experience that involves suspense, personal concern, and
sharing with others. Suspense involves both a goal and an uncertainty about
achieving it. Personal concern shows both the personal and subjective nature
of reflection, and sharing with others provides the connection to the world
and the social environment. It is notable that Dewey’s focus on relation and
the link to experience are also marks of the pragmatic view of reflection
held by James.
The suspense character of reflection is also identified by Moon (1999) who
states that:
reflection seems to be a form of mental processing with a pur-
pose and/or an anticipated outcome that is applied to relatively
complicated or unstructured ideas for which there is not an ob-
vious solution. (p. 98)
Boud et al. (1985b) identified three similar features of reflection from their
observations. Firstly, as reflection is a personal activity, the learner is central
and in control, revealing only that which they wish about what they have re-
flected upon. Secondly, reflection is goal orientated and purposive. Thirdly,
reflection is a complex process with an affective dimension that interacts
with other cognitive processes. These features are significant for RWA, as
they characterise the type of narrative that could be expected; one that is
affective, personal, and purposeful.
Gibson et al. (2016) found significant similarities in the literature between
characteristics of reflection and those of metacognition, and proposed that
both reflection and metacognition could be positioned on the same contin-
uum with metacognition extending from inner conscious thought to non-
conscious thought, and reflection extending in the other direction from in-
ner conscious thought to externally connected social reflection. I examine
this relationship in more detail in Chapter 6. Others too, have made the
connection between reflection and metacognition (Cacciamani et al., 2012;
Sandars, 2009), particularly in their contribution to self-regulated learning.
Typically in this relationship, reflection is seen as an activity that results in
metacognition. Reflective writing is viewed as a catalyst of reflection which
requires a level of metacognition. So from a learning point of view, the writ-
ing can encourage the development of metacognitive skills via the activity
of reflection.
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￿.￿.￿ Reflecting — Writing
R
W
Drawing once again on our short quote from the teacher’s reflection, the
words “I’m home sick” are not simply a copy of the teacher’s thoughts.
They represent a distilling of many factors into one key phrase. Similarly,
the words “I think that this year has really taken it out of me” are not simply
referencing a point in time, but rather are a summary of the personal impact
of the year to date. The words are an artefact of the whole psychosocial
domain, and should not be understood simply as a result of the activity of
Writing.
Just as Interpreting and Reflecting interrelate facilitating meaning-making
on the part of the author, the activities of Reflecting and Writing also inter-
relate facilitating the expression of elements of this meaning in the form
of a narrative. In this sense, it involves both the selection of thoughts and
the shaping of them into words, for an audience that is the self. That is the
author is writing for their own benefit. This aspect provides perhaps the
most visible of the three psychosocial aspects of RWA (Table 1). The written
textual expression is central to RWA as it provides an artefact that can be
drawn on for computation. However, textual expression is one of a number
of possible expression types. Others may include musical, visual, or even
physical expressions. In the case of musical expression, the narrative may
also be written down, but in notes rather than words. While acknowledging
these other meanings of expression, fundamental to RWA is the idea that
the written word provides a conduit to the author’s thoughts. James (1884)
states that:
. . . there is not a conjunction or a preposition, and hardly an ad-
verbial phrase, syntactic form, or inflection of voice, in human
speech, that does not express some shading or other of rela-
tion which we at some moment actually feel to exist between
the larger objects of our thought. (p. 5)
The notion of a stream of thought or consciousness is core to James’ pro-
cess conception of self (Meares, 1998). For James, consideration of the stream
of thought through reflection, is also the consideration of the personal self.
Despite this process being narrative-like, Meares (1998) suggests that it is
more like a conversation. Similarly, Bredo (2010) notes the conversational
nature of writing, where the writer writes, and the written text informs the
writer:
Writing can similarly be seen as a mutual matter of composition
rather than simply the transfer of ideas from brain to paper. One
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writes, responds to what one has written, and so on, altering
interpretation and aim in the process. (p. 28)
There is a distinct similarity here with reflexivity, highlighting once again
the interrelated nature of the model. The author does not merely engage in
Writing at some point in time after Reflecting. Rather, this aspect involves
the ongoing interplay between Reflecting and Writing for the purpose of
creating a story.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Reflective writing and well-being
Much of James Pennebaker’s work (Pennebaker, 2010; Pennebaker et al.,
2003; Pennebaker, 1997) highlights the benefits of expressive writing (which
is frequently also reflective). Writing is not just about putting ideas to pa-
per, but is about remembering and organising events “in a coherent fash-
ion while integrating thoughts and feelings” (Pennebaker and Seagal, 1999,
p. 1243). This allows the writer to take some control over managing their
experiences and can provide a sense of resolution.
Forming a story about one’s experiences in life is associated with
improved physical and mental health across a variety of popula-
tions. Current evidence points to the value of having a coherent,
organized format as a way to give meaning to an event and man-
age the emotions associated with it. In this way, having a nar-
rative is similar to completing a job, allowing one to essentially
forget the event. (Pennebaker and Seagal, 1999, p. 1252)
Pennebaker and Seagal (1999) found that the act of constructing a narra-
tive provides well-being benefits.“Extensive research has revealed that when
people put their emotional upheavals into words, their physical and mental
health improves markedly” (Pennebaker and Seagal, 1999, 1244). It appears
to be the cognitive action of disclosing emotion through a story that holds
the benefits, as Pennebaker and Seagal (1999) note that talking into a tape-
recorder has resulted in similar effects as writing, and writing generally
about feelings of an experience results in similar positive outcomes as writ-
ing about trauma. This suggests that the key to reflection for well-being is
both emotional content (as noted in the previous section) and the formation
of narrative around this content.
However, despite there being a good deal of evidence that well-being ben-
efits from expressive writing, there is no unified explanation as to why this
occurs (Pennebaker, 2006). Pennebaker suggests that this may be due to the
complexity of factors involved in well-being, and that a single explanation
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may not be possible. For RWA, a unified theory of why the benefits flow
from writing may not be necessary. However, evidence within the language
of the text that these benefits are being realised would make a significant
contribution to RWA.
In RWA, the only artefact that may be able to provide evidence of well-
being benefits is the author’s words about themselves. Although the au-
thor’s writing is never complete, there is research to suggest that it is useful
for this purpose. After reviewing an extensive amount of literature on self-
reporting of subjective well-being, Lucas and Diener (2008) come to the con-
clusion that self-reports “...prospectively predict theoretically relevant be-
haviors and outcomes, which shows that they can be useful both in research
and in practice” (Lucas and Diener, 2008, p. 801). While they acknowledge
that contextual factors affect judgements of the person making the self re-
port, they are unable to find research substantiating this as having a negative
impact on the accuracy of the results.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Reflective Writing and learning
While reflective writing in the well-being context is focused on achieving
well-being outcomes, much of the work on reflective writing in a learning
context is centred around improving students’ ability to reflect. Reidsema
et al. (2010) states that “reflective writing allows the student to engage with
their beliefs, values, uncertainties, desires and questions and to clarify what
they know and more importantly, do not know about a situation.” (p. 3).
Wald and Reis (2010) identified this ability to reflect as ‘reflective capacity’
with an aim to use what is learned from reflection, towards attaining practi-
cal wisdom or ‘phronesis’.
In the reflection for learning literature, the ‘depth’ of reflection receives
considerable attention. Mezirow (1990b) asserts that a deeper level of reflec-
tion, called critical reflection, is a trigger for transformative learning. He
sees this type of reflection as the learner critiquing their pre-existing knowl-
edge based on new information (Mezirow, 1990a). In this sense reflection
becomes a significant element of learning, a view shared by Ryan (2013)
who argues “that students can and should be taught how to reflect in deep,
critical and transformative ways to engender sustainable learning practices.”
(p. 145). Similarly, Zimmerman (2002) sees reflection as a critical aspect of
self-regulated learning. In each of these cases, writing is involved in foster-
ing the reflection.
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Writing is different from talking or thinking: it can have a far
deeper reflective and educative function. Writing enables the
writer to express and clarify experiences, thoughts, and ideas
that are problematic, troublesome, hard to grasp, or hard to share
with another. Writing also enables writers to discover and ex-
plore issues, memories, feelings, and thoughts they hadn’t ac-
knowledged. (Bolton, 1999, p. 244)
As Bolton describes, writing is not merely the process of downloading
thoughts to paper. The activity of writing simultaneously captures ideas and
causes ideas. For this reason, assessing reflection and reflective writing in a
learning context can be problematic as the impact of measuring can interfere
with what is being measured (Buckingham Shum et al., 2016). Ross (2011)
is critical of the use of reflection in education, stating that approaches to
reflective writing tend to be about uncovering a ‘true’ self, and this approach
. . .
. . . masks the increasingly invasive character of educational prac-
tices which demand confession and self-surveillance as evidence
of progress and learning, and it assumes a knowable, malleable
yet cohesive self at its centre. These problems are greatly exacer-
bated by the increasingly common use of online and high-stakes
reflection (Ross, 2011, p. 115).
This view tends to conceive of students as passive authors that write ac-
cording to the dictates of the system. A contrasting view is provided by
Ryan (2014), who considers the writer to be “a self-conscious designer of
text, which foregrounds their reflexive and agentic position as writer” (p.
61). She explores the way writers can make decisions to “maintain or sub-
vert the status quo”, and shows that a reflexive conception of writing can
provide a more comprehensive understanding of a writer’s ability.
Effective individual writers are seen as active decision-makers
and designers of text who mediate their own concerns and con-
siderations (interests, emotions, beliefs, creativity, priorities, lan-
guage and cultural resources and capabilities) and their partic-
ular circumstances (for example, school curriculum and assess-
ment requirements, teacher and text type expectations, etc.) to
write in certain ways. (Ryan, 2014, p. 62)
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￿.￿.￿.￿ Analysing reflective writing
The many different views on writers, reflection, and reflective writing, create
challenges for its analysis. Different categories and levels of reflective writ-
ing have been proposed, and yet there “does not appear to be any widely
accepted procedure for determining whether reflective thinking takes place
or assessing the level of reflective thinking” (Kember, 2010, p. 19)
Kember (2010) found that Mezirow’s (1990b) categories of reflective think-
ing can be used to code written reflections with reasonable reliability. Al-
though levels of thinking were derived totally from Mezirow, and may not
align with levels in other theories. Mezirow’s (1990b) states that “Much of
what we learn involves making new interpretations that enable us to elabo-
rate, further differentiate, and reinforce our long-established frames of ref-
erence or to create new meaning schemes” (p. 5). He sees Critical Reflection
as essential for shifts in perspective which are fundamental for transforma-
tional learning to occur, and defines Critical Reflection as “challenging the
validity of presuppositions in prior learning” (p. 12):
By far the most significant learning experiences in adulthood in-
volve critical self-reflection—reassessing the way we have posed
problems and reassessing our own orientation to perceiving, know-
ing, believing, feeling, and acting. (Mezirow, 1990b, p. 13)
The work of Mezirow is mostly focused on adult learning, however the
centrality of reflection is synergistic with other more generally focused work.
One of the common elements of different theories is the importance of a
trigger or focus to the reflection. Ryan (2013) states that “It is crucial that
the reflection has a specific focus, such as identifying a critical incident or
issue, so that students can succinctly reflect at higher levels, rather than
recounting all (irrelevant) actions, ideas or contextual variables” (p. 149).
Mezirow (1990b) relates higher level reflection to perspective transformation
and notes that in adult life, “perspective transformation occurs in response
to an externally imposed disorienting dilemma” (p. 13). These views suggest
that good reflective writing needs to be concerned with more than a topic; it
needs to be focused on something with the potential for action. Ryan (2011)
proposed levels of reflective writing based on three D’s proposed by Archer:
Discern, Deliberate and Dedicate. In this model the higher level reflection
associated with ‘Dedicate’ is about taking action, changing the way things
will be done in the future based on ’Deliberation’ of what has occurred in
the context of self and situation.
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Hatton and Smith (1995), after examining student journals, also found
evidence of three levels:
The result of this process was the identification of four types of
writing, three of which were characterised as different kinds of
reflection . . . descriptive writing, descriptive reflection, dialogic
reflection and critical reflection . . . . In essence, the first is not
reflective at all, but merely reports events or literature. The sec-
ond, descriptive, does attempt to provide reasons based often
on personal judgement or on students’ reading of literature. The
third form, dialogic, is a form of discourse with one’s self, an
exploration of possible reasons. The fourth, critical, is defined as
involving reason giving for decisions or events which takes ac-
count of the broader historical, social, and/or political context.
(Hatton and Smith, 1995, p. 40)
Hatton and Smith also note that levels of reflective writing may be more
related to a developmental sequence “starting the beginner with the rela-
tively simplistic or partial technical type, then working through different
forms of reflection-on-action to the desired end-point of a professional able
to undertake reflection-in-action.” (Hatton and Smith, 1995, p. 45)
This idea appears to be supported by Ryan (2011) who asserts that re-
flective writing can be taught, and that more advanced writers will provide
higher levels of reflection. It is notable that this ‘higher level’ has a distinctly
academic character, and that the literature on reflection associated with pos-
itive well-being does not mention writing quality.
￿.￿.￿ Writing — Interpreting
W
I For his purposes [the feltness of a mental state] must be more
than experienced; it must be remembered, reflected on, named,
classed, known, related to other facts of the same order. And as
in the naming, classing, and knowing of things in general we are
notoriously fallible, why not also here? (James, 1884, p. 1)
James highlights the tension inherent in reflection that occurs between the
desire for an objective explanation and the subjective nature of the experi-
ence being reflected upon. As suggested in the introduction of this chapter,
it is not necessary to resolve this tension in favour of either an objectivist
or subjectivist view, as it is possible to maintain aspects of both. The RWA
aspect of Writing–Interpreting maintains this tension through allowing for
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multiple explanations of the writing: a spectrum from objectivist style expla-
nations where interpretations of the writing are likely to be similar from per-
son to person, through to subjectivist style explanations where the writing
can only be interpreted by the author. For example, consider two sentences
from the teacher’s reflection example. The first appears quite objective:
Only 7 weeks to go after this - we finish a week early, which is very
nice.
There is likely to be little variation in interpretation of this sentence. “Only
7weeks to go” can be generally understood, as can “we finish a week early”,
and there is little ambiguity about the length of time. Even the affective
element of the sentence leaves little doubt that the author is pleased to be
nearing the end of the term. However, the second sentence is not so easily
interpreted:
I’m still feeling negative a lot of the time.
What does the author mean when they say ‘negative’? Is this a reference
to sadness, anger, frustration, cynicism, despair, or any one of a number of
other negative feelings. Similarly, what is meant by ‘a lot of the time’? This
may mean more than 50%, or perhaps ‘most days’, ‘the majority of time’,
‘everyday’, or perhaps just more frequently than the author would like.
An important characteristic of the Writing–Interpreting aspect is that it
conceptualises the idea of multiple explanations within a dichotomy be-
tween representational level objectivity and subjective interpretation of mean-
ing, and in doing so does not presuppose one particular perspective on how
the writing should be interpreted. In this way, it is similar to the experien-
tialist approach (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980) holding that the more objective
explanations are “always relative to a conceptual system”(p. 227) and that
the more subjective explanations cannot be totally “unconstrained” (p. 228).
It also encapsulates Halliday and Hasan’s (1985) view of text as both prod-
uct and process:
The text is a product in the sense that it is an output, some-
thing that can be recorded and studied, having a certain construc-
tion that can be represented in systemic terms. It is a process in
the sense of a continuous process of semantic choice, a move-
ment through a network of meaning potential, with each set of
choices constituting the environment for a further set. (Halliday
and Hasan, 1985, p. 10)
Writing–Interpreting requires that explanations cannot be solely common
understandings of a writing product without including the process of the au-
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thor’s interpreting. Nor can the explanations be purely an Interpreting pro-
cess without the constraints of the writing product. The explanatory power
of this aspect lies in it being both writing and interpreting.
Although previous work has not conceptualised writing and interpret-
ing as an explanatory tension within a psychosocial epistemic domain as
I have proposed in this model of RWA, the relationship between language
and meaning is not new and has been explored extensively, albeit in differ-
ent ways. Some examples include, Wittgenstein’s (1963) ‘private language
argument’, Searle’s (1983) ‘background’, and Halliday and Hasan’s (1985)
‘social-semiotic perspective’.
Wittgenstein (1963) asserted that the meaning of a word is not associated
with the word itself, but with the way the word is used, and that it is prob-
lematic to assume that words have clear meaning.
A main source of our failure to understand is that we do not
command a clear view of the use of our words. Our grammar is
lacking in this sort of perspicuity. A perspicuous representation
produces just that understanding which consists in ’seeing con-
nexions’. Hence the importance of finding and inventing inter-
mediate cases. The concept of a perspicuous representation is of
fundamental significance for us. It earmarks the form of account
we give, the way we look at things. (Is this a ’Weltanschauung’?)
(Wittgenstein, 1963, PI.122)
Wittgenstein suggested that language does not inherently possess the nec-
essary clarity to enable words to be understood independently of a world
view (Weltanschauung), which is a view also held by Russell (1923).
Halliday and Hasan (1985) also took a functional view of language and
explored the relationship between text and context, attributing the general
success in human communication to an ability to predict what the other
person is going to say.
And this is the most important phenomenon in human commu-
nication. We make predictions – not consciously, of course; in
general, the process is below the level of awareness – about what
the other person is going to say next; and that’s how we under-
stand what he or she does say. (Halliday and Hasan, 1985, p. 9)
Halliday and Hasan (1985) asserts that the ability to predict comes from the
process aspect of text “as an interactive event. a social exchange of mean-
ings” (p. 11). That is, meanings arise not only from the way a word is used,
but also from how that use is understood more generally in a social context.
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Because of this, the words used in a written text can result in different un-
derstandings to those from the same words used in conversation. In speech,
meaning is created in the moment, and participation in conversation often
involves sharing the same situation as the speaker and therefore shared con-
text. In contrast, writing allows for meaning to be derived independently of
the author’s context, as the reader can be divorced from the author’s loca-
tion and time. This can still be the case when the author is also the reader,
which can be a double edged sword, as Nygren and Blom (2001) describe:
The meaning of the narrated events is distanced from the au-
thor’s experience and what is written can, within a fewmoments,
be totally obsolete in comparison with the author’s later experi-
ences. On the other hand, the meaning of an event is structured
through the writing procedure and its authenticity is elucidated
both for the author and the world.(p. 372)
This provides another reason why the writing should not be understood
independently of interpreting. Within RWA, the meaning of the inner con-
versation of the author can also become distanced from the words in the
written reflection, in the same way that written words can become distanced
from spoken words. Again, the need is apparent for representation and
meaning to be considered differently in the model. Unlike the other psy-
chosocial aspects, the explanatory aspect of Writing–Interpreting conceptu-
alises a shift from representation (Writing) to meaning (Interpreting), and
so psychosocial explanation can be thought of as a continuum from simple
low-level interpretation of the written text where the words are taken at face
value, to a more complex or high-level interpretation of the writing that is
integrated with other contextual information and the author’s understand-
ing of self. This increase in depth of meaning at the Interpreting end of the
explanation can be understood as ‘depth of reflection’ and is a contributor
to the explanatory divergence shown in Chapter 2. The uni-directional ar-
row on the diagrammatic version of the model (see Figure 3) is intended to
convey this shift in depth.
Taking this perspective on the writing presents significant implications for
computation. Frequently the process of representing words for computation
does so at the expense of the sense of how those words are used. The danger
here is that Interpreting becomes marginalised from the Writing in the pro-
cess of computational representation. This is also a source of explanatory
divergence, as loss of interpretation results in loss of understanding. Ny-
gren and Blom (2001), citing Paul Ricoeur, states that “Interpretation is the
dialectics between explanation and understanding. In this way, understand-
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ing precedes, accompanies and encloses the explanation.” (p. 373). There is a
mandate then, for RWA to ensure that Explanation does not become merely
concerned with the words, but instead is an active dynamic interrelationship
between Writing and Interpreting.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿
Much of the computational literature on the analysis of unstructured text
and Natural Language Processing (NLP) makes no reference to reflection,
writing, or the psychosocial contexts of well-being and learning. However,
psychosocial impact on computation is significant. In Chapter 2 I showed
some of the many ways that computation can be human influenced, and
without the psychosocial epistemic domain there is no reflection or reflec-
tive writing, we have only analytics. Computation is not an end in itself, but
rather serves psychosocial objectives. Therefore, this examination of the liter-
ature associated with the computational domain of RWA is focused primar-
ily on the computational representation and modelling of psychosocial char-
acteristics through an examination of the three aspects that comprise this do-
main: Symbolising–Processing, Processing–Analogising, and Symbolising–
Analogising. Like the psychosocial aspects of the RWA model (see table 1),
these three computational aspects are presented separately merely for con-
ceptual and explanatory convenience, and should be considered views into
the whole of RWA. Similarly, their placement is not intended to infer a tem-
poral order between them. However, when considering information flow,
at least some Symbolising–Processing needs to occur prior to Processing–
Analogising in order to build representations of the writing.
￿.￿.￿ Symbolising — Processing
S
P
Symbolising–Processing (see table 1) is the aspect involved in symbolising
the written artefact (the reflective text), and processing it to produce com-
putational representations for use in generating analytics. While at a basic
level this might simply be converting characters into bytes, the significance
of this aspect is found in the way human interpretations of the writing are
captured by computational constructs. At this level, the possible choices are
profuse and diverse (see also Chapter 2). To illustrate this characteristic, con-
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sider a selection of analytics in table 2 that have been constructed from the
ongoing example reflection:
I’m home sick. I think that this year has really taken it out of
me. Only 7 weeks to go after this - we finish a week early, which
is very nice. I’m trying to prepare for writing reports again. This
was pretty stressful last time so I want to get in and do them
early. I’m still feeling negative a lot of the time. The environment
I work in is very negative, not because of staff but the attitudes
of students and some of the bullying that goes on is hard to take
at times. I feel like I’m changing to have a more negative person,
which I really don’t like. It’s hard not having my family with me.
I am lucky I have made some really good friends here though
and they are always so understanding and supportive.
Importantly, even these simple analytics are generated from more than
just one type of representation, and more than one computational algorithm
is required to process them. Symbolising–Processing is not simply a process
of taking words in the text, converting them into computational symbols,
and then processing those symbols to make meaning. This aspect of RWA
brings together multiple representations and algorithms in order to compu-
tationally ‘make sense’ of the text. As identified previously in Chapter 2,
this process is not free of psychosocial input, but in fact is driven by a joint
requirement with the other computational aspects to provide analytics that
is psychosocially meaningful.
However, although a need to connect with the psychosocial domain pro-
vides significant influence over decisions associated with modelling the writ-
ing, a closer look at the example analytics in table 2 reveals that this in-
fluence does not produce psychosocial meaning. Further, despite using a
simple example with simple computation, many decisions need to be made
which have no clear implications for meaning-making. For example, to pro-
duce the basic metrics, the text has to be parsed into sentences, and then into
terms (words and symbols), and then words need to be broken into sylla-
bles. At each point decisions are made as to what constitutes each type (e.g.
Must a sentence end with an appropriate punctuation mark? Is the word
‘I’m’ one word or two?). After obtaining the terms, a count is made of each
term and then a sort is performed to produce the vocabulary frequencies.
When looking at the frequency of ‘i’ it becomes apparent why it was impor-
tant to make ‘I’m’ two words. It is possible to conceive of a link between the
author self-reference (psychosocial domain) and the frequency of the term ‘i’





Avg Sentence Length 14.5 words
Avg Word Length 4.9 characters
Avg Syllables per word 1.3
Vocabulary
11 occurrences i
5 occurrences to, of
4 occurrences m (I’m), and, the
3 occurrences this, is, a, negative, really
Grammatical
Named Entities 7, weeks, a, week, this, year
Noun–Verb Distribution1 PRP: 0.2535, VBP: 0.1830, NN: 0.1549,
PRP$: 0.0140, VBG: 0.0845, NNS: 0.0845,
VBZ: 0.0845, VB: 0.0985, VBN: 0.0281,
VBD: 0.0140
Topic Model2
topic 1 sick, negative, year, bullying, attitudes
topic 2 reports, writing, prepare, environment, staff
topic 3 family, supportive, friends, understanding, early
Table 2: A selection of computational analytics derived from the example text:
“I’m home sick. . . ”. Notable features include the heavy use of ‘I’, the frequent
use of ‘negative’ and ‘really’, and that all named entities are time references.
Grammatical Tags are Penn Treebank.
1 Penn Treebank tags (Santorini, 1990): PRP - Personal Pronoun; VBP - Verb, non-3rd person
singular present; NN - Noun; PRP$ - Possessive Pronoun; VBG - Verb, gerund or present
participle; NNS - Noun, plural; VBZ - Verb, 3rd person singular present; VB - Verb; VBN -
Verb, past participle; VBD - Verb, past tense.
2 Topic assignment requires a collection to build the topic model. These topics are for illustration
purposes and have not been computationally generated.
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(computational domain). Therefore, the decision to expand the contraction
directly impacts this analytic.
The Grammatical analytics were produced with a different type of repre-
sentation to the basic metrics. Each word needed to be represented by its
corresponding part of speech (POS tagged). For example, gerund verbs are
tagged with VBG, which in the example given include writing, feeling, bul-
lying, changing, having, and understanding. Nouns were further analysed
and Named Entities were extracted. For example ‘week’ and ‘year’ are both
nouns that represent a time entity. Significantly, pos-tagging of the text is
not guaranteed to be completely accurate. Frequently this type of task is
performed by algorithms that use statistical models of the syntactic struc-
ture of text. These models are constructed by machine learning sentence
structure from large corpora. For the most part, the syntactic rules of En-
glish language apply to many different forms of writing, so even though
the training corpora is not reflective writing, the algorithms still work well
with reflective text. However, when higher level abstractions are created like
the example Noun–Verb distribution, the accuracy of the underlying tags
is obfuscated, potentially allowing for accumulation of hidden error in the
analytics. Therefore decisions on the choice of statistical models, even for
simple tasks like pos-tagging, can have implications for meaning-making
based on the analytics.
As a final example of the complexity of representation and processing,
the analytics include an example topic model. Common approaches to topic
modelling such as Latent Semantic Analytics (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) involve situating a document within a collection and ex-
amining the co-occurrence of words in each document across the collection
(Blei et al., 2003). These are statistical models and the resultant topics rep-
resent the likelihood that certain words describe a particular document. A
topic is a probability distribution across all words in the collection’s vocabu-
lary, and in many cases, it is not likely that the same topic will be generated
twice for the same data. For example, LDA uses a Bayesian approach with a
Dirichlet prior distribution (Blei et al., 2003). Through many iterations over
the training data, the model is refined from one that is quite random to one
that reflects the training data. However, because of the stochastic elements
in the process, the final topics are not likely to be exactly the same. Topic
modelling works, because the resultant topics do not need to be identical
for them to be useful. It is possible for two different topics to hold the same
meaning even if they vary in their words. For example, ‘sedan, road, driver,
vehicle’ holds similar meaning to ‘highway, driver, car, driving’ even though
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there is only a single common word in the topics. Once again, this reinforces
both the distinction between representation and meaning as well as the need
to reconcile notions of computational accuracy with psychosocial meaning.
As seen in the example analytics, the construction of computational mod-
els is not purely a computational process. In fact, it can be viewed as a
human process that uses computation to do the work. This view places a
greater emphasis on the role of Interpreting the output of the model than
the computational process. For example:
As computational scientists have started engaging in acts of so-
cial science, there is a tendency to claim their work as the busi-
ness of facts and not interpretation. A model may be mathemat-
ically sound, an experiment may seem valid, but as soon as a
researcher seeks to understand what it means, the process of in-
terpretation has begun. This is not to say that all interpretations
are created equal, but rather that not all numbers are neutral.
(Boyd and Crawford, 2012, p. 667)
I showed in Chapter 2 that computational work is neither benign nor
transparent. While the machine works within an epistemic domain of com-
putation to manipulate the data, this is driven by human intervention. The
very design of computational representations and models involves human
factors, and whether by intention or omission influences the nature of the
processing towards the final analytics.
In the RWA model, I use the word Symbolising in the sense of an iconic
representation, the essence or image of something. It involves representa-
tion of words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, documents, collections, and
higher level constructions drawn from the text. It involves doing this in a
way that facilitates the construction of models for processing. As shown
through the example analytics, this may involve drawing on information
other than what may be found directly in the data itself. It may require the
use of external corpora, previously trained models, stochastic distributions,
and other external input. Like the psychosocial activity of Interpreting, Sym-
bolising should not be considered an isolated activity, but instead as interre-
lated with Processing and Analogising, within the context of computational
epistemic resources. Thus, the notion of representation as conceptualised in
RWA is a complex one, and more than just Symbolising. In the following
paragraphs I examine representation and the process of modelling that is
involved in this aspect of the RWA model.
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￿.￿.￿.￿ Computational Representation
Prior to constructing representations or models of the reflective text, it is
common to ‘clean’ the text, removing any unwanted characters or symbols.
This may be as simple as removing the invisible characters that are embed-
ded in text for formatting purposes, but it can also mean the removal of
punctuation and function (or stop) words1, and the modification of other
words (e.g. changing we’ll to we will). A process called stemming or lemma-
tisation reduces words to their stems or lemmas so that related words like
‘run’, ‘running’ and ‘ran’ are counted computationally as the same word.
Frequently this pre-processing is undertaken as a matter of course, but it
can have a significant impact on the analysis process. For example it is com-
mon in Information Retrieval (IR) to remove function words and lemmatise
the text prior to indexing it. However, in reflective writing the author’s use
of pronouns is very important, and so function word removal would sig-
nificantly impair the analysis. Consider the example text without function
words:
home sick. think that this year really taken out. Only 7 weeks af-
ter this - finish week early, which very nice. trying prepare writ-
ing reports again. This pretty stressful last time want them early.
still feeling negative time. environment work very negative, be-
cause staff attitudes students some bullying that goes hard take
times. feel like changing have more negative person, which really
don’t like. hard not having family with . lucky have made some
really good friends here though they are always understanding
supportive.
Although, knowing the original text, it is easy to read this version and un-
derstand the general meaning, the analytics would be changed significantly.
For example, the vocabulary would indicate the most frequent words as
‘this’, ‘negative’ and ‘really’ with three occurrences each. This misses the
self-reference meaning entirely that came from the eleven instances of ‘i’.
Clearly, the decisions that are made even in this early stage processing of
the text impact even trivial analysis. Pre-processing of the text is certainly
not free from psychosocial influence.
A number of approaches to representation are common when processing
text. Many techniques for representation are used in a comparative way be-
tween a document and a collection of documents (Roelleke and Wang, 2008;
1 Function words are used in text as part of the syntax, but are often not considered necessary
for meaning. In Information Retrieval (IR) they are often referred to as stop words. Examples
include: ‘a’,‘the’,‘i’,‘my’,‘is’,‘an’.
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Blei et al., 2003; Pauca et al., 2004). Both document and collection here are
loosely defined. In an IR context, documents could be individual files and
the collection could be all documents associated with a particular category.
However, this is not always the case. For example, in the case of the reflec-
tive writing corpus (GoingOK, see appendix B) used for this research, there
were many possible combinations of document and collection. The defini-
tions of document and collection were determined dynamically according
to the needs of the analysis. For one analysis, the document referred to a
single instance of reflective writing and collection referred to all writing for
a particular author. In another instance, document was defined as all of the
written reflections for a particular author and the collection all reflections
by all authors. Regardless of how document and collection are determined,
there is a human intervention in the computational process that can signif-
icantly impact the subsequent models and analysis. Even when no action
is taken and files are documents, and collections are groups of files, that
decision is hard-wired into the computational representation, and renders
as inconsequential questions such as: Should the files be split into smaller
documents or merged into larger ones? Is there one collection of all doc-
uments, or should there be a number of smaller collections? Decisions on
these questions can significantly affect some computational algorithms that
are tuned to a range of data sizes.
Many text representations are statistical where the establishment of a
norm and variations to a norm are used, frequently with descriptive statisti-
cal measures such as maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation, and
kurtosis. Commonly used statistics include those that apply to the document
as a whole (e.g. word count, word length, sentence length, sentence count),
and those that are associated with lexical features (e.g. term frequency and
vocabulary size).
Of the many possible numerical representations of text, frequency counts
and associated statistical measures have the appearance of being less influ-
enced by human judgement because of their simplicity. However, care needs
to be taken that it is not assumed that the data conforms to a normal distri-
bution (Mordkoff, 2011), particularly with the smaller sample sizes that can
be common with RWA. Considering the shape of the data can help avoid
this issue, and it can also provide additional information that may be useful
in understanding the text. Highly polarised data may reveal anomalies if the
shape is visible, but hide them if there is an over-reliance on the mean. For
example, writing with mostly very short sentences and very long sentences
and few medium length sentences may appear normal rather than unusual
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if only the mean is taken into account without consideration of the shape of
the distribution.
These considerations gain greater importance when psychosocial assump-
tions are attached to them. Pennebaker et al. (2003) identify that in their
work certain psychological assumptions are made when counting words:
Word count strategies are based on the assumption that the words
people use convey psychological information over and above
their literal meaning and independent of their semantic context.
(p. 550)
In recent research, Chung and Pennebaker (2011) found this assumption
to be reasonable, and identified a range of words and word types which
when counted are indicative of psychological information. The research was
motivated by a desire to find lexical information that supported findings
of improved well-being after periods of reflective writing. The approach
highlights the significance of human decisions in computation, as such a
link is unlikely to be visible in the data itself. Similarly, RWA is guided by
a desire to model psychosocial characteristics of reflection that are expected
to present as features in the writing.
Typically two general approaches are taken to computational modelling
of textual data. The first approach involves the analysis of the symbolised
data for patterns or trends. In large data sets, these patterns may not be obvi-
ous to a human observer, and are discovered by computational techniques.
This approach is dominant in neural approaches to big data, and can be
considered a mathematical modelling of the text. The second approach in-
volves the use of theoretical models derived from psychosocial understand-
ings of reflection, reflective writing, and language. The theoretical models
determine which characteristics of the text are important. These might be
characteristics such as expressions of emotion, personality traits, or depth
of thinking. In the following sections, I highlight key literature associated
with both of these approaches noting the potential impact on RWA.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Mathematical models
Mathematical modelling is based on the assumption that patterns in the
written text, can be represented numerically or as mathematical relation-
ships which can in turn reveal useful information about the writing. For
example, in the case of Stylometry, statistical information can be used to
create a model of the author allowing for detection of authorship (Pearl and
Steyvers, 2012). Statistical models may not be limited only to words. Stylo-
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metrics also include features such as the occurrence of exclamation marks in
proportion to all punctuation marks or pronoun proportion given all gram-
matical categories. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2011) found that style
words (words distinctive of a person’s language style) make up around 55%
of the words spoken, read and heard. In their Twitter study, they showed
that linguistic style can identify differences between authors in a conversa-
tion, and can demonstrate ‘accommodation’ in the conversation where the
styles tend to converge. This suggests that in RWA, Stylometric modelling
may be able to reveal aspects of ‘self’ in the text, which is an essential ele-
ment of reflection.
Frequently, however, documents are not independent, but are members
of a larger collection. This may be multiple documents by the same author,
or multiple author’s documents that are grouped for some purpose. When
modelling a document within a collection, a simple method is to use vectors
with a length equal to the number of words in the collection vocabulary, and
compose a vector for each document based on the number of occurrences of
each word with the document. This is known as the bag-of-words method
(Schuller and Batliner, 2014). Documents can then be compared by compar-
ing the vectors that represent them. “The model makes an implicit assump-
tion that the order of words in the document does not matter” (Schuller
and Batliner, 2014, p. 220). So care needs to be taken with text where the or-
dering of words is highly significant to the document’s representation, and
this type of representation should be avoided in that situation. Another is-
sue with the bag-of-words approach, is that raw frequencies of words can
be highly variable, and so it is common for the bag-of-words representation
to use weighted term frequencies. The most common method of weighting
is TF-IDF (Roelleke and Wang, 2008) which provides a lower weighting for
words that are frequent in the collection, and higher weighting for those
words that are less common in the collection, but frequent in the document.
In the field of Information Retrieval (IR), content is the primary concern and
non-content words like pronouns can reduce the effectiveness of models of
the text (such as inverted indexes). Typically, pronouns are removed from
the text as part of the pre-processing. Undertaking this type of process when
analysing reflective text would result in the loss of the meaning encoded in
them.
Most statistical approaches to representing documents are not concerned
with the document structure. This is particularly common in fields like IR
which is focused on improving search engines and consequently prioritises
the content aspect of documents. The dominance of IR is significant, as it
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means that much of the research into Natural Language Processing is geared
toward the content words in text. When the algorithms developed by this
research are used in other fields, they are not necessarily re-evaluated, and
so biases and assumptions can be inadvertently included in the new appli-
cation.
For RWA, non-content features such as structure can become more impor-
tant than content features. For example, there is generally a greater concern
for depth of reflection, than for the subject matter of the reflection. In or-
der to find the grammatical or syntactic structure of the text, grammatical
parsers are used that tag the text for parts of speech and named entities
(proper nouns), and perform co-reference resolution (Toutanova et al., 2003).
Many of these parsers utilise machine learning and require training to build
models that can be used for classification. Training is usually performed on
very large corpora which can often be millions of words or even as large
as a trillion words (Halevy et al., 2009). Although generally very accurate
(Socher et al., 2013a), the models are still specific to the style of text that
they are trained on. The ability to perform accurately on other unseen text
depends on the extent to which that text is characteristically similar to the
training corpora. Grammatical representations need to be used with these
qualifications in mind, as the inaccuracies, though generally minimal, can
be significant in small quantities of text with specialised characteristics.
Grammatical structure is not the only way of modelling text structure. The
way words or phrases are semantically associated in language can also pro-
vide structural information. This leads to the use of graph representations
(Hasan and Ng, 2014) and the construction of networks of terms (Galea et al.,
2012). The nodes and edges of graphs are mathematically manipulated, al-
lowing for the comparison of very large numbers of relationships. This can
reveal patterns that are not easily visible to a human analyst. More recently,
deep learning has provided the ability to create abstract hierarchical repre-
sentation of text (Manning, 2015). Deep learning is based on a neural net-
work approach to data (sometimes referred to as Artificial Neural Nets or
ANNs), and can learn patterns without any prior training. This has signif-
icant implications for explanation however, as frequently these approaches
can achieve a desired result while lacking transparency on how the result
was achieved (Tickle et al., 2000). “Another property typically associated
with ANNs is the unsupervised induction of representations during learn-
ing. Some of the processing units in the ANN have no predefined meaning;
they acquire their meaning during training.” (Henderson, 2010, p. 222)
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Statistical measures of grammatical categories have also been found to cor-
relate with certain types of content. For example, Bobicev et al. (2012) found
that personal health discussions contained a greater use of personal pro-
nouns and verbs of belonging. Calvo et al. (2012) also notes the importance
of pronouns, with first person singular pronouns correlating with negative
emotions.
Specific groups of words can provide a sense of meaning, so it follows
that identification of such words can provide a lexicon based semantic anal-
ysis. For example, epistemic verbs (‘think, know, believe, hope, fear, guess’)
can provide insight into the author’s epistemic beliefs (Muhlhausler and
Harre, 1990). This could be important for RWA, as it could provide insight
into the author’s beliefs, and when coupled with references to themselves
may indicate what they believe about themselves in relation to their social
context.
Pronouns are powerful indicators of meaning, particularly in reflective
writing. For example, the use of ‘I’ together with an affective verb can in-
dicate a greater level of personal commitment.In the sentence I can feel a
draught has greater personal commitment than There is a draught (Muhlhausler
and Harre, 1990, p. 101). Muhlhausler and Harre (1990) also assert that pro-
nouns can be indicators of “the complex relationships between selves and
the societies these selves live in” (p. 47). They state that encoded in pronouns
is gender, social status, tense, inclusivity, reflexivity, and the relationship of
self to a group. It is somewhat surprising then that in many Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) tasks, pronouns are discarded. This underscores
one of the significant issues with taking processes that were developed for
one task and applying them to another.
Although individual words can be good indicators of semantics, frequently
other knowledge is required to accurately assess meaning. Addressing this
issue either requires the use of knowledge external to the text itself, or de-
riving contextual meaning from the text around the word. Using external
knowledge can be problematic because of the potentially unlimited size of
what may be required:
Computational models of sentence-level meaning that aim to
take world knowledge into account face the problem that a vast
amount of knowledge is (potentially) relevant yet not available
in a form that easily affords statistical modeling. Such models
are therefore necessarily restricted to a limited world domain,
which requires only an equally domain-limited language. (An-
drews et al., 2014, p. 365)
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Most research, however, has focussed on determining semantics contextu-
ally. The leaders in this approach are vector space models of semantics and
more recently word embedding. Currently dominating the natural language
processing landscape are vector space models of semantics which use tech-
niques related to singular value decomposition to create latent topic vectors
(Turney and Pantel, 2010; Vilnis and McCallum, 2014). With this approach
the resultant topics are based on the likelihood that groups of words will
co-occur in the document. Much of the earlier work involved variations on
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), however more recently, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) has been a particularly successful ma-
chine learning based approach for building latent topic models. As these
models are built on probability distributions, they never create exactly the
same topic models twice. This has implications for both notions of accu-
racy and repeatability. Therefore care is required when applying this type
of algorithm to tasks that are expected to have deterministic outcomes. For
example, when feedback is generated for an author on their writing, it is
undesirable to produce different feedback from the same text.
The use of topic modelling to represent semantic content is seen by some
as a potentially easy technology fix for what are often complex human prob-
lems. For example, Kintsch and Kintsch (2012) in an overenthusiastic em-
brace of LSA states that “given a text written by a student, we can evaluate
it in comparison with some standard and assign it a grade, or we can indi-
cate what content is missing that should be included.” (p. 160). This type of
over simplification of the capabilities of NLP is not uncommon, and perpet-
uate an uncritical application of the techniques in domains quite removed
from those in which they were originally designed. This is not to say that
topic modelling does not have a role to play in assessment, however the
perception of automatic grading from text can mask the large number of as-
sumptions involved, and without due consideration to the impact of those
assumptions on the students who might be subjected to such a process.
More recently, an approach known as Word Embedding has gained popu-
larity for modelling semantics. This neural network approach allocates large
vectors to individual words based on their context, such that each word vec-
tor is a distribution representing the context in which that word is most
likely to be found (Mikolov et al., 2013b,a). The advantage this representa-
tion has over previous vector representations is that words with similar con-
textual meaning are located close together in the resultant vector space, and
the relationship between the words is preserved allowing for comparisons
to be performed between individual words. The classic example for word
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embedding is that if we consider the relationship from ‘king’ to ‘queen’ and
then apply it to the word ‘man’, the model returns ‘woman’. This ability to
perform relational operations on the sense of words is very powerful, but it
is also dependent on consistency in the context of the text. The representa-
tions are trained on very large corpora (a billion words is common), and if
the text that is being analysed uses words in a different sense to the dom-
inant sense of the training corpora, then that sense will not exist as far as
the representation is concerned. For example, if a word embedding model
is trained on the Wikipedia corpus, it is unlikely to accurately represent the
kinds of relationships between affective or emotional words that typically
occur in reflective writing. That is, referring to experiences and feelings in
relation to oneself is unlikely to exist in Wikipedia. A further issue with
Word Embedding is that if the training data includes certain biases such as
gender or racial biases, then these will be included in the resultant model.
Training machine learning models typically requires large corpora and
reliable labelling of the training data. One of the issues for using machine
learning with RWA, is that large datasets are generally descriptive in style
rather than reflective. However, Wiebe and Riloff (2011) demonstrated a
machine learning approach that didn’t require a large corpus. They per-
formed subjectivity analysis with the assistance of information extraction
techniques. The work resulted in the development of a classifier that does
not require supervised training and yet can classify sentences as subjective
or not. Although the corpus would not be considered reflective writing, this
work still holds value for RWA due to the subjective nature of reflective
writing. Also, their approach to training the classifier by using automatically
generated annotations is potentially useful for RWA as it demonstrates pos-
sible techniques for working with small corpora. Also holding potential for
RWA is earlier work by Wiebe et al. (2005) which describes an approach to
text annotation based on identifying ‘private state frames’ the aim of which
is to “represent internal mental and emotional states, and to distinguish sub-
jective information from material presented as fact” (p. 4). Although their
work provides very fine grained annotation for subjective information, the
general approaches to building an annotated corpus provide a guide to how
this may be possible with reflective writing.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Theoretical Modelling
Many gains in the modelling of text have come from the application of psy-
chosocial theories. For example, starting from theoretical understandings
of narrative, text can be modelled through the representation of subjective
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passages, the references between them and the key characters (Rapaport
et al., 1989). However, a more comprehensive understanding of a narrative
requires a greater level of detail, and so Rapaport et al. (1989) utilised a
theory of human cognition to inform their modelling of narrative. Key to
this work was the concept of a ‘deictic center’ “consisting of the ‘origin’ of
place (‘come’ and ‘go’), time (‘now’ and ‘then’), and person (‘I’ and ‘you’)”
(p. 2). They assert that the deictic centre is in the reader’s mind and is there-
fore a cognitive construct that the reader uses to anchor a narrative. This
approach provides an alternative to an illocutionary approach that assumes
the writer is ‘speaking’ to the reader, and shows promise for RWA through
its similarity to the psychosocial idea of reflexivity.
The idea of text as part of a larger discourse has also been an important
theoretical approach to modelling. Fairclough (1992) claims that the analysis
of text doesn’t just involve a linguistic analysis, but also an ‘intertextual’
analysis which draws on ‘orders of discourse’ which he identifies as “the
particular configurations of conventionalized practices (genres, discourses,
narratives, etc.) which are available to text producers and interpreters in
social circumstances” (p. 194). This view socially contextualises the Writing
and Interpreting in the same way as RWA, and reinforces the importance
of these relationships in the analysis of the text. Fairclough (2003) affirms
this in more recent work that focuses on the importance of social context in
discourse analysis.
In sociology research, discourse analysis is used as a method for under-
standing society through language (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2008). However,
others adopt a definition that is focused on understanding the text itself
(Knight and Littleton, 2015; Kent and McCarthy, 2012; Mitkov, 2010) with a
focus on the cohesion and coherence of the text (Mitkov, 2010). This is poten-
tially problematic for RWA in the well-being context, as frequently this type
of reflective writing can lack the cohesion and coherence that is expected
in more formal texts. It provokes questions on the extent to which quality
of the expression (the writing) is interrelated with the quality of reflection
(i.e. reflective thoughts). It is arguable that this would be less of an issue in
the learning context where there is more of an expectation on the quality of
the writing itself as well as its reflectivity, and RWA in this context may ben-
efit from computational techniques to measure coherence and cohesion in
student writing such as those developed by McNamara and Graesser (2012).
Kent and McCarthy (2012) state that discourse analysis is more about
‘what talk does’ rather than what it is about, and it is this view that provides
a link with the social methodology perspective of Jørgensen and Phillips.
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Kent and McCarthy draw attention to the fact that when something or
someone from the wider social context is referenced in the discourse, then
there is an implicit relationship identified. In my examination of RWA in
the well-being context (See Chapter 6), this presents in the form of early
career teachers implicating types of relationships with their school leaders,
and also suggests relationships between those people and their emerging
professional identities (Morrison et al., 2014).
The relationship between discourse and context is made explicit in the
learning context by Knight and Littleton (2015) who state that “in a very
real sense, linguistic activity is not simply an indicator (or proxy) for deeper
learning, it is often the site of that learning” (p. 187). De Liddo et al. (2011)
also identify strong links between discourse and learning:
We look at discourse as a key indicator for learning and explore
discourse analysis as a method to identify where and how learn-
ing happens. This approach to analyzing dialogue, in search of
clues and indicators of learning, builds on the tradition of schol-
arly and scientific discourse. (p. 23)
Discourse analysis not only suggests that textual data may be modelled
in a way that provides high level information, but it also highlights the
potential benefits of an approach that uses psychosocial theory to guide
computational analysis.
For RWA, one of the most fundamental questions concerns assessing the
degree of reflective depth in a text. Addressing this necessarily requires a
theory on the nature of reflection itself. However, these theories vary signif-
icantly, which contributes to the explanatory divergence identified in Chap-
ter 2, and in turn inhibits the ability to link the theory to a computational
model. Amplifying this issue is a bias in theory selection towards those
that are computable, and in particular those that appear to be easily com-
putable. It follows then, that the development of computational models for
RWA is always going to involve (in many instances unintentionally) some
level of bias and assumption. The complexity involved in psychosocial the-
ory demonstrated in Chapter 2, also means that any resultant models will
be limited to some extent in their capacity to manifest the theory that they
are modelling.
There are a number of approaches to dealing with these issues which I
will address in Chapter 4, however a common approach is to justify the com-
putational model on the basis of its performance in comparison to human
performance at the same task. Ullmann et al. (2012) take this approach when
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assessing the quality of automatically detected reflective texts. They take a
human understanding of reflective writing and models this computationally.
The results of the model are then compared with human assessments. The
key assumption in this type of evaluation is that the human assessments are
high quality assessments worthy of being compared to. Further, the quality
of judgements is not necessarily related to the relevance of those judgements.
That is, if the human judgements provide no utility to the writer, then ensur-
ing that the computational models measure up to these judgements holds
little value also.
Ullmann’s (2015) approach involves identifying features in the text that
are characteristic of a reflective style and others that are characteristic of a
descriptive style. Theory becomes more explicit in this process when it in-
volves specific encoded judgements, like modelling according to categories
(Ullmann et al., 2013). The benefit of using theory to guide the models is
that it imbues the analysis with higher level meaning. The problem is that
this particular understanding is then encoded into the resulting analytics,
and while the encoding of theory may be valid in one particular case, it
does not follow that it will always be so. For example, the relationship be-
tween reflection in the form of a dialogue may not be appropriate to other
non-dialogic reflection:
What seems to be occurring is that for text to satisfy the criteria
for dialogic reflection, it must nearly always be constructed in
a certain form. The criteria themselves actually suggest, maybe
even impose, a particular construction of text in order for it to
constitute evidence of this kind of reflection. This comes close
to identifying dialogic as a genre of reflective writing, which is
unproblematic so long as it validly represents reflective activity
(Hatton and Smith, 1995, p. 42)
Hatton and Smith (1995) identify that taking a particular view of reflec-
tion has implications for how the text is understood, and that the validity
of this needs to be considered in terms of what the view was intending
to represent. Frequently however, theoretically based models are validated
only in the initial contexts in which they were conceived, and while this
may provide confidence that the model may work in a different context, it
certainly cannot be assured. This issue is magnified when the models are
more complex and involve highly subjective elements as do models of af-
fect, emotion and personality. There has been a great deal of work on these
types of computational models, but very little addressing how they might
be used beyond the original contexts in which they were originally applied.
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An essential characteristic of reflection is that it is affective, possessing
an emotional character. Representing this computationally involves compu-
tational models of affect and emotion, which tend to fall into two groups:
dimensional models, and categorical or appraisal models (see Chapter 2).
Marsella (2011) provides a detailed overview of computational models of
emotion, and focuses primarily on appraisal, or categorical, models of emo-
tion which tend to dominate the computational research. Interestingly, there
is little questioning as to why the dominant computational appraisal mod-
els don’t match with the dominant psychological models which tend to be
dimensional. In a summary of the purposes for computational models of
emotion, Marsella (2011) doesn’t provide more than a cursory reference to
the use of such models in researching emotion in human subjects. This sug-
gests that the focus of computational models to date has been significantly
influenced by factors of computational tractability, as opposed to being au-
thentic to dominant psychosocial theory.
Psychological dimensional models of emotion comprise valence (the kind
of emotion), arousal (the level of intensity), and sometimes dominance (the
degree of control). Emotions occupying space within the two common di-
mensions are often conceptualised as a circumplex. This approach essen-
tially conceives of valence as a circle, and arousal as the distance from the
centre. Yik et al. (2011) propose a detailed circumplex style psychological
model of affect building on work by Russell (1980). They propose extending
his eight sector circumplex to a twelve point model of core affect. Yik et al.
(2011) emphasise the complementary nature of the circumplex to the dimen-
sional model, and test their model against multiple other dimensional and
circumplex models arguing that it unifies many of them into a single model.
In contrast to complex psychological models of emotion, the computa-
tional work in this space ranges from sentiment detection to full emotion
detection, but generally the models are built upon categorical rather than
dimensional models, focussing on classifying text as a particular category
type. In the case of sentiment, the categories are most commonly positive,
negative and neutral. Calvo et al. (2012) are critical of the categorical ap-
proach in Affective Computing (AC), noting that computer scientists and
Artificial Intelligence researchers have not taken account of the controver-
sies in the underlying psychological theories.
. . . emotions are better represented in a three-dimensional space
of valence, arousal, dominance, and this is substantially different
to the categorical approach most commonly followed in the AC
literature. (Calvo et al., 2012, p13)
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Lin et al. (2012) recognise that appraisal theory dominates computational
approaches. However, rather than pursue a dimensional approach, they
propose that appraisal is extended to a two level theory where primary
appraisal is a situation’s significance, and secondary appraisal is the sub-
ject’s ability to cope with the situation. While this provides more nuance, it
doesn’t address the issue of whether affect is actually categorisable.
The limitations of computational modelling in this area are further high-
lighted by Paltoglou and Thelwall (2011), who noted that there has been
limited research in ordinal classification in comparison to that into binary
classification - determining whether a text is positive or negative. This is
known as sentiment analysis (Socher et al., 2013b), and most of these tech-
niques are lexicon based, matching the text against lexicons of positive and
negative words. An exception is the work by Aisopos et al. (2012) who com-
bined content based and context based techniques for sentiment analysis
in Twitter tweets. This approach showed improved effectiveness over single
method techniques, indicating the value at looking for more nuanced ap-
proaches to affect modelling. This aligns with Paltoglou and Thelwall who
believe that “predicting ordinal information about the level of arousal and
valence rather than a simple, categorical prediction of basic emotion, pro-
vides a wider set of application potential” (Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2011,
p3)
It is worth noting at this point, however that more detail does not nec-
essarily mean a better model. “Sometimes, when confronted with a really
difficult problem like affect recognition, it is helpful to remember that par-
tial solutions can still be of value.” (Picard, 2003, p59). The relevance of this
to RWA, is that the requirements for psychosocial meaning should not be
forgotten in the rush to create ever more detailed computational models of
emotion.
Another area of psychosocial theory that holds relevance for RWA is
around personality. The ‘big five’ model of personality dominates work in
personality, and a number of computational models have been derived from
this psychological model. For example, Golbeck et al. (2011) used ‘Linguis-
tic Inquiry and Word Count’ (Chung and Pennebaker, 2011) on tweets to
try to determine personality. The prediction accuracy was quite high, scor-
ing within a 11-18% deviation from actual personality test results. Mairesse
et al. (2007) also showed the potential for identifying evidence of personal-
ity traits in text. For example, they showed that introverts used many nouns
whereas extraverts tended to use many verbs. Introverts tended to use many
words per sentence whereas extraverts used few words per sentence. Simi-
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larly, the degree to which the text is dependent on context or not provides
some indication of personality trait. Using this information in RWA may
provide opportunities for moderating the analytics based on detected au-
thor traits.
The many types of representation and wide diversity of modelling ap-
proaches serve to reinforce the point that representation does not directly
result in meaning. Also, the complexity of this aspect of the model shows
some of the difficulties associated reconciling the psychosocial and com-
putational epistemic domains. However, there are connections between the
domains. I have shown that Symbolising–Processing is clearly influenced by
psychosocial factors, despite its computational context, and so it may also
be possible for an aspect of the computational domain to influence the psy-
chosocial. I explore this idea further through an examination of Processing–
Analogising.
￿.￿.￿ Processing — Analogising
A
P
While the Symbolising–Processing aspect was focused on the representation
and modelling of the text, the primary focus of Processing–Analogising is
on the formation of computational output for human interpretation (see ta-
ble 1). The analytics are the artefact of the computational work, and serve
the overall objective of aiding the understanding of the author and the au-
thor’s situation through the reflective writing. Therefore, the analytics need
to be more than the subject of Interpreting, they need to be interpretable
in the psychosocial context for the purposes of understanding. That is, the
analytics need to be meaningful to the author and/or other stakeholders in
RWA.
If it were true that a given representation would result in a specific mean-
ing, then the results of computation could be presented to the author with
confidence that they would be meaningful. However, I have shown in the
previous sections of this chapter, that this is highly unlikely. In RWA, it is
not sufficient to just produce messages without ensuring that the messages
are understandable:
The messages cease to be messages when nobody can read them.
Without a Rosetta stone, we would know nothing of all that was
written in Egyptian hieroglyphs. They would be only elegant
ornaments on papyrus or rock. (Bateson, 1979, p. 46)
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Processing–Analogising is the aspect that ensures that the analytics are
not merely ‘elegant ornaments’. Its purpose is the forming of the analytics,
and involves both Processing the information in a way that digital data can
be output in analogue form such as words or graphics, and ensuring that the
resultant forms are appropriate for Interpreting in the psychosocial domain.
This aspect necessarily involves human influence, but in a different way to
that associated with Symbolising–Processing. It makes explicit the use of
value judgements in the selection of which output data to use, forming that
data in a way that is useful, and visualising or encoding the final analytics
in a form that is psychosocially meaningful.
The raw results of computational processing will rarely be meaning for
the stakeholders. This information needs to be processed further to be useful.
For statistical information, there is a need to display the numerical informa-
tion and/or graphical visualisations of the numerical information. For vec-
tor representations of the text, there is a need to translate word vectors back
into the words from which they were created. However, these transforma-
tions raise questions about how to contextualise the analytics; for example:
to what extent should the final results be presented in the context of the
original text, or completely independently? There are choices that are made
in this process, and typically those choices are informed by psychosocial
rationales, not computational ones.
As the analytics are achieved programmatically, their form can be pre-
determined to a large extent by the program and the choices made by the
programmer or designer of that program. It may be that the programmer
has no knowledge of the stakeholders, in which case the question needs to
be asked: on what basis were the decisions made during the programming?
Typically, decisions are made in the computational domain based on a desire
to increase accuracy. However, I have shown previously that computational
accuracy does not necessary result in psychosocial meaning. These issues
are unlikely to be front-of-mind for the designer or programmer, in which
case decisions will likely default to either expediency or to the program-
mer’s dominant paradigm, such as objectivist approach. This increases the
significance of the design process for RWA, foregrounding a need to ensure
that designers and programmers alike understand the implications of their
decision making on the effectiveness of RWA.
In any one particular situation, the analytics will have particular charac-
teristics which may or may not benefit the author and the other stakeholders.
How can benefits be maximised? What impact would doing so have on the
design of RWA. These are not trivial questions, for they can raise ethical and
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privacy issues. For example, analytics that is more beneficial to the author
may contain very personal information, and there could be a risk associated
with making that information available to other stakeholders. Further, who
decides on which are good characteristics warranting inclusion, and which
should be omitted? A focus on improvement in accuracy could be costly
rather than for the author.
In learning, where RWA is being used for Student feedback, feature selec-
tion could be a significant issue. For example, poor feedback may not only
be unhelpful, it may be destructive to the student’s learning process. Feed-
back provided on only one feature of the text may lead the student to believe
that is the feature which needs most consideration. Similarly, feedback pro-
vided on many features may be overwhelming. A good teacher tends to
make these decisions intuitively, taking into account the disposition of the
student as well as the context in which they are working. Such intuition
is not available computationally, at least with the current state of the art,
so any expressions of analytics that might be used for feedback should be
designed with these factors in mind.
Therefore, a key consideration in any RWA design should be that Analogising–
Processing work to minimise human misinterpretation rather than to make
an assumed interpretation on behalf of the author. Similarly, the design
should minimise the likelihood of inadvertently adopting default positions
on important questions of meaning. Clarity should be a prime objective.
In both the learning and well-being contexts, RWA can be conceived of
as a feedback mechanism for the author. An iterative process that involves
reflection and feedback on reflection can provide benefits for the author
(Moffatt et al., 2015). In a study of 49 students over 9months, van den Boom
et al. (2007) evaluated the extent to which reflective dialogues between stu-
dents and feedback providers impacted the student learning. “Reflective di-
alogues are defined as iterative processes in which reflections are elaborated
on” (p. 536). They found that tutor feedback on reflecting both improved the
quality of the reflection process and resulted in positive self-regulated learn-
ing outcomes for the student. This suggests that implementing feedback in
an iterative way, that is a loop or dialogue style, is likely to result in benefi-
cial outcomes for the author. The topic of feedback in learning could occupy
an entire thesis on its own, and in Chapter 7, I identify feedback in RWA as
an area worthy of future research.
In the well-being context, the notion of dialogue and inner conversation
has also been shown to be positive (Pennebaker and Seagal, 1999), suggest-
ing that rather than purely presenting the analytics to an author, there is
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benefit in allowing interaction with this data. This idea is captured by the
concept of Human Data Interaction (HDI). Mortier et al. (2014) propose that
HDI should place people “at the centre of the flows of data”, and provide
“mechanisms for citizens to interact with these systems and data explicitly”
(p. 1). They analyse HDI in terms of legibility, agency and negotiability, ex-
amining the issues related to each. They describe: legibility as “making data
and analytics algorithms both transparent and comprehensible to the people
the data and processing concerns”; agency as “giving people the capacity to
act within these data systems, to opt-in or to opt-out, to control, inform and
correct data and inferences”; and negotiability as being “concerned with
the many dynamic relationships that arise around data and data process-
ing” (p. 4). This view takes human interaction with data beyond the user
interface, and conceives of it in the same way as RWA where there an active
interrelationship between Analogising in the computational domain and In-
terpreting in the psychosocial domain. I explore this interrelationship fur-
ther in Section 3.4.
There is a great deal of literature on the visualisation of information – see
Ware (2013) for a comprehensive overview of the topic. (Durall and Toikka-
nen, 2013) identify the importance of taking an action perspective on visu-
alisation and state that “Visualizing the data can be a powerful resource for
supporting reflection, individual or in groups, and therefore gaining aware-
ness.” (p. 85). However, of greatest significance for RWA is not so much the
visualisation of information, but the meaning that it affords in the psychoso-
cial domain. Ware (2013) notes the importance of J.J. Gibson’s affordance
theory in which “He claimed that we do not perceive points of light; rather,
we perceive possibilities for action. We perceive surfaces for walking, han-
dles for pulling, space for navigating, tools for manipulating, and so on.”
(p. 19). This suggests that designing for RWA should consider more than
visualisation, it should take into account the whole user experience. This
means that Processing–Analogising should be more than a creator of a pas-
sive analytics. It should be concerned with meaningful action on the part
of the author and/or stakeholders, and therefore inextricably linked to the
psychosocial domain.
￿.￿.￿ Symbolising — Analogising
S
ASymbolising if taken alone is concerned with representation, and Analogis-
ing is concerned with making meaning. However, as with the all aspects
of the RWA model, these two activities are conceptualised as one aspect.
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Symbolising–Analogising (See table 1) is the interrelationship between com-
putational representation and meaning. Like its psychosocial counterpart
(Writing–Interpreting), it provides multiple explanations over a spectrum
from simple unambiguous text features (like word counts) through to visu-
alisations of complex forms of analytics (like topic models), which are open
to interpretation.
At the Symbolising end of the spectrum the simple representations of
the text dominate explanation, whereas the Analogising end is dominated
by complex analytics that are the synthesis of the computational modelling.
The uni-directional arrow on the diagrammatic version of the model (see Fig-
ure 3) is intended to convey this shift in complexity. The complex modelling
is expected to provide more meaningful information on the text. However,
as I showed in Chapter 2, this meaning does not necessarily correspond di-
rectly with psychosocial meaning, but in fact can diverge from it. Despite
the intention to provide analytics that are meaningful for the author, more
complex analytics does not necessarily provide greater psychosocial mean-
ing. The subjective nature of the Analogising and Interpreting ends of the
spectra make it more difficult to reconcile explanations than the more objec-
tive Writing and Symbolising ends. Like Writing–Interpreting, the aspect of
Symbolising–Analogising conceptualises these tensions without reconciling
them.
This aspect of the RWA model provides explanatory power based on the
construction of computational models together with expressions of what
they describe. Although psychosocial explanations could be considered with-
out reference to the computational, the reverse is problematic. This is be-
cause the objective of the computational domain is to serve some psychoso-
cial end. In fact explanation is often thought of in a psychological sense, as
something a person seeks in response to unexpected information. However
Wong and Yudell (2015) propose a normative theory of explanation that “It
is the theory that provides us with the concepts and beliefs in terms of which
we can ask for an explanation, and the phenomenon needs explanation only
when it does not fit the theory.” (p. 2873). This idea of explanation is par-
ticularly relevant to computational explanation in RWA as there is no one
theory that provides for computational representations of reflective writing.
I have shown that the computational aspects drawn on many representa-
tions, theories and models to do their work, and as shown in Chapter 2, the
extent to which an explanation fits one theory may be in contradiction to
another.
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There is a quandary where Symbolising–Analogising is providing compu-
tational explanations to serve the psychosocial domain, but where psychoso-
cial explanations do not always reconcile with computational explanations.
Exacerbating this situation is the tendency for many computational models
to be predictive rather than explanatory. Scheffler (1957) notes that when
explaining concepts or generalisations the idea of prediction is not particu-
larly helpful for “we surely do not speak of predicting concepts . . . or gener-
alisations.” (p. 293). Computational explanations need to hold explanatory
power for the stakeholders. Explanations of the written text are more than
just computational results. They are analytics understood in the context of
how the text was symbolised in the first place, and formed in a manner
appropriate to human interpretation.
Therefore, the extent to which the computational explanations hold ex-
planatory power for the stakeholders is a key measure of the usefulness of
all aspects of the computational domain. It is not sufficient for computa-
tional explanations to match psychosocial explanations as though they are
a gold standard of meaning (In fact I have shown in Chapter 2 that this
is mostly not possible due to explanatory divergence). Instead, RWA needs
new ways of evaluating analytics based on explanatory power. This is be-
yond the scope of this thesis, but is discussed further in Chapter 7.
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The RWA model makes explicit two different epistemic domains. Epistemic
differences result in a division between the psychosocial and the computa-
tional. The division exposes both a boundary between the two domains, as
well as a need to translate from one domain to the other (see Figure 4). The
model does not make any assumptions as to the degree of separation be-
tween the two domains, nor the extent to which translation between them is
possible. However it does distinguish between representational level transla-
tion and semantic level translation, and in doing so encompasses the range
of explanations that occur for each domain.
In this section, I explore the nature of this epistemic boundary between
the psychosocial and computational domains, through the two aspects that
bridge it, the representational aspect of Writing–Symbolising, and the se-
mantic aspect of Analogising–Interpreting (see table 1).
































Figure 4: Epistemic Boundary: The psychosocial and computational epistemic do-
mains are separated by a boundary. Explanations from each domain lie
either side of this boundary. The boundary is traversed by transepistemic
aspects that translate from one domain to the other.
￿.￿.￿ Epistemic Boundary
Conceptualising the differences between the psychosocial and the computa-
tional is simple if they are thought of as human and machine. However, as
demonstrated in the previous section, the computational domain is actually
infused with psychosocial influence. Similarly, the analytics can influence
the author and consequently, the psychosocial domain. It is not necessarily
easy to determine where the influence of one domain over the other begins
or ends. The domains appear distinct, however the boundary between them
is difficult to define. This idea of distinct domains with a blurred bound-
ary can be seen in ecology where zones of one ecosystem meet another.
For example, the littoral zone where a marine ecosystem meets a terrestrial
ecosystem on the coastline. The boundary between ecosystems is fuzzy. The
obvious differences that can be seen when comparing the ecosystems kilo-
metres away from the coastline (such as reefs and forests), becomes less
obvious when examining them close to the boundary. Similarly, the differ-
ence between the psychosocial and computational is clear when considering
people and their activities and comparing them with the computational pro-
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cesses, but the distinction is fuzzy when looking closely at the epistemic
boundary that distinguishes between the influence of one or the other in
RWA.
In Chapter 2, I contrasted the psychosocial with the computational to
show the diversity in explanations within each domain and the divergence
between the domains. The aspects outlined in this chapter reinforce this di-
vergence through their differences, making the epistemic boundary obvious.
However the interrelationship between the domains also blurs the boundary
that separates them, particularly the psychosocial influence in computation.
Despite the blurred boundary, RWA mandates working effectively together
in this ‘littoral’ space, and traversing the epistemic boundary between the
domains.
Work in RWA manifests in the creation of two artefacts, reflective writ-
ing, and analytics, and both of these are associated with traversing the epis-
temic boundary. The model represents the crossing from one epistemic do-
main to the other as two transepistemic aspects (see table 1). Firstly there is
Writing–Symbolising, a representational translation from the psychosocial to
the computational. This aspect involves taking the artefact of the psychoso-
cial, the reflective writing text, and representing it in a computational form.
Secondly there is Analogising–Interpreting, a semantic (or meaning) transla-
tion from the computational to the psychosocial. This aspect involves taking
the artefact of the computational, the analytics, and deriving psychosocial
meaning from it.
Although these two transepistemic aspects are similar in their fundamen-
tal role of connecting one epistemic domain to the other, they are very differ-
ent in their explanatory contribution to the RWA model. Representational
translation occurs prior to the meaning generating activities of Interpreting
and Analogising, and holds more of a recording and encoding function. It
could be considered a low-level, relatively simple process. In contrast, the
semantic translation is a high-level, complex process, which has a mean-
ing enhancing function. I describe both of these processes in the following
sections.
￿.￿.￿ Writing—Symbolising
Ultimately, the aspects of the psychosocial epistemic domain result in the
creation of Reflective Writing, an artefact that is essential for computation.
Writing–Symbolising is the transepistemic aspect of RWA that facilitates the
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crossing of the epistemic boundary at a representational level. It is the con-
nection between word representations in the Writing to mathematical or
computational representations in the Symbolising. When crossing the epis-
temic boundary, what was defined by psychosocial epistemic resources is
represented using computational epistemic resources.
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, it is common to bring an
objectivist perspective to thinking about representation, and to assume that
meaning will flow directly from the appropriate representation. However,
even at the representational level of the reflective writing this assumption
may not necessarily be true. While there is opportunity for variation in
meaning due to the human influence over computation, there is also po-
tential for varied meaning due to the vagueness of the reflective writing
artefact itself.
Russell (1923) addresses the implications of vagueness in language through
an example of a bald man. It is clear if a man is bald, and if a man is not
bald, however it is less clear when the man went from being not bald to bald.
“We can see an ideal of precision, to which we can approximate indefinitely;
but we cannot attain this ideal.” (p.88). Russell also warns against mistaking
the properties of representations for the properties of what they represent.
This is not only the computational representation, but the representation in
language of the writer’s thoughts. He calls this the fallacy of verbalism:
. . . the fallacy that consists in mistaking the properties of words
for the properties of things. Vagueness and precision alike are
characteristics which can only belong to a representation, of which
language is an example. They have to do with the relation be-
tween a representation and that which it represents. Apart from
representation, whether cognitive or mechanical, there can be no
such thing as vagueness or precision; things are what they are,
and there is an end of it. Nothing is more or less what it is, or
to a certain extent possessed of the properties which it possesses.
(Russell, 1923, p. 85)
Accuracy and precision are loaded terms, and the baggage that they carry
should be considered carefully when translating from the psychosocial to
the computational. It is possible to have an accurate, but vague description.
Similarly, it is possible in representation to have great precision that holds
no meaning (refer Chapter 2). “Currently, the degree of resolution possible
within a computational model far exceeds the degree of resolution of the
data we are able to obtain about these processes, resulting in models that are
highly underconstrained, and thus limited in their explanatory capabilities.”
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(Hudlicka, 2008, p. 6). Indeed, a high level of precision can infer meaning
that was not necessarily present in the original data. These issues highlight
the need for care in RWA with respect to the level of granularity of the
analytics, and the level of ambiguity that is necessary to be meaningfully
interpretable in the psychosocial domain.
However questions associated with the ambiguity in the translation are
not benign technical issues. They concern the writer as a person. For exam-
ple, Blackwell (2015) asserts that computational models infer a particular
reality and “when interacting with an inferred model, the user is effectively
submitting to a comparison between their own actions and those of other
people from which the model has been derived” (p. 6). This is particularly
relevant when RWA is used in a well-being context where themes of identity
and self are common. In this situation, more than careful consideration of
the translation process is required. There is also a requirement to be able to
justify the decisions associated with that process. This is the primary con-
cern of Chapter 5.
The extent to which computational models infer reality as well as repre-
sent it raise questions on how meaning can be represented. There are nu-
merous approaches to the computational representation of meaning. Dictio-
nary based approaches utilise lexicons (Pearl and Enverga, 2014; Hill et al.,
2015), taxonomies, or class representation (Martinez et al., 2014) to asso-
ciate words in the document with some pre-existing defined meaning. In
this approach the sense of meaning is gained by the particular category or
definition the text is mostly associated with. In many cases documents are
scored and ranked using these approaches which introduces another form
of quantification into the computation process. Scoring and ranking infers
importance or relevance, however this inferred meaning may bear little re-
lationship to a psychosocial understanding of the same text. For example,
ranking documents from most positive to most negative is a simple compu-
tational process based on simple frequency counts, however what makes a
sentence more positive from a psychosocial point of view may be the emo-
tional strength of one word or phrase, not the number of times particular
words occur in the text. Compare the sentence This was the best movie ever to
the sentence The movie was good, I enjoyed it and was glad I went. Although the
first sentence appears to have a greater level of positive affect, the second
sentence has more positive words.
There will always be exceptions where a particular approach to translat-
ing from psychosocial to computational representations does not provide
the intended results. What is important to consider however is the nature of
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these exceptions. For example, exceptions leading to a less than optimum
movie recommendation may not be a significant issue, however it may be
problematic if the same type of exception resulted in incorrect classification
of a person’s well-being, or the wrong assessment of a learning task.
The consideration of meaning as part of the process of representational
translation makes this aspect of RWA more than just a simple translation
from words to symbols. It requires decisions to be made on accuracy and
precision and assumptions to be made clear about what is and is not being
represented and the extent to which the final models both represent some-
thing real, and also infer a reality that isn’t there. The common question
associated with these decisions, is: On what basis are the decisions made?
This question becomes even more relevant as meaning gains greater signifi-
cance in the translation from the computational domain to the psychosocial
domain.
￿.￿.￿ Analogising—Interpreting
Completing the RWA model, the aspects of the computational epistemic do-
main result in the creation of Analytics, an artefact that facilitates meaning-
making and improved understanding in the psychosocial domain. Analogising–
Interpreting is the transepistemic aspect that facilitates the crossing of the
epistemic boundary at a meaning-making (semantic level). It is the connec-
tions between the analytic output of Analogising and the meaning-making
of Interpreting. When crossing the epistemic boundary at this level, what
was created with computational epistemic resources is made meaningful
using psychosocial epistemic resources.
Earlier in this chapter I showed that Subjectivist perspectives are common
when thinking about meaning in a psychosocial sense, which can lead to the
view that there is no certainty of common meaning between individuals for
a given representation. This is problematic for RWA, as it would suggest that
the complexities involved in the creation of the analytics, despite psychoso-
cial influence, result in a product that may just as likely hold no meaning
as be rich in meaning. From this perspective, analytics would be a pointless
activity, or at the very least quite arbitrary.
However, the success or otherwise of RWA depends to a large extent on
whether the intended meaning of Analogising in the computational domain
corresponds to the interpreted meaning in the psychosocial domain. A suc-
cessful RWA depends on the semantic aspect of Analogising–Interpreting,
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not just existing, but actually facilitating the kind of meaning-making that
is beneficial to the author and/or stakeholders.
This raises a number of questions. To what extent can the computational
domain ‘intend meaning’? Suppose some meaning is captured in the rep-
resentation of the text, what happens to that meaning in the processing of
the representations? Does the meaning change? How does it become inter-
pretable? Searle (1980) would state that there is no meaning in the computa-
tional domain.
Because the formal symbol manipulations by themselves don’t
have any intentionality; they are quite meaningless; they aren’t
even symbol manipulations, since the symbols don’t symbolize
anything. In the linguistic jargon, they have only a syntax but
no semantics. Such intentionality as computers appear to have is
solely in the minds of those who program them and those who
use them, those who send in the input and those who interpret
the output. (p. 422)
Searle’s perspective suggests that the computational domain only has syn-
tax, symbols and a program to process those symbols. On the other hand
minds have semantics - thoughts with meaning. Syntax in not enough to
generate semantics, and so the semantics must come from outside of the
computational domain. The RWA model supports this idea with the seman-
tic translation conceptualising the process of meaning-making within the
psychosocial domain from constructions generated in the computational do-
main.
The concept of sense-making aligns well with the notion of making mean-
ing in the psychosocial domain. For Mills et al. (2010), sense-making occurs
through seven interrelated properties, which relate well to elements of the
psychosocial domain of the RWA model. Five of these properties (ongoing,
retrospective, extracted cues, enactive of environment, and social) relate to
the temporal and social-culturally situated nature of reflexivity. One prop-
erty (identity construction) relates strongly to the personal nature of reflec-
tion. The final property (driven by plausibility rather than accuracy) raises
the issue of reconciling accuracy and meaning. I established in Chapter 2
that there can be an increasing divergence between the pursuit of psychoso-
cial meaning and computational accuracy. Mills et al. (2010) description of
this property of sense-making suggests that sense-making contributes to the
divergence.
Driven by plausibility rather than accuracy means that we do not
rely on the accuracy of our perceptions when we make sense of
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an event. Instead, we look for cues that make our sensemaking
seem plausible. In doing so, we may distort or eliminate what is
accurate and potentially rely on faulty decision making in deter-
mining what is right or wrong. . . . This reflects a situation where
different meanings may emerge as plausible for different groups
within an organization in relation to a common action, policy or
event. (Mills et al., 2010, p. 185)
This view of sense-making resonates with everyday experience, but re-
sults in a quandary for RWA. The computational domain, although heavily
influenced by the human decisions in the programming design, tends to op-
erate independently from the person engaged in the reflective writing. Com-
putational processes operate on the basis that the necessary information for
creating the analytics is contained in the writing artefact, the reflective text.
However Mills et al. indicates that the sense-making process will distort
these analytics in favour of what is plausible for writer.
One approach to addressing this issue may be to make the meaning
clearer in the analytics. However as Searle identified, the machine agent
does not have any semantics, only syntax, and therefore has no way of shap-
ing the analytics in terms of meaning. Further, Klein et al. (2006) indicates
that when it comes to human analysis, synthesising the data can actually
hinder analysis:
For instance, fusing data effectively hides information from hu-
man analysis, and this cuts against what we know from studies
of expert decision making: Experts must be able to explore data,
and their analysis can suffer when data are hidden from them in
layers of someone else’s interpretations. (p. 71)
What would on first glance appear to be a simple matter of connecting
the computational to the psychosocial through the analytics, is instead more
complicated and somewhat problematic. In Chapter 2, I indicated that this
connection may be difficult because of the explanatory divergence. However,
the very act of trying to make sense of the computational can make travers-
ing the epistemic boundary more difficult rather than easier. And instead of
providing a hope of reconciling explanations with a convenient connection
from Analogising to Interpreting, the model has raised fresh questions.
The Experientialist perspective (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980) allows repre-
sentation to be considered distinct from meaning while still related, and
this idea is conceptualised through the two transepistemic aspects. How-
ever, it remains unclear as to how to work productively with RWA when
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tension exists between representation and meaning, as well as between the
two epistemic domains. The remainder of this thesis is directed toward this
problem.

4 WORK ING ACROSS DOMA INS
Although I have shown how Reflective Writing and Analytics come together
in the Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA) model, I have not to this point
described a means for resolving explanatory divergence. In distinguishing
between representation and meaning, the model embraces the divergence
between computational accuracy and psychosocial meaning, yet remains
silent on how the issue might be addressed in practice.
However, the value in RWA lies in its purposeful implementation, not in
an abstract conceptualisation. For RWA to be useful, the interrelationships
between the psychosocial and computational epistemic domains need to
be constructive, providing meaningful insights to both the writer and the
other stakeholders in a way that is scalable. The implementation of RWA re-
quires progress to be made that is transepistemic: working across epistemic
domains in a way that is productive. However, two primary issues hinder
transepistemic progress in RWA. The first is the explanatory divergence be-
tween the two epistemic domains. The second involves an inability for either
domain to adequately justify work taken by the other, due to differences in
their epistemic resources.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
One topic that deals with different domains working together is transdis-
ciplinarity. Wickson et al. (2006) claim that there are three characteristics
of transdisciplinarity that distinguish it from other styles of work between
disciplines (e.g. interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary). Firstly, there is a
problem focus. There is an “explicit intent to solve problems that are com-
plex and multidimensional, particularly problems (such as those related
to sustainability) that involve an interface of human and natural systems”
(p. 1048). Secondly, there is an evolving methodology. “In contrast to multi-
and interdisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity is characterised by an interpen-
etration of epistemologies in the development of methodology.” (p. 1049).
Thirdly, transdisciplinarity involves collaboration. Wickson et al. (2006) note
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that this does not necessarily imply multiple people, but if there is only one
then “What becomes important then is the ability of the individual to fuse
knowledge from a number of different disciplines and engage with stake-
holders in the process of generating knowledge.” (p. 1052).
These three characteristics of transdisciplinarity can be seen clearly in
RWA. Firstly, RWA is focused on the problem of drawing insights from
reflective writing. Secondly, it involves drawing on both the psychosocial
and computational domains for techniques or methods in obtaining the in-
sights. Finally, it involves a collaboration between the two domains, not only
between the human agent and the machine agent, but also with the other
stakeholders as well; a collaboration that is designed to generate knowledge.
Jahn et al. (2012) view transdisciplinarity in a similar way to Wickson
et al., describing it as “a reflexive research approach that addresses societal
problems by means of interdisciplinary collaboration as well as the collab-
oration between researchers and extra-scientific actors; its aim is to enable
mutual learning processes between science and society” (p. 4). There is a
notable connection here with RWA through the characteristic of reflexivity.
Another connection is the importance of the subjective and affective char-
acteristics. “In Transdisciplinary inquiry, since we start off with a way of
thinking about inquiry that stresses passion, creativity, context and connec-
tion, the inquirer’s subjectivity is an inextricable part of the inquiry’s context
and indeed not just deeply connected to, but constitutive of the inquirer’s
construction and interpretation of the context.” (Montuori, 2005, p. 10).
Pragmatic approaches are particularly suitable to transdisciplinarity due
to the strong emphasis on solving complex real-world problems.
Starting from a pragmatist approach, it is possible to reconsider
the meaning of transdisciplinarity and its epistemic and social
role. Rather than searching for trade-offs between criteria of re-
liability and considerations of legitimacy, pragmatism investi-
gates the way in which epistemic communities confront partic-
ular contexts of social experimentation and innovation through
mutual learning and co-production of knowledge. (Popa et al.,
2015, p. 48)
Similarly, RWA lends itself to pragmatic approaches. Indeed Dewey and
James both took pragmatic views on reflection (see Chapter 3). Pragmatism
doesn’t require reduction to simple features, but can support complexity in
the process of seeking practical solutions to real-world problems. Nicolescu
(2006) states that at one point he agreed with Edgar Morin on the “comple-
mentarity of transdisciplinarity and complexity”, which formed a basis for
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the “freedom of thinking.” (p. 2). He describes transdisciplinarity as “that
which is at once between the disciplines, across the different disciplines, and
beyond all discipline. Its goal is the understanding of the present world, of
which one of the imperatives is the unity of knowledge.” (p. 2). For RWA,
the present world is that of the author, and a unity is sought between psy-
chosocial and computational knowledge.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
An overarching objective for transdisciplinarity is productive work across
disciplines (Balacheff and Lund, 2013), and RWA shares this objective in the
need for transepistemic progress. In this section I detail three primary ap-
proaches to working across epistemic domains. However, each approach is
based on an assumption limiting the extent to which it can be justified, and
frequently these assumptions are not acknowledged. The three approaches
are:
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿: which assumes that there are areas of overlap between the
two domains, and productive work occurs in this space;
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿: which involves connecting features in one domain to
corresponding features in the other, with productive work being based
on these connections; and
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿: which takes the knowledge in one domain, and integrates
it into the other domain, with productive work occurring in the sub-
suming domain.
Rarely are these approaches made explicit in the literature, the use of
‘middle ground’ in the Learning Analytics literature being a notable excep-
tion. For the most part, these approaches are inferred by the way the work
is constructed.
￿.￿.￿ Intersection
The search between common ground between two bodies of knowledge is
the first logical step in working across them. So it is no surprise that the
Intersection approach features prominently even if it is not explicitly men-
tioned. Learning Analytics is a new field that has made explicit the im-
portance of finding common ground between the various stakeholders con-
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tributing to the field. Suthers and Verbert (2013) describe the ‘the middle
space’ as a place where the many voices that come from multiple disciplines
can engage together. Each voice is able to speak from its own perspective,
and yet use the middle space in order to find reference points to ground con-
versations with other perspectives. It is important for encouraging research
that considers learning and analytics “each in relation to the other” (Suthers
and Verbert, 2013, p. 2). For Learning Analytics this common ground is de-
signed to encourage multivocality from within the community.
Multivocality makes reference to the different analytical “voices”
that gathered around a particular corpus and those voices be-
came “productive” when progress was made towards refining
analytical concepts, rendering explicit epistemological positions,
and in general characterizing under what conditions learning oc-
curs in a set of corpora. (Balacheff and Lund, 2013, p. 6)
However, this idea of multiple voices speaking into a common space is
based on allowing differing perspectives to be heard within a community
of practice, and those perspectives are not always going to resonate with
others. Suthers and Verbert (2013) acknowledge that “members of different
traditions may ‘talk past’ each other, construing the data in entirely different
ways and addressing incommensurable concerns.” (p. 2).
Indeed allowing voices to be heard in the hope of finding common ground
is based on the assumption that there is common ground to be found.
It also assumes that any such common ground is likely to be fertile for
progress. However, with psychosocial and computational domains, the com-
mon ground does not necessarily provide progress because it tends to be
more semiotic than semantic (see Chapter 3), and because of explanatory
divergence (see Chapter 2) seeking greater depth of meaning can result in
less common ground.
While the accommodation of a diversity of views may be beneficial in
forging a new community of practice, it does not necessarily follow that
these benefits will flow to transepistemic progress. On the contrary, there
is the risk with an approach based on Intersection that the community con-
ducts most of its work in the small space defined by the extent to which
their disciplines overlap. What is necessary to overcome this is a means by
which the community can accept both their disciplinary positions together
with a transdisciplinary position directed at progress.
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￿.￿.￿ Interconnection
Another approach to working across epistemic domains is to seek out in-
terconnections between them. A relatively straight forward way of inter-
connecting is to map between features. This involves selecting psychosocial
features and mapping them to computational representations. A simple ex-
ample might be a psychosocial characteristic of the extent to which the au-
thor refers to self. This may involve identifying the extent to which someone
refers to themselves compared with referring to others, which may in turn
map to a ratio of first person personal pronouns to third person personal
pronouns. The simplicity of this approach can be attractive, however the
simplicity tends to hide the complexity of the psychosocial meaning. The
pronoun ratio could easily be interpreted as though it is a measure of the
author, rather than a measure of the author’s use of language. This could
allow for confirmation bias, where an existing bias about the author’s per-
sonality on the part of the interpreter, is reinforced by a result that is not
intended to indicate personality. For example, many references to ’I’ and few
references to ’we’ may be assumed to be a sign self-promotion, when in real-
ity the language could be self-critique. More complicated feature mapping
can result in even greater risk of these types of issues.
Feature mapping is not the only type of Interconnection approach. In mul-
tidisciplinary science and social science work, the use of boundary objects
is used as a way of facilitating progress.
This is an analytic concept of those scientific objects which both
inhabit several intersecting social worlds . . . and satisfy the infor-
mation requirements of each of them. Boundary objects are ob-
jects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and
the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust
enough to maintain a common identity across sites. They are
weakly structured in common use, and become strongly struc-
tured in individual-site use. These objects may be abstract or
concrete. They have different meanings in different social worlds
but their structure is common enough to more than one world
to make them recognizable, a means of translation. The creation
and management of boundary objects is a key process in develop-
ing and maintaining coherence across intersecting social worlds.
(Star and Griesemer, 1989, p. 393)
Boundary objects are typically used to provide a means for linking differ-
ent perspectives together, by providing common points between the perspec-
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tives through which information can flow more easily. To my knowledge,
the concept hasn’t been applied to an issue like explanatory divergence in
RWA. The boundary object in this situation is likely to be the reflective
text, or particular features within it. However, there is already a connection
between the two domains through the Writing–Translation–Symbolising as-
pect, and most of the boundary object literature is focused on using this type
of connection. What appears to be missing is how a boundary object may
facilitate the reconciliation of explanations at the Analogising–Translation–
Interpreting aspect. While boundary objects provide a way of making a con-
nection, they don’t necessarily provide a way of justifying how that connec-
tion is used.
Further, Wilson and Herndl (2007) state that “the concept of the boundary
object is a powerful explanatory notion, but it is also prone to overextension
. . . almost anything can be seen as a boundary object” (p. 135). In RWA,
this approach may create more problems than it solves. In a model with
many connections, what is needed is a way of justifying the decisions to use
particular connections, not the identification of more.
Although the interconnection approach can assist in identifying connec-
tions between the psychosocial and the computational, it does not provide
any defence of the decisions taken in selecting them.
￿.￿.￿ Integration
The following quote provides an example of the integration approach and
the potential issues with it:
The advantages of a more interdisciplinary research are obvious
if we consider that many of the problems dealt [with] in cogni-
tive psychology and artificial intelligence are the same whether
one considers natural systems, as human minds, or artificial sys-
tems. Any distinction or disciplinary fragmentation cannot be
other than the result of sociological dynamics which are harmful
for the progress of scientific knowledge. Hence, we should em-
brace the synthetic method, i.e. the incorporation of theories in
computational systems, as a foundational tool to progress cog-
nitive psychology research as well as artificial intelligence one.
(Gagliardi, 2009, p. 189)
The irony of the Gagliardi claim above is that interdisciplinary is only be-
ing used to describe cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence. There
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is no consideration given to any potential benefits that might flow from a
transdisciplinary approach that could accommodate the sociological dynam-
ics which Gagliardi claim are harmful. The solution, according to Gagliardi,
is to integrate cognitive psychology into computational systems theory.
A less aggressive, and potentially less provocative version of the Integra-
tion approach relegates one domain to be an instrument or tool for the other.
This is a common view in Learning Analytics, where the analytics is a tool
that is used in service of the learning. On face value, this conceptualisation
appears rather benign. However, by considering the analytics ‘just a tool’,
the analytics can be provided with an objective judgement-free kind of sta-
tus that hides the biases and assumptions that were encoded into them. This
can be akin to using a sledge-hammer to tap in a pin, or a small hammer to
break up concrete. That is, there is little consideration given to the original
design considerations of the tool, nor the biases and assumptions built into
it. For example, Ali et al. (2012) created a Learning Analytics Acceptance
Model (LAAM) that was extensive in relation to the user’s perception of
usefulness, and consequent trust, but contained no elements related to the
actual foundational assumptions for the construction of the tool itself. The
result is effectively Integration on the basis of perceived utility with little
consideration to the adverse or unintended consequences of such integra-
tion.
In a world where the integration of technology (computational) into peo-
ple’s every day lives (psychosocial) is occurring at an ever increasing pace,
the risk is that an uncritical acceptance of such integration becomes the
norm. There is a need for better ways of interaction between the psychoso-
cial and the computational (Mortier et al., 2014; Endert et al., 2014). There
is also a need for a productive interrelationship that does not ignore the
baggage pre-encoded into each domain, but rather provides transepistemic
progress regardless.
￿.￿ ￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
A quandary remains. Approaches like the above are necessary to work
across the epistemic domains, and yet they need to be utilised in a way that
can be justified by each domain. When undertaking transepistemic work, as
is required by RWA, there is a need for intuition and heuristic based ap-
proaches, but they need to be defensible (see Chapter 1). Utility is required
from more than what is common, what can be connected, and what can
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be integrated. Yet that utility needs to result in progress acceptable to the
domains of knowledge that support it. Bohr (1937) posited that a predisposi-
tion for causality might prevent other options from being seen. It may be the
case that predispositions to think within the boundaries of single epistemic
domains obfuscates other transepistemic possibilities, hindering the ability
to move forward in a transepistemic way.
In Chapter 5, I address the need for justifiable utility by introducing a
mode of reasoning designed for transepistemic progress. My assertion is
that this new mode can provide the necessary defence for the kinds of ap-
proaches adopted in working across epistemic domains, and that it can open
up new possibilities to think beyond the boundaries of these domains.
5 TRANSEP ISTEM IC ABDUCT ION
Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA) necessitates working across two differ-
ent epistemic domains, the psychosocial and the computational. This in-
volves drawing on the epistemic resources of both domains to perform trans-
epistemic work (Chapter 3). That is, both the knowledge and methods for
creating knowledge in each domain, need to be used together in order to
conduct work that results in transepistemic progress (Chapter 4). However,
when resources from these two domains are drawn on to explain the re-
flective text, they tend to produce divergent explanations that can appear
irreconcilable (Chapter 2). It is difficult to conduct the work necessary for
RWA without first reconciling these explanations.
While work in the psychosocial domain can be justified with psychosocial
epistemic resources, and the computational epistemic resources can provide
a justification for computational work, neither can provide a justification for
transepistemic work. Also, although approaches exist to perform transepis-
temic work, they tend to lack solid justifications for their actions (Chapter 4).
Reconciliation requires each domain to draw on epistemic resources beyond
its own. This presents a potential contradiction, as there is no basis for which
a domain’s epistemic resources could be used to justify explanations that lie
outside that domain. That is, an explanation that does not fall within the
domain of psychosocial knowledge cannot be justified on the basis of psy-
chosocial knowledge. Similarly, an explanation that is based on knowledge
that is not computational cannot be justified on the basis of computational
knowledge.
Frequently, heuristics and intuition are employed to take action on trans-
epistemic work, and although they may achieve a satisfactory end result,
it is often difficult to reason about why one heuristic may be chosen over
another, or why a particular intuition should be followed. In this chapter, I
address this problem by introducing a specialised mode of reasoning called
Transepistemic Abduction (TeA). TeA has one purpose: to provide a well-
reasoned basis for transepistemic action. To be clear, TeA is a way of jus-
tifying transepistemic action, not a method or an approach to doing it. For
example, it does not show which heuristic or intuition should be chosen in
addressing a transepistemic problem, but instead provides a basis on which
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an adopted intuition may be justified. Just as reasoning is a cognitive pro-
cess, TeA as a specialised mode of reasoning is also a cognitive process. TeA
does not include the action taken, nor the phenomena that caused the action
to be taken, but is the cognitive reasoning process that is involved in con-
cluding why a given action might reasonably be taken in the light of some
phenomena.
In RWA, each domain holds epistemic resources, but resources in one
domain offer no justification for action taken in the other. For example, re-
flective writing has no particular need for computation, and analytics do
not require reflection. Neither body of knowledge provides a basis for ad-
dressing explanatory divergence, nor for taking action to resolve it. In a
sense, each domain’s ignorance of the other’s epistemic resources becomes
a roadblock in the transepistemic work necessary for RWA.
An indicator for overcoming this roadblock can be found in the work of
Bruza et al. (2006) who described a solution to a problem that holds a num-
ber of similarities to the RWA problem. In the mid 1980s, an information
scientist, Don Swanson, discovered a relationship between Raynaud’s dis-
ease and dietary fish oil. Swanson (1986) identified that a body of literature
associated with the beneficial effects of dietary fish oil (improvements in
blood circulation) provided a solution to the problem of Raynaud’s disease
(a peripheral circulatory disorder) which was documented in a different
body of literature. Because scientists with an interest in Raynaud’s disease
were limited by the epistemic resources of their own domain, they were not
aware of the dietary literature that identified a potential treatment. However,
Swanson had a background in theoretical physics before becoming a profes-
sor in library and information science, and therefore was not qualified in
either of the medical or dietary fields. Instead his work outside of those do-
mains (in Information Science) resulted in an advance for both fields. Bruza
et al. presented this as an example of an abductive scientific discovery, and
showed how abduction could be used as basis for automating knowledge
discovery (Bruza et al., 2004, 2006). This link between the Swanson problem
and abduction provides insight for addressing the problem in RWA, so I use
this example throughout the chapter as an illustration of abduction. Just as
Raynaud scientists were limited by their own knowledge, so in RWA is each
domain limited by the epistemic resources of that domain. Therefore just
as abduction provided the reasoning in the Swanson example, it might also
provide a basis for justifying action in RWA.
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￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
Abduction is one of three modes of reasoning, the primary modes being de-
duction and induction (Plutynski, 2011). Although some scholars claim that
it was first considered by Aristotle (Gabbay and Woods, 2006), abduction
was firmly established as a mode of reasoning by the American philosopher
Charles Sanders Peirce (1839–1914) who described it in the schema:
The surprising fact C is observed.
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course.
Hence there is reason to suspect that A is true.
(Woods, 2012, CP, 5.189)
There have been many definitions of abduction since Peirce, and not all
have been true to his schema. Josephson and Josephson (1996) describe the
core idea of abduction as when “. . . a body of data provides evidence for a
hypothesis that satisfactorily explains or accounts for that data (or at least it
provides evidence if the hypothesis is better than explanatory alternatives)”
(p. 2). They leave out the ‘surprising’ nature of the facts in their interpreta-
tion of abduction, and they equate abduction with inference to the best expla-
nation. However Fogelin (2007), in a detailed account of inference to the best
explanation does not mention a connection with abduction at all, but rather
describes this as a process of selecting the best explanation from a range of
options.
Work on abduction truer to Peirce has been completed by Gabbay and
Woods (2006, 2001), and in particular Woods (2012) who highlights the im-
portance of the word ‘surprising’ in the original schema. Woods (2012) de-
scribes Peirce’s ‘surprising fact’ as a cognitive irritant: “They have your want-
ing to know something you don’t.”(p. 152). The inability to explain some
phenomena results in a ‘cognitive target’ that needs to be hit in order for
action to be taken. However, the epistemic resources that are to hand are
not sufficient to do so. This results in a cognitive irritant (represented dia-
grammatically in Figure 5a). The cognitive irritant is a catalyst for abduction.
It requires explanation, but if current epistemic resources do not provide a
basis for explanation then there is an ignorance problem. Figure 5b provides a
illustration of this, highlighting the gap between the epistemic resources and
the target. Woods (2012) suggests that perhaps the most distinctive feature




























Figure 5: The process of Abduction. (a) An irritant results in an inability to explain
using the epistemic resources to hand. A cognitive target is an explana-
tion that provides a way for action. (b) Recognition of the limitation of
epistemic resources and acknowledgement of an ignorance problem. (c) A
hypothesis provides a way to hit the cognitive target and achieve action,
while preserving ignorance.
An agent has an ignorance problem in relation to an epistemic
target that cannot be hit by the cognitive resources presently at
his command, or within easy and timely reach of it. (p. 152)
For the scientists researching Raynaud’s disease, the existence of the dis-
ease presented a cognitive target (need for treatment) for which they did
not hold the knowledge resources to be able to hit. The scientists had an
ignorance problem with respect to Raynaud’s disease.
There are two common ways of dealing with the ignorance problem ac-
cording to Woods (2012). Adopting a surrender approach involves accepting
ignorance and pursuing another path. Given that the explanation lies be-
yond the existing epistemic resources, this may mean adopting a totally
different epistemic perspective in order to make sense of the phenomena
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in question, potentially diminishing the value of the existing epistemic re-
sources in the process. A Subduance approach, on the other hand, removes
ignorance by incorporating new knowledge. This approach would result in
augmenting and/or modifying existing epistemic resources.
Both of these approaches are unsatisfactory in situations where action
is required, but where diminishing or augmenting the epistemic resources
is problematic; such as when modifying epistemic resources might com-
promise an epistemology on which an entire discipline is built. However,
Woods (2012) provides a third abductive alternative for dealing with the
ignorance problem:
With subduance, the agent overcomes his ignorance. With surren-
der, his ignorance overcomes him. With abduction, his ignorance
remains, but he is not overcome by it. It is a response that offers
the agent a reasoned basis for new action in the presence of that
ignorance. No one should think that the goal of abduction is to
keep oneself in ignorance. The goal is to make the best of the
ignorance that one chances to be in. (p. 153)
So Swanson (1986) abduced that dietary fish oil might be a treatment for
Raynaud’s disease, he remained ignorant of the ultimate validity of this hy-
pothesis despite him being convinced enough about it to write an article
(A subsequent clinical trial based on Swanson’s hypothesis did provide ev-
idence of its validity). A key part of Woods’ (2012) insight into abduction
is that ignorance is preserved while the epistemic resources and hypothesis
allow for the target to be hit and action to ensue (See Figure 5c). The preser-
vation of ignorance as highlighted by Woods is significant for addressing the
issues in RWA associated with explanations from two epistemic domains.
Abduction is represented diagrammatically in Figure 5, which shows a
series of steps comprising five main elements. Firstly, there exists limited
Epistemic Resources for solving a problem. In the Swanson example scientists
concerned with Raynaud’s disease were limited to medical literature that
did not include dietary fish oil studies. Secondly, there is a Cognitive Irri-
tant preventing the problem from being solved with those resources. For the
example, there was no known treatment for the disease. Thirdly abduction
involves the proposal of a Hypothesis which shows potential for resolving
the irritant. Swanson hypothesised that dietary fish oil could be used to
treat Raynaud’s disease. Fourthly, Ignorance remains with the limited epis-
temic resources. For the Swanson example, the hypothesis did not involve
updating the medical or dietary literature (although that would come later).
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Finally, abduction results in action. For Swanson, his hypothesis was tested
and confirmed three years later through double blind clinical trials.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿
For RWA, the important quality of abduction is that it offers a reasoned
basis for taking action when the epistemic resources to hand are inadequate.
This is important because the resources of each epistemic domain of RWA
(Figure 6a) are limited with respect to the other domain. This results in
an inability to reconcile psychosocial and computational explanations. Like
the cognitive irritant in abduction (Figure 6b), the irreconcilable explanations
present as an irritant when working across two different epistemic domains
(Figure 6c). As with abduction, the epistemic resources available are not
sufficient to provide reconciled explanations, and therefore leave the irritant
unresolved.
What distinguishes this situation from Woods’ (2012) framing of abduc-
tion, is that one domain has an ‘ignorance problem’ with respect to the
explanation of the phenomenon from the other domain. For example, the
psychosocial resources do not provide an understanding of why a com-
putational model represents the text the way it does, and computational
resources do not provide any understanding of a particular psychosocial
explanation. These ignorance problems are not easily resolved, because like
abduction, both surrender and subduance are problematic when applied to
RWA. Just as Woods does not regard surrender and subduance as accept-
able solutions, neither do they provide a reasonable approach in relation to
reconciling explanations across domains.
A surrender approach would involve one domain adopting the epistemic
resources of the other domain, rather than drawing on its own resources.
The difficulties with this proposition are clear. For example, it is hard to
imagine the psychosocial domain foregoing a socio-cultural theory of learn-
ing, and adopting a probabilistic model instead. Similarly, it is difficult to
see the computational domain bending the axioms of mathematics in order
to incorporate an interpretive view of the data.
When considering two domains, subduance can be seen to be the reverse
of surrender, and is therefore equally problematic. It involves modification
to the epistemic resources in one domain by those in the other. For example
modifying psychosocial theories of learning in order to incorporate proba-
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bility theory, or modifying mathematical axioms so that they conveniently

































































Figure 6: The relationship between the RWA Model and the Irritant in Abduction.
Divergent psychosocial and computational explanations present as an irri-
tant. They cannot be reconciled with the epistemic resources from either
or both domains.
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Neither of these approaches provides a justified way of taking transdis-
ciplinary action in RWA, and so an abductive approach is required. For
RWA, the insight from this approach is to forge a way toward reconciled
explanations without dismissing or extending either epistemic domain, but
rather accepting the ‘ignorance problem’ that each domain finds itself in
with respect to the explanation of the other domain. Figure 8 shows how
the ignorance problem presents in RWA. Each epistemic domain lacks the
necessary epistemic resources to support an explanation provided by the
other domain.
When abduction is applied to the two epistemic domains of RWA, ac-
tion can ensue on the basis of reconciled explanations. Transepistemic action
allows the possibility for both domains to move forward despite their epis-
temic limitations. The ignorance preserving character of abduction means
that this progress can be made on a reasoned basis, but without requiring
subduance or surrender in either domain. Abduction provides “the benefits

































(b) Computational & Psychosocial Ignorance
Figure 7: The way that ignorance presents in (a) abduction and (b) the computa-
tional and psychosocial domains





































Figure 8: The relationship between the final form of (a) abduction and (b) Transepis-
temic Abduction in RWA.
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The application of abduction to RWA requires transepistemic action address-
ing a cognitive irritant that results from working across epistemic domains.
This is Transepistemic Abduction (TeA) (see Figures 7 and 8). With abduc-
tion the hypothesis can provide the means to hit the cognitive target (Figure
8a). In TeA however, each domain provides an explanation of the phenom-
ena, and so in order to hit the cognitive target the hypothesis needs to pro-
vide a relation that allows these explanations to be reconciled, which then
facilitates transepistemic action (Figure 8b).
For example, a RWA hypothesis may be that there is a relationship be-
tween the psychosocial concept of professional identity formation and com-
putational models of first person pronouns and topics associated with pro-
fessional language. The psychosocial epistemic resources associated with
identity are unlikely to provide any information on pronoun frequencies or
computational topic models. Similarly, computational epistemic resources
on POS statistics and topic modelling are unlikely to provide anything on
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the concept of identity. So the hypothesised relation is the result of an intu-
ition that is not supported by the limited resources of each domain. However,
it provides a way of taking transepistemic action, and may allow for iden-
tifying passages of text thought to be associated with professional identity
formation. This is an action that can be taken both in terms of psychosocial
meaning (i.e., what do the associated text excerpts say about professional
identity), and computational accuracy (i.e., what algorithm results in the
best classification of the text).
Although this example provides an illustration as to how TeA justifies an
intuition in RWA, to gain a clearer understanding of the critical components
of TeA, it is necessary to describe a generalised version and to provide a
formalisation. In the remainder of this section, I show that TeA can provide
a specialised mode of reasoning for any situation that involves two epistemic
domains but requires transepistemic action in the presence of irreconcilable
explanations of a single phenomenon.
To clearly articulate TeA in a generalised way, it is illustrated in diagram
of Figure 9, can be described in terms of its key components. The starting
point is observations of a Phenomenon (bottom of the diagram), and the end
point is Transepistemic Action (top of the diagram). Importantly, TeA is ac-
tually the cognitive activity that occurs between the phenomenon and the
action. The phenomenon is observed and reasoning about the phenomenon
is transacted, the conclusion of which is an ability to take action.
￿.￿.￿ TeA Described
The observation of a Phenomenon requires explanation in the two different
Epistemic Domains (A and B). Importantly, this is a single phenomenon that
is subjected to examination utilising the resources of two different epistemic
domains. It is not two variants of the one thing. For example, in RWA the
phenomenon is the reflective text, the artefact that holds both a psychosocial
interpretation, and computational representation and modelling.
It is the Epistemic Resources of the domains that result in specific explana-
tions of the phenomenon. These resources can be understood as the knowl-
edge of each domain (denoted by KA and KB). Explanations are domain
specific and so an explanation from domain A (EA) is a consequence of
the knowledge of domain A, and similarly for domain B. Therefore the ex-
planation in domain A is an explanatory consequence of the knowledge of
domain A (This can be formalised as KA # EA). Explanatory consequence
































Figure 9: Transepistemic Abduction - Generalised. A cognitive irritant exists by
virtue of conflicts between differing epistemic explanations of the same
phenomenon by two agents. This irritant gives rise to an agenda which is
addressed by joint hypotheses formulated by each agent outside of their
respective epistemic resources.
should be construed broadly since different domains have different norms
in regards to how acceptable or valid explanations relate to their knowledge.
Because the respective knowledge bases are different (including the means
for how explanations are derived from knowledge), the domains will likely
result in two very different explanations (KA # EA and KB # EB) for the
same phenomenon. In such cases, there are two possibilities; the explana-
tions are reconcilable (denoted Ea ⇠ Eb), or they are not (Ea ⌧ Eb).
Irreconcilable explanations present as a Cognitive Irritant as they cannot
be resolved utilising the epistemic resources of one or both of the domains,
and as a result no action can be taken. This can be seen in the previous RWA
example with identity and pronoun frequency. The psychosocial resources
on identity do not address parts of speech, and the computational resources
on parts of speech do not speak to identity. With no justified way of reconcil-
ing these different explanations of the reflective writing, a cognitive irritant
results with no clear path to action.
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An Ignorance Problem exists for both domains as there is a gap between the
available knowledge and the need to reconcile the explanations. Ignorance
problems exist when the explanations can’t be reconciled without adding
to or modifying the epistemic resources of either or both domains (i.e. sub-
duance and surrender). For the RWA example, the explanations might be
resolvable if Identity Theory included information about specific language
use. Similarly, it could be resolvable if in Computational Linguistics parts
of speech held specific meaning with respect to identity. However, for this
to occur the knowledge bases of Identity Theory and Computational Lin-
guistics would need to be extended with this information. Without such an
extension, each domain retains an ignorance problem with respect to the
other’s explanation.
The target is to reconcile the explanations (i.e. move from EA ⌧ EB to
EA ⇠ EB) without the requirement that the knowledge bases of either
domain be changed. The Hypothesis is based on a Relation (denoted R),
which connects the respective explanations EAandEB so as to reconcile them
(EAREB). Much hinges on the discovery of this relation. As shown earlier, an
example RWA hypothesis may involve a relation that connects the psychoso-
cial concept of professional identity formation and computational models
of first person pronouns and topics associated with professional language.
This may be evidenced by changes over time; for example, if changes in the
language over time mirrored an identity change over time as assessed by
applying a psychosocial perspective.
If reconciliation occurs, TeA results in Transepistemic Action. Transepis-
temic action is possible when the explanations are reconciled, providing
a way forward that is appropriate to both domains. ’Way forward’ is an
important idea as there is no prescribed goal that is known before the hy-
pothesis is established. Swanson’s (1986) way forward was to document his
finding in a scientific article.
As a specialised mode of reasoning, TeA is a cognitive process. When a
phenomenon P is observed in the context of epistemic resources K (knowl-
edge) in two domains A and B, two different explanations EA and EB result.
TeA describes the reasoning that is required in order to reconcile these expla-
nations, thereby allowing actions such as the use of intuitions and heuristics.
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￿.￿.￿ TeA Formalised
TeA may be formalised, and because it is a specialised form of abduction,
its formalisation is strongly related to the formalisation of abduction, par-
ticularly the schema developed by Gabbay and Woods. Woods (in press)
describes this ‘Gabbay-Woods (GW) Schema’ as follows:
More formally, let T be an agent’s epistemic target at a time,
and K his knowledge-base at that time. Let K⇤ be an immediate
successor of K that lies within the agent’s means to produce in
a timely way. Let R be an attainment-relation for T and let  
denote the subjunctive conditional relation. K(H) is the revision
of K upon the addition of H. C(H) denotes the conjecture of H
and Hc its activation. . . .
1. T!E [The ! operator sets T as an epistemic target with re-
spect to some state of affairs E]
2. ⇠ (R(K, T)
3. Subduance is not presently an option
4. Surrender is not presently an option
5. H /2 K
6. H 6 inK⇤
7. ⇠ R(H, T)
8. ⇠ R(K(H), T)
9. H  R(K(H), T)
10. H meets further conditions S1, . . . Sn
11. Therefore, C(H)
The TeA schema follows the same general pattern, but with differences as-
sociated with reasoning across two domains. The state of affairs that brings
about TeA is that the explanations EA and EB are not able to be reconciled.
The target with respect to this state of affairs is the relation R that provides
a reconciliation of the explanations. Explanatory consequence in TeA is de-
noted by #, which encompasses the essence of both relations (R and  )
in the GW schema. Like 2,3 and 4 in the GW schema, with TeA there is no
combination of knowledge K from the domains that results in reconciled
explanations. The hypothesis H of the GW schema is formalised in TeA
as the relation that brings together the explanations (EAREB), which when
understood together with KA and KB results in reconciliation. As with the
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hypothesis in the GW schema, this Relation lies outside of the knowledge
of both domains.
The TeA schema is as follows:
Let KA be the epistemic resources (knowledge) of domain A and
KB be the epistemic resources of domain B both of which indi-









Knowledge in one domain does not derive reconciliation be-
tween both domains’ explanations:
KA 6# EA ⇠ EB
KB 6# EA ⇠ EB
(3)
Knowledge from both domains does not derive reconciliation of
the explanations:
hKA,KBi 6# EA ⇠ EB
(4)
A hypothetical relation R relates the explanations, and as a con-
sequence they can be reconciled:
hKA,KB, (EAREB)i# EA ⇠ EB
(5)
In summary, TeA follows the same abductive process as the GW schema:
1. T!EA 6⇠ EB [The ! operator sets T as an epistemic target with respect
to some state of affairs EA 6⇠ EB]
2. ⇠ (R(hKA,KBi, T)
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3. Subduance is not presently an option
4. Surrender is not presently an option
5. H /2 hKA,KBi
6. H 6 inhKA,KBi⇤
7. ⇠ R(H, T)
8. ⇠ R(K(H), T)
9. H  R(hKA,KB, (EAREB)i, T)
10. H meets further conditions S1, . . . Sn
11. Therefore, C(H)
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿
Transepistemic Abduction (TeA) is a specialised form of abduction, and as
such is only pertinent to those situations which require this type of reason-
ing. It is not intended to be construed as a fourth mode (adding to deduc-
tion, induction and abduction), but as a way of bringing abductive reasoning
to bear on specific problems that involve explanations from two epistemic
domains. Hence, it is important to be clear about the nature of the circum-
stances in which TeA may be employed. For a course of action to be justified
by TeA, it needs to be associated with five essential TeA characteristics.
Firstly, there needs to be a requirement for transepistemic work. That is,
work across the epistemic domains is required, not merely two sets of work
in two different domains. Transepistemic work cannot be completed using
the resources of either domain, nor can it be completed using an intersection
of the domains’ resources. If the epistemic resources are compatible in some
reasonable way, then there is no need for TeA.
Compatibility between the epistemic resources of each domain would re-
sult in reconcilable explanations, negating a need for TeA. Therefore, a sec-
ond characteristic is irreconcilable explanations that prevent transepistemic
work. This presents as a conflict between explanations from each domain
with respect to a phenomena, and this conflict is irreconcilable utilising the
resources available within each domain.
For TeA to be appropriate, the irreconcilable explanations need to be ad-
dressed through a hypothesis of a reconciling relation. This relation requires
an abductive step from each domain, and draws on epistemic resources be-
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yond what is available within the two domains. The relation is not deducible
nor inducible from the domain resources at hand, but is a ‘best guess’ of how
the explanations might be reconciled.
A fourth characteristic is that the reconciling relation does not require
any change to the epistemic resources of either domain. There is ignorance
preservation, where each domain remains in ‘ignorance’ with respect to the
other domain’s explanation. If there was no ignorance, then there would be
no requirement for abduction. Drawing on the Swanson example, if a clini-
cian concerned about Raynaud’s disease possessed the knowledge of dietary
fish oil, then there would be no requirement for an abductive discovery. For
TeA, the reconciling relation is not based on existing domain knowledge;
ignorance in the domains is preserved.
Finally, reasoning with TeA needs to result in transepistemic action. This
is action taken across both domains which advances a joint agenda of trans-
epistemic work which provided the context for the approach. This progress
may not necessarily appear as progress to each domain individually, par-
ticularly when domains measure progress by new knowledge. However,
it might be quite feasible for this transepistemic action to provide motiva-
tion for other domain work that results in changes to epistemic resources.
This can also be seen in the Swanson example where clinical trials after the
discovery resulted in confirmation and updating of the clinical knowledge
base.
When these five characteristics exist, TeA can provide a reasoned basis
on which to take action. As I showed in Chapter 4, approaches to working
with the psychosocial and computational domains often involve the use of
intuition. In this chapter I have shown how TeA can provide a way for
justifying this intuition. In the next chapter I return to the original scenarios
of well-being and learning and describe how TeA can provide the means for
well-reasoned intuition in RWA.
6 WELL-REASONED INTU I T ION
I introduced this thesis with scenarios from two different contexts (Chap-
ter 1), one an example of writing reflectively for well-being, and the other
for learning. They provided an introduction to the motivation for Reflec-
tive Writing Analytics (RWA). Initially, my research involved ‘doing’ RWA
within these scenarios using an Action Research (Checkland and Holwell,
2007) methodology. However, during this process it became apparent that
my research decisions tended to be made on intuition, and were difficult
to justify based on the prior work in related fields (i.e. Psychology, Social
Psychology, Education, Cognitive Science, Computer Science, Mathematics,
etc.). My attempt to implement RWA found no direct support from existing
domains. Computational analytics could not be explained psychosocially,
and psychosocial concepts could not be computationally defined. I was con-
ducting transdisciplinary work, and yet the disciplines involved tended to
produce divergent explanations of the reflective writing (Chapter 2). Rec-
onciliation of these explanations was left to my ‘best guesses’ or intuition.
The lack of a strong defence of connecting reflective writing and analytics
resulted in me changing focus. Rather than adopt an Action Research ap-
proach to using RWA within the well-being and learning contexts, I focused
on how to justify RWA and the intuitions involved in doing it.
The RWAmodel described in Chapter 3 conceptualises this state of affairs,
but it does not provide a resolution to the explanatory divergence between
the domains. However, I have shown in Chapter 5 that Transepistemic Ab-
duction (TeA), a specialised abductive mode of reasoning, can provide a
reasoned basis for taking intuitive action when faced with irreconcilable ex-
planations from two different epistemic domains. TeA provides a way of
reasoning, and can therefore offer a justification of the intuitive decision
making in RWA.
In this chapter I return to the two reflective writing contexts of well-being
and learning, and show how in each case TeA can be used to justify the
use of intuition to reconcile psychosocial and computational explanations. I




Reflective writing can offer significant well-being benefits to the author
(Chapter 3). It can also offer insight into the author’s state of well-being. For
these reasons, a group of researchers including myself1 used reflective writ-
ing to investigate how early career teachers navigated the transition from
student to professional. In Chapter 1 I introduced the problem that we faced
with the following text:
When a small cohort of early career teachers wrote about their experi-
ences of transitioning from student to teacher in their first year, they en-
coded in their reflective writing traces of their lives at the time. . . their
reflective writing painted pictures of themselves, and provided snap-
shots over time illustrating narratives of challenge and change. . . They
reflected on their own well-being, and in reflecting they helped them-
selves through the transition to professional teacher. (§1.1).
Motivated by a teacher attrition rate that has been estimated to be as high
as 20% within the first five years of commencement (Willis et al., 2017), our
research centred around resilience and professional identity. Britzman (1991)
described teaching as the ‘struggle for voice’, a dialogic situated within a
context of the teacher’s “biography, present circumstances, deep commit-
ments, affective investments, social context, and conflicting discourses about
what it means to learn to become a teacher” (p9). Our research was directed
at understanding this dialogic.
￿.￿.￿ Two Epistemic Domains
Within this context, we were looking for turning points as indicators in the
early career teachers’ transition towards new professional identities in new
socio-cultural environments. Apart from myself, the rest of the research
team was based in education, and took a socio-cultural approach, thereby
positioning the work in the psychosocial epistemic domain (Willis et al.,
2017; Crosswell et al., in review; Morrison et al., 2014).
However socio-cultural research on reflective writing is very time inten-
sive, and therefore limited to analysis of small amounts of data. There was
significant interest amongst the researchers as to whether introducing com-
putational analysis could provide a way of scaling the research to larger
1 Jill Willis, Leanne Crosswell, Chad Morrison, Andrew Gibson
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numbers of early career teachers2. My work, providing computational anal-
ysis of the reflective writing, represents the early (2013) research on the
computational domain of RWA.
The process of attempting to do RWA brought the psychosocial and com-
putational domains together. For the teacher education researchers, expla-
nations of early career teachers’ reflections were guided by a sociocultural
framework and a particular interest in the influence of the school context
(Morrison et al., 2014). For myself, explanations of the reflective writing were
derived computationally from the text. Together we quickly found that the
sociocultural and computational analyses of the reflective writing did not
easily relate.
An example of the computational analysis can be seen in a ‘Becoming
Colleagues’ (BC) report reproduced in Appendix A. An example of the psy-
chosocial analysis can be seen in the paper: ‘Looking for leadership: The
potential of dialogic reflexivity with rural early career teachers’(Willis et al.,
2017). Even a cursory look at these two different analyses shows the diffi-
culty in finding common ground. The topic modelling in the computational
analysis (§A.5) appears relevant, but comparing it with the topics of inter-
est in the paper reveals no obvious common ground. Computational topics
revealed salient words such as ‘students, classes, life, enjoyable’ or ‘feeling,
autism, high, strategies’. On the other hand, the psychosocial analysis fre-
quently started with an interpretation of the author’s perspective: “Sharing
stories that represented trajectories of identity provided a context for par-
ticipants to negotiate meaning of their own stories” (Morrison et al., 2014,
p. 13). The psychosocial explanations were also able to draw on a wider
context, including interviews with the authors about their writing, which
revealed deeper insights:
One of the participants reached for the tissue box in front of
her as an outward sign that she was about to discuss some con-
fronting experiences. She then shared the heavy toll that teaching
in an isolated rural town had taken on her. The heightened emo-
tional state was nowhere to be found in her online data, yet the
face-to-face experience of reflecting on experiences with known
peers and known researchers was enough to give us access to a
new layer of data that she had previously concealed. This was
true of others in the cohort as well. (Morrison et al., 2014, p. 12)
2 This work is ongoing, and a large national study of Australian early career teachers is in the
planning stages for 2017 and beyond.
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This highlights the significant meaning-making dimension to the psy-
chosocial domain (the Interpreting–Reflecting aspect of the RWA Model). A
desire to gain deeper meaning manifests in analyses that are often more
about context and subtext than just text. For example, we characterised
teacher R’s (pseudonym Karen) initial experience as: “There was little respite
and the feeling of being overwhelmed persisted throughout Karen’s first
months” (§Karen). Examining the text from a social realist perspective (Archer,
2012, 2009, 2007) also connected aspects of context (“enjoying the country
life and meeting new people”) with personal feelings (“frustrating, stressful
[and]. . . OVERWHELMING!!!!”) in meaningful ways. In the psychosocial do-
main the writing derived significance through the use of a theoretic lens for
the purpose of making meaning, whereas the computational topics were
given significance according to their probabilistic associations within the
text. Even though the computational explanations were accurate and true to
the original text, they did not necessarily reconcile with the deeper meaning
making of the psychosocial analysis. The psychosocial and computational
explanations tended to be divergent.
￿.￿.￿ Intuition
I noted in Chapter 3 that it is common for other fields (e.g. Information
Retrieval) to discard personal pronouns as part of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP). However, one of the early intuitions that resulted from this
work was that removing stop words including personal pronouns may be
detrimental to the computational analysis of reflective writing. An examina-
tion of n-grams beginning with the word ’my’ suggested that this intuition
may be fruitful. Figure 10 shows the top n-grams from this analysis and top
two entries (‘my class’ and ‘my school’) clearly reveal the context in which
these authors were reflecting.
The thematic nature of the n-grams revealed by using the personal pro-
noun as a key, suggested that other phrase patterns based on pronoun usage
may be helpful in identifying key reflective characteristics in the text. Follow-
ing this intuition resulted in the construction of a range of pattern rules to
identify expressions in the text based on pronouns, selected parts of speech,
and selected word stems. These were developed more fully in work on
the relationship between reflection and metacognition (Gibson et al., 2016)
which is examined in more detail in Section 6.2. Examples of this analysis
can be seen in figures 13 and 15.
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Figure 10: Top n-grams (by occurrence count) starting with ‘my’ for early career
teachers.
￿.￿.￿ Reasoning With TeA
My application of RWA in this well-being context required both psychoso-
cial and computational domains, and needed to draw upon the resources
of both of these domains in order to be effective. However, the explanations
from these domains did not appear to reconcile, and I used intuition in or-
der to attempt reconciliation. These are two of the circumstances required
for TeA.
TeA provides the reasoning that enables the use of intuition in this type of
situation to be well-reasoned intuition. However, a hypothesis of reconciling
relation is required that results in transepistemic action while preserving
ignorance in each of the domains. To show how such a hypothesis was
made in this well-being context, I detail a potential relationship between the
psychosocial and computational analysis of the reflections of two teachers,
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Teacher R with a pseudonym of Karen, and Teacher K with a pseudonym
of Amanda3. The psychosocial analysis is drawn from Willis et al. (2017)
and the computational analysis is drawn from a combination of a report
reproduced in Appendix A and the pronoun analysis described in Gibson
et al. (2016).
￿.￿.￿.￿ Teacher R
Computational analysis of the teacher reflections involved the selection of
pronoun centric expressions across all of an author’s reflections. For Teacher
R4, an analysis of 28 reflections resulted in the following top phrases (deter-
mined by frequency of occurrence):
Top phrases: i arrived | my parents | my boyfriend | we drove
to | he ’s | of school | to roma where my boyfriend lives | | i
lived | would n’t take as long | i guess | i guess | of people | i
guess i | i am doing | we have | we have covered | of planning
| as ensuring we have covered all | i have found | i have found
| over lap eg | as i have found it | as all | | my best | my
principal | she understands that | she understands that | she
does take | that she understands | into consideration | can only
do | i am trying | i am trying | i ’m going at now | in my | | |
my hardest | i feel like | i do know that | i feel like | i do know
that | that i am trying my hardest | i am being less | myself as
| i am being less | myself as | i work in | i cannot | on myself
| i am being less hard on myself | my doctor appointments | i
’ve got | i ’m in | while i ’m | until next thursday | of seeing
friends
The computational analysis selected the reflection with the most top phrases
as a key reflection. This is visualised in Figure 12 with colour coded ‘phrase-
Tags’ as shown in Figure 11.
The psychosocial analysis involved analysing the early career teachers’
(ECT) reflective writing in a way suggested by Ryan (2014). This approach
was based on Archer’s (2010) three levels of reflexivity:Discerning significant
situations, Deliberating over both subjective and objective conditions, and
Dedication to a course of action. The analysis also identifies Archer’s (2012)
three types of emergent properties (Personal, Cultural, and Structural) as-
3 Computer generated anonymous names were used in the computational analysis - rulguz (R)
and kolsag (K), but the pseudonyms of Karen (R) and Amanda (K) were used in the psychoso-
cial analysis.
4 Key Author 3 - Rulguz in Appendix A
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Figure 11: Names and colours of phraseTag patterns.
Figure 12: Computationally selected reflection for Teacher R.
sociated with the degree of agency experience when navigating a new role.
“The data were coded to indicate structural (SEP), cultural (CEP) and per-
sonal (PEP) properties, with +SEP used to indicate a structural property that
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was activated by the ECT to enable agency, or -SEP if it was understood as
a constraint” (Willis et al., 2017).
An example of this analysis is provided below, discussing the Dedication
in the writing of Teacher R (given the pseudonym of Karen). The example
identifies that Teacher R utilises personal (+PEP) and cultural (+CEP) pos-
itively to enable agency, and yet is also personally constrained (-PEP) by
students’ poor behaviour:
Dedication: Early in the year, Karen had been drawing on vis-
its from her family and boyfriend, her reservoir of optimism
(+PEPs), relationships outside of school including sport and go-
ing to church, and playing netball and basketball (+CEPs) (38, 28
April), to sustain her dedication. These efforts to order her con-
cerns were in response to heightened struggles she was having
with some challenging student behaviour in one class, “swearing
constantly and sometimes at me, don’t follow directions, back
chat, walk out of class, late to class, calling out. I am trying my
best to get on top of these issues but it is hard especially be-
cause the kids have a tendency of getting angry whenever you
try to discipline them” (33, 14 May). When some students told
her that they hated the curriculum topics that she loved, student
resistance began to feel personal (-PEP) (Willis et al., 2017).
Figure 13: Highlighted pronoun based expressions for a reflection that most links to
psychosocial analysis for Teacher R.
The reflection quoted in the psychosocial analysis was not featured by the
computational analysis, and a visualisation of the expressions (Figure 13) in-
dicates why. The reflection had very few expressions selected. However, this
reflection aligns not only with the quotation, but also to the +PEPs of fam-
ily and friends, and the +CEPs of social life. This poor alignment between
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the computational analysis and the psychosocial analysis suggests that the
pronoun centric phrases may not provide an opportunity for reconciling ex-
planations as hoped. Certainly, based on this initial analysis, there did not
appear to be any clear links between the two.
Figure 14: Computationally selected reflection for Teacher K.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Teacher K
The computational analysis of the 26 reflections of teacher K5 identified the
following pronoun centric phrases:
Top phrases: i ’ve been having | my rural location | my lifestyle
| i went on | i visited in | on holidays | to my rural location
5 Key Author 2 - Kolsag in Appendix A
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| in melbourne | i am really missing | i am starting | i am
starting | i really want | whether queensland is | i was feeling
| i was feeling | like i can self-diagnose | can self-diagnose |
my immediate thought process | my week | i need | i need | i
need | i need | after school | that i need more structure | that i
need to have things to go | i thought | i think | i am involved
in | i thought | i think | in netball | i think i | i ’m planning |
i went to | i ’m planning | my week | i ’m looking forward to
| i ’m looking forward to | i ’m going about | about changing
how i ’m going | my fellow teachers | their boyfriends | it ’s
starting | it ’s starting | me though how | they are often already
| though how | of my fellow teachers | i know | i know | you
have | it ’s | i ’ve definetly done that before | with them | it
does feel | it happens | it does feel | like social rejection | | it
’s just | about it
The computational analysis for Teacher K also selected a reflection based
on top phrases. It is visualised in Figure 14 with colour coded phraseTags
as shown in Figure 11. As with Teacher R, the psychosocial analysis for
Teacher K involved the three D’s and the three emerge properties. An ex-
ample is provided below that discussed the ‘Deliberating’ of Teacher K who
was given the pseudonym of Amanda. In contrast to the analysis of Teacher
R’s reflections, this analysis suggests much more constraint on agency (-CEP
and -SEP):
Deliberating: Amanda felt sick about the implications it had for
her professional identity: “EUGH! This week, I have felt very un-
comfortable and unsettled in my own classroom because of all
this. I am also angry with him that he would taint my profession-
alism in my school community. How dare he say things to my
colleagues” (20, 21 April). Amanda deliberated that it was one
of the hazards of being new in a small rural town, yet she was
unsure whether to discuss the situation with the school princi-
pal. When she did speak to a more senior teacher about it, she
was told to ignore the situation. A few weeks later, the deputy
principal called her in to talk about the issue, and offer stories
of his own (+CEP). Amanda reported; “I feel a sense of relief
that he knows and that he’s supportive and empathetic” (6May).
The sense of relief was short lived, and the entry was accompa-
nied with a ‘0’ or distressed evaluation, as the Deputy Principal
also revealed that the male parent had made a complaint against
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her; one that Amanda was able to refute. Her entries expressed
anger and disillusionment with the Deputy Principal that he had
not checked the accuracy first (-CEP). When another male parent
confronted her outside her house in the small town, seeking in-
formation about his estranged wife and child (-CEP), Amanda
phoned and emailed the school leader to report the incident and
ask for advice. She did not receive a quick reply (-SEP, -CEP).
She lost faith that the school leaders could be trusted to be there
when she needed them. She concluded that she needed to nego-
tiate the link between her professional and personal identities on
her own. (Willis et al., 2017)
Figure 15: Highlighted pronoun based phrase tags for Teacher K.
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As with Teacher R, the reflection quoted (visualised in Figure 15) is more
closely aligned with the sense of the psychosocial analysis than the reflection
selected computationally based on pronoun phrases. My intuition that pro-
noun centric expressions may provide a link between the psychosocial and
computational explanations was not fruitful in this example either. How-
ever the approach still illustrated TeA as a specialised mode of reasoning.
For action to be taken, there needed to be an hypothesis that a reconciling
relation might exist, and that relation was thought to be associated with the
pronoun centric expressions.
Notably, proving the hypothesis of the reconciling relation to be true is
not a pre-requisite for TeA. In some situations, it may not be possible to
prove the relation. In these examples, it seemed unlikely that reconciliation
could be made based on a simple link with pronoun centric phrases.
However, the path still remained open for a better hypothesis. One prob-
lem with my initial approach is that it relied mostly on feature matching. In
this case the onus was on the computational analysis to measure up to the
psychosocial explanations. This suggested a subduance-surrender relation-
ship between the psychosocial and computational explanations and hence
did not provide a well-reasoned approach (see Chapter 5).
￿.￿.￿ A Better Hypothesis
An improved hypothesis came from looking outside of the writing itself.
One of the original ideas of the research was to look for ‘turning points’ in
the narratives of the early career teachers. The GoingOK software collected
a moment-in-time self assessment of well-being from the authors as well as
their reflective writing (see Appendix B). This was encoded as a number
from 0 to 100 - where 0 was presented to the author as ‘distressed’, 100 as
‘soaring’, and a mid point of 50 as ‘going ok’. The results were visualised as
‘plotlines’ for each author (see figures 16 and 17). The plotlines provided a
computational visualisation of well-being over time that was not based on
the language, but rather was associated with it by virtue of it being collected
together with the reflective writing. This suggested that the reconciling rela-
tion may require a temporal dimension.
The final hypothesis involved a reconciling relation based on this tempo-
ral nature of the analyses. That is, the psychosocial analysis over the course
of the teachers reflections might be reconcilable with the ‘shape’ of com-
putational features over time. With this final hypothesis, the computational
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Figure 16: Reflection points over time for Teacher R. Purple dots are reflection
points, red line is a smoothing spline through the points. Yellow line
is the mean for all points. 100 on the y-axis corresponds to ‘soaring’, 50
corresponds to ’going OK’ and 0 to ‘distressed’.
Figure 17: Reflection points over time for Teacher K. Purple dots are reflection
points, red line is a smoothing spline through the points. Yellow line
is the mean for all points. 100 on the y-axis corresponds to ‘soaring’, 50
corresponds to ’going OK’ and 0 to ‘distressed’.
analysis was conducted independently of the psychosocial analysis of the
data and did not make any contribution to the epistemic resources of that
analysis. Likewise, the psychosocial analysis did not consider the compu-
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tational analysis nor change the computational epistemic resources. In both
cases, subduance and surrender were avoided and ignorance was preserved.
Based on the hypothesis, the teachers’ reflections were analysed over
time in terms of pronoun centric expressions. For this analysis, all expres-
sions were included, with those expressions common across many reflec-
tions given minimal weighting, and those expressions unique to individual
reflections weighted more heavily.
The result is visualised in ‘Expression Plots’ (figures 18 and 19). Each
expression is represented by a circle on the chart placed according to the
timestamp of the reflection (x axis) and the log of its weighting (y axis). A
smoothing spline (red line) gives an indication as to change in weighting of
the expressions from common (low weighting) to unique (high weighting).
The weighting number itself is relative and has no intrinsic meaning. The
top 25% of reflections by expression count are indicated by the blue lines.
Where a blue line intersects with a peak of the red smoothing spline, the
author has used many pronoun centric expressions that are unique to that
reflection.
Figure 18: Teacher R expression plot showing pronoun centric expressions (black
circles) based on timestamp and log weighted degree of uniqueness to
the reflection (larger weights are more unique). The top 25% by num-
ber of expressions are indicated with blue lines. The general degree of
uniqueness is shown with a red smoothing spline. Green circles indicate
reflections referenced in the psychosocial analysis.
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Reference Alignment
“enjoying the country life and meeting new peo-
ple”, but her workload was “frustrating, stressful
[and]...OVERWHELMING!!!!” (15, 6 March)
Partial
“I don’t know whether experienced teachers would find it hard
to teach everything in five weeks and then start to assess”, (50, 9
June).
Full
In April she was told that she was expected to plan a 1,700 km
field trip
Full
Early in the year, Karen had been drawing on visits from her
family and boyfriend, her reservoir of optimism (+PEPs), rela-
tionships outside of school including sport and going to church,
and playing netball and basketball (+CEPs) (38, 28 April), to sus-
tain her dedication
Full
I am trying my best to get on top of these issues but it is hard es-
pecially because the kids have a tendency of getting angry when-
ever you try to discipline them (33, 14 May).
Partial
“smile[d] too much”, her ongoing sense of identity was put at
risk, as her main source of resilience, her optimism, was being
undermined by student feedback (-PEP) (31, 4 August).
Full
Table 3: Direct references to the reflections of Teacher R made in the psychosocial
analysis report. Full alignment is where the reference aligns with both a top
(25%) reflection and a peak or dip in the smoothing spline. Partial alignment
is where it aligns with only one.
The computational analysis does not appear to hold any significant mean-
ing by itself, however when considered with the psychosocial analysis, inter-
esting findings emerge that support the hypothesis of a reconciling relation.
The educational researchers directly referenced the reflections in their report
at points in time that were significant to the analysis, and so these direct ref-
erences capture a series of important ‘moments’ in the teacher narratives
(see tables 3 and 4). These references are also represented on the expres-
sion plots as green circles, revealing an interesting alignment between the
psychosocial and the computational analysis.
For each reference in the psychosocial analysis, a table summarises the de-
gree of alignment with the computational analysis. Full alignment is where
the reference aligns with both a top reflection (blue line) and a peak or dip
in the smoothing spline. Both peak and dip were chosen as either signals a
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Figure 19: Teacher K expression plot showing pronoun centric expressions (black
circles) based on timestamp and log weighted degree of uniqueness to
the reflection (larger weights are more unique). The top 25% by num-
ber of expressions are indicated with blue lines. The general degree of
uniqueness is shown with a red smoothing spline. Green circles indicate
reflections referenced in the psychosocial analysis.
change in the use of pronoun expressions within the text. Partial alignment
is where the reference aligns with one of these two features. Notably all
references aligned to some extent, and the majority were fully aligned. For
Teacher R, all six references were aligned with the computational analysis
with four references fully aligned. For Teacher K, all eight references were
aligned with four of them fully aligned.
It is significant that all references were aligned. A total of fourteen reflec-
tions (eight for Teacher R and six for Teacher K) could have been quoted
that would not have aligned at all. So, although the relation remains a hy-
pothesis, testing it with this data provides confidence that the relation is
reasonable.
￿.￿.￿ Explanations Reconciled
Neither the psychosocial nor the computational domain provided a basis
for the alignment between the references and the pronoun expression anal-
ysis. The references selected in the psychosocial analysis were done based
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Reference Alignment
“creeped out” (50, 13 Feb). Partial
“the admin team have made many comments about how they
are pleased with my progression” (+CEP) (87, 27 Feb).
Partial
“All of the ‘teaching’ part is going great, it’s just the social isola-
tion that’s really hit me this term” (0, 21 July).
Full
“EUGH! This week, I have felt very uncomfortable and unset-
tled in my own classroom because of all this. I am also angry
with him that he would taint my professionalism in my school
community. How dare he say things to my colleagues” (20, 21
April).
Full
“I feel a sense of relief that he knows and that he’s supportive
and empathetic” (6 May).
Full
“I’m seeing this as a big opportunity to make my mark as a
beginning teacher within the school community” (+CEP) (100,
17 May).
Partial
I have attempted to meet with the Principal and just feel incredi-
bly unsupported by him... This kid has jumped the school fence
and also trashed my office. Admin need to step in. But they’re
not. VERY ANGRY (11, 18 June).
Partial
“distressed” (16 June, 21 July) Full
Table 4: Direct references to the reflections of Teacher K made in the psychosocial
analysis report. Full alignment is where the reference aligns with both a top
(25%) reflection and a peak or dip in the smoothing spline. Partial alignment
is where it aligns with only one.
on their support for the narrative of the report. The analytics resulted from
an analysis of the frequency of pronoun centric expressions over time. How-
ever, the hypothesis was that there might be a reconciling relation between
pronoun centric phrases over time, and significant turning points in the nar-
ratives of the teachers. This analysis supports the hypothesis, suggesting
that such a reconciling relation exists.
At this point there are many ways in which this hypothesis might be
proven false, and certainly the data of only two teachers is not sufficient
to make a generalised claim. However, TeA has proven successful in this
example of RWA and provided a basis for further transepistemic action to
be taken. A TeA mode of reasoning has provided a basis for well-reasoned
intuition in taking transepistemic action.
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In higher education, reflective writing is increasingly used for the develop-
ment of reflective practice capability, particularly in field experience, intern-
ships or authentic assessment (Gibson and Kitto, 2015). A common authentic
assessment task is to require students to work in teams on profession-like
projects. The second scenario within the context of learning requires this
type of reflective writing. I introduced it in Chapter 1 as follows:
When nearly nine hundred students wrote about their experiences of
working on group projects, they encoded in their reflective writing
traces of learning. . . this reflective writing provided temporal glimpses
into a small slice of each student’s learning journey. . . They reflected on
their learning experiences, and in doing so learned much about them-
selves. (§1.1).
These learning activities require more than just reflection, they require
students to reflect upon their own learning, and their own thinking. That is,
to think about their own thinking as part of the learning process. Therefore,
the extent to which students are developing metacognitive skills as part of
their learning is important information for educators.
Myself and two other researchers6 were interested in the extent to which
we could identify learner metacognitive activity through their reflective writ-
ing (Gibson et al., 2016). Metacognition is an essential process in learning
(Lehmann et al., 2014), and one that can be developed (Flavell, 1979). How-
ever, because it is a cognitive process internal to the learner, it is difficult
to assess the extent to which it is occurring. The objective, in this project
was to investigate the extent to which features in the text might provide ev-
idence of metacognitive activity, thereby enabling it to be computationally
analysed.
Gibson et al. (2016) documented this research, and I use our paper in the
following sections to illustrate how TeA allowed for well-reasoned intuition
in this reflective writing context.
￿.￿.￿ Two Epistemic Domains
As with the well-being context, there are two epistemic domains involved
with RWA in a learning context: the psychosocial domain and computa-
6 Kirsty Kitto and Peter Bruza
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tional domain. However, while the well-being context required a relation be-
tween psychosocial reflection and computational analytics, in this instance
we needed to identify evidence of metacognitive activity through the com-
putational analytics. This meant that metacognition needed to be evident in
the reflective writing in a way that was computationally detectable. How-
ever, metacognition is an internal cognitive process with no guarantee that
it would present in the text.
￿.￿.￿ Two Intuitions
There were two main intuitions that were followed to address this prob-
lem of the accessibility of metacognition through the reflective writing. Our
first intuition was that metacognition and reflection are related and share
common features. Our second intuition was that these features might be
evidenced in the text in pronoun centric phrases, and therefore might be
computationally detectable.
We conducted an extensive review of both the reflection and metacogni-
tion literature looking for a relationship between them. This resulted in the
differences between them being conceptualised as a spectrum (Figure 20),
described in the paper as follows:
We conceptualized this difference in the relationship between
metacognition and reflection as a spectrum, with the internal
inner-self on one end and the external social-self on the other
(Figure 1). For metacognition, the left side of the spectrum rep-
resents the implicit, automated, non-conscious mode, while the
centre includes the explicit, conscious, controlled mode (Koriat,
2000). For reflection, the right side of the spectrum represents
the external, socially situated dimension, and the centre includes
the personal, internal, but conscious aspect. We suggest that this
understanding of the relationship between metacognition and
reflection not only caters to both implicit–internal and explicit–
external understandings of these activities, but also provides a
way of relating the explicit metacognition to internal reflection
in the centre of the spectrum. In this area, the terms could be
used interchangeably, while on the left and right extremes the
terms have quite different meanings. We propose this model as a
way of embracing the varying definitions of metacognition and
reflection found in the literature while providing additional clar-
















more internal more external
Figure 20: A spectrum relationship between metacognition and reflection, ranging
from the internal ‘inner-self’ to the external ‘social self’. Reproduced from
Gibson et al. (2016).
However, there were also common components of reflection and metacog-
nition which are shown in Figure 21, and summarised in table 5. A descrip-
tion of this perspective on metacognition and reflection was as follows:
The model is designed with three primary components, each
labelled according to the language of the metacognition litera-
ture. The model’s core component is regulation, which at its cen-
tre involves a monitor and control loop. Because of the interre-
lated nature of monitoring and controlling, we tended to con-
ceptualize these as one loop, rather than two independent com-
ponents. We note that the regulation component also contains
initiation and objective sub-components, respectively labelled as
trigger and goal. Regulation is continually interacting with the
other two components: Knowledge, which represents metacog-
nitive knowledge (the storage of strategies and decision infor-
mation), and Experience, which represents metacognitive expe-
rience (feelings and affective contribution). (Gibson et al., 2016,
p. 28)
Our conceptualisation of the relationship between reflection and metacog-
nition was not sufficient for computation to be performed; reflective writing
was necessary. We stated the problem in these words:
An essential point is that the proposed model centres on the
cognition of the learner, and therefore cannot be analysed di-
rectly. An interface must be provided between this conceptual
model and any learning analytics that we might hope to perform.
In this study, we have used reflective writing as this interface.





A conscious or unconscious
cognitive event, particularly a
problem or incongruence.
A conscious cognitive event or




Monitoring of cognitive pro-
cesses, both consciously and
unconsciously.
Conscious thinking about





gies to control cognitive pro-
cesses.
Taking action to modify men-
tal processes, or external be-




Resolution of the trigger prob-
lem or dissonance.
Successful modification or im-
provement of trigger event.
Knowledge Memory dedicated to storing
metacognitive knowledge in
particular strategies and their
efficacy. Used in the monitor–
control loop.
Either internal memory or ex-
ternal recording of thoughts
that can be used as necessary.
Experience Affective impact on monitor–
control loop. Assists with




Assists with establishing per-
sonal value and significance.
Table 5: Model sub-components described in terms of metacognition and reflection.






Figure 21: The common components of metacognition and reflection and their rela-
tionships. Reproduced from Gibson et al. (2016).
With reflective writing as the phenomena of concern, two epistemic do-
mains involved, and transepistemic work required to address the research
problem, this scenario was a good candidate for using well-reasoned intu-
ition with TeA.
￿.￿.￿ Reasoning With TeA
Unlike the well-being example, the hypothesised relation in this context was
more complex. It involved relating metacognition to reflection and then re-
lating that reflection through the writing to computational analytics. This
dual relation provided the possibility of reconciling psychosocial explana-
tions of metacognitive activity and computational explanations of features
in the reflective writing.
This approach would not require any change to how metacognition or
reflection is psychosocially conceived. It could also utilise existing computa-
tional text analysis techniques, without a requirement for alteration to fit a
psychosocially determined perspective. This meant that the hypothesis was
ignorance preserving for both domains.
￿.￿.￿ Exploring The Hypothesis
While we explored the first part of the hypothesised relation through a study
of the metacognition and reflection literature, the second part of mapping
features in the text computationally was explored through an incremental
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process of mapping low level textual features to higher level features. Our
intuition here was that the higher level features would relate to the com-
ponent model described above. We described this process in the paper as
follows:
We linked the conceptual model to the reflective text indica-
tors via an algorithm that progressively mapped low-level gram-
matical features in the writing (posTags) through to higher level
annotations (metaTags), which we derived from the model. The
algorithm that we developed comprised four levels:
• Part of speech (POS) tagging of a sentence (posTags)
• Matching of POS tag patterns to identify key phrases (phrase-
Tags)
• Matching of phrase patterns to identify potential for anno-
tation (subTags)
• Filtering of matched phrase patterns to select final related
model component (metaTags)
(Gibson et al., 2016, p. 31)
￿.￿.￿ Explanations Reconciled
An example of the derivation of the higher level metaTag features from the
basic part of speech (POS) features is illustrated in Figure 22. This demon-
strates how our intuition resulted in transepistemic work: the combination
of psychosocial theory that informed the feature model (the phraseTags and
the metaTags), and the computational analytics that detected the basic fea-
tures in the text. Through these combinations, we were able to reconcile
the psychosocial and computational explanations. Although there is still an
assumption encoded in the algorithm that posTags follow certain rules to
result in phraseTags, TeA is still at work allowing well-reasoned intuition
and facilitating a reconciliation of explanations.
In our research, the analysis was trialled on a large number (6090) of re-
flective texts and found to show reliable signs of relating textual features
to theoretical features of metacognition (Gibson et al., 2016, p. 29). Our ap-
proach was prototyped in a web application7 that is described in Appendix
B. A screenshot is shown in Figure 23.
7 http://nlytx.io/2016/metacognition
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Figure 22: A table showing the progression from a single sentence (green) through
phraseTags (pink) to metatags (blue). Reproduced from Gibson et al.
(2016).
Figure 23: A screenshot of the final RWA software.
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Both of the examples in this chapter show the use of TeA for well-reasoned
intuition. The examples do not necessarily show that those intuitions were
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Figure 24: A screenshot of the tagging of sentences. This is a close-up version of
Figure 23
correct, although both were fruitful in terms of taking transepistemic action,
and both allowed for psychosocial and computational explanations to be rec-
onciled in a justified way. This is an important aspect of TeA as a specialised
version of abduction. Just like abduction, with TeA a definitive answer or
proof may not be found. However, TeA allows the transepistemic work to
be undertaken, intuitions to be acted on, and heuristics to be selected, in
a well-reasoned way. It provides a justification for connecting the domains
despite divergence of explanations, in a way that requires no change to the




Originally motivated by a desire to analyse the reflective writing of a large
number of authors, this thesis has defined Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA)
in terms of the psychosocial domain of reflective writing and the computa-
tional domain of analytics. This need was made apparent in two contexts:
well-being and learning. Educational researchers investigated the transition
of early career teachers from student to professional, and were concerned
with their resilience and general well-being during this transition. A num-
ber of higher education teaching teams were concerned with their students’
learning within a group project assessment. Both the researchers and the
teaching teams were limited in their ability to analyse the reflective writing
due to the time consuming nature of the task and the quantity involved.
There was potential in both of these scenarios for assisting the stakehold-
ers with computational analysis of reflective writing; there was potential for
RWA.
However, prior to this thesis there was no theoretical model of RWA, and
literature specifically targeted to RWA did not exist1. Because this was ‘new
ground’, there was little guidance on how the reflective writing should be
approached computationally, nor was there guidance on how the resultant
analytics should be understood by the stakeholders. Initial experimentation
in computational analysis of reflective writing both confirmed the potential
and revealed the difficulty in bringing together the human and machine
worlds in this way.
After I extensively reviewed of the literature (documented in chapters 2
and 3), it became obvious to me that RWA necessarily involves psychologi-
cal and sociological factors in the human dimension, and computational and
mathematical factors in the machine dimension. However, each dimension
drew on completely different literature than the other, and the approaches
to explanation were radically different. There was clearly two different epis-
temic domains at play in RWA: a psychosocial epistemic domain, and a
computational epistemic domain.
1 Some literature directed at the analysis of reflective writing emerged during the research pe-
riod, but none of this attempted to provide a model of RWA.
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My early research work was conducted on the assumption that these two
domains would simply work together. Although I found this assumption to
be mostly false (Chapter 2), it is still commonly held, and in Chapter 4 I
document some of the approaches that hold it. Although the domains were
concerned with the same phenomena, the reflective writing, they provided
very different ways of understanding it. How the educational researchers
understood the writing of the early career teachers was very different to the
kind of analytics I was producing on the same writing. I showed in Chap-
ter 2, that frequently there is explanatory divergence in RWA, particularly
when deeper psychosocial meaning is sought together with greater com-
putational accuracy. The notion of explanatory divergence when working
across two epistemic domains is another minor contribution of this thesis,
and there maybe potential in developing this idea more generally in the area
of transdisciplinarity.
Explanatory divergence presented a problem for RWA. If RWA was to be
understood in terms of two epistemic domains, then how could explanatory
divergence be accommodated? The answer to this problem came in address-
ing another assumption: that meaning directly results from representation.
If this assumption was true, then reconciling explanations would be merely
a matter of finding the correct representation. Yet, in the experimentation,
reasonable computational representations of the writing were not yielding
analytics that were psychosocially meaningful. On the other hand, if this as-
sumption were not necessarily true, then it might be possible to have reason-
able low level representations with limited connection to higher level mean-
ing. I found significant support for this idea within the cognitive semantics
and embodied cognition literature which I detailed in Chapter 3. However,
adopting this position resulted in accommodating another potential tension
within RWA: that which exists between representation and meaning.
It was clear that RWA needed to be conceptualised in terms of two epis-
temic domains. However, it was also clear that any such conceptualisation
needed to include explanatory divergence and a distinction between rep-
resentation and meaning. Further, any application of RWA would need to
navigate these constraints in a reasonable way. This set the scene for one
primary research question:
When presented with apparently irreconcilable psychosocial and com-
putational explanations of reflective writing, how can progress be facil-
itated in a justifiable way, while maintaining integrity with both the
psychosocial and computational epistemic domains?
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Two major contributions to new knowledge resulted from addressing this
research question and the situation that gave rise to it. A model of RWA was
required that could conceptualise the epistemic domains, the explanatory
divergence, and the relationship between representation and meaning. Also,
a way to justifiably navigate the tensions and apparent contradictions of
RWA was needed when applying it.
￿.￿.￿ New Knowledge
Therefore, my original contributions to new knowledge are:
1. Transepistemic Abduction (TeA) - Chapter 5
2. Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA) Model - Chapter 3
I consider Transepistemic Abduction (TeA) to be the more significant of
the two major contributions for two main reasons. Firstly, because it makes
a small step forward in the highly significant field of logic and reasoning.
This is a field that underpins much (arguably all) of human knowledge,
certainly scientific knowledge. TeA aims to take the mode of reasoning of
abduction into a specialised space where there are different epistemic do-
mains with divergence explanations of a given phenomena. Secondly, TeA
is significant because of its potential impact. Within this thesis I have devel-
oped it to provide a way of justifying the intuitions required to do RWA.
However, TeA shows promise of being generalisable to other similar situ-
ations and particularly shows promise for working with transdisciplinary
problems. Increasingly, the big problems facing the human race are trans-
disciplinary ones, and finding reasonable ways of bringing together diverse
silos of knowledge is likely to be an important dimension to solving those
problems. I believe that TeA has the potential to make a contribution in this
area.
My second major contribution to new knowledge is the conceptual model
of RWA. This contribution is significant mostly because of its novelty. Unlike
TeA it does not build on a centuries old field, nor does it draw significantly
on other models. I contend that it is original in a number of respects. Firstly,
it embraces multiple tensions in a unified way. The two primary tensions are
explanatory divergence, and the relationship between representation and
meaning. However, it also embraces the tension between the psychological
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and the sociological views in the psychosocial domain, and it conceives of
the various elements as pairs or aspects. By doing this, it encapsulates the
complexity of RWA while making it understandable. This in turn provides
a way for each aspect of the model to be explored while minimising the
danger of ignoring the connections to other aspects. This contribution also
has the potential for generalisation, particularly in the emerging field of
Learning Analytics.
Each of these contributions to new knowledge extends the existing liter-
ature: TeA extends the literature of reasoning and logic; the RWA model
extends the literature of reflective writing and learning analytics; and both
extend literature concerned with transdisciplinarity. The extent to which
these extensions are significant remains to be seen and mostly depends on
future research taking these contributions further than I have been able to
do within the constrains of this research.
￿.￿.￿ Impact
In many respects, this is an unusual thesis. It does not follow an empirical
path, nor does it adopt an interpretivist methodology. It is neither quali-
tative nor quantitative, and does not fit what is commonly referred to as
mixed methods research. It is however a transdisciplinary thesis. I have
worked across multiple disciplines in constructing my argument, respect-
ing the knowledge of each, while avoiding anchoring the thesis to a single
disciplinary position. In this sense, this thesis is itself an example of TeA.
While I do not consider this work to necessarily be a model for others to
follow, I believe that transdisciplinary research is important and at the same
time difficult to do. My hope is that this ‘unusual’ thesis might provide
encouragement for others working on transdisciplinary problems.
The research also had impact in a number of areas that are referred to
throughout the thesis. The research work with early career teachers is ongo-
ing, and presents opportunities well beyond this thesis for impact. Work on
Learning Analytics, and more particularly Writing Analytics, has been and
is being impacted by elements of this research. The research also resulted
in the development of software which is documented in Appendix B. This
software has been made open source, and it is my hope that others might
join in the development effort and give the applications a life beyond the
projects they were designed to serve.
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￿.￿.￿ Limitations
All research includes limitations and this work is no exception. I faced three
main limitations in carrying out this research. I believe that none of them
diminish the significance of the contributions of this thesis, but rather each
provide opportunities for the work to be extended in the future.
Firstly, the transdisciplinary nature of the research tended to push a breadth
of research rather than depth, and while I have been conscious of the dan-
gers of this in terms of rigour, it was not feasible within one thesis to cover
every related area of RWA in the same depth as what might be possible if
the research was focused on one. Indeed it would be possible for each of
the eight aspects of the RWA model to become a single thesis. However, I
believe that this limitation is also one of the strengths of this thesis, and that
is it resulted in a focus on synthesising the model in its complete form. For
this reason, in-depth investigations of the various aspects of RWA are also
an opportunity for future work.
Secondly, maintaining focus on the research question and the contribu-
tions of the RWA model and TeA meant putting aside many other interest-
ing research paths. However, one of these paths would have added signifi-
cantly to the thesis if followed. Both the model and TeA open up ways to
better evaluate the effectiveness of the analytics in RWA. When doing RWA,
how can the analytics be evaluated? If psychosocial meaning is required,
then surely evaluations of computational accuracy are inadequate? Not at-
tending to this question of evaluation potentially weakened the illustration
of TeA in Chapter 6. While I have been explicit in stating that the focus
was on demonstrating the process of reasoning rather than achieving valid
results, describing the process of RWA always begs the question: ‘Did it
work?’. A key reason why this question remains largely unanswered, is that
it requires further work to ascertain on what basis can the analytics be said
to have ‘worked’. Through this research I have come to believe that RWA re-
quires new ways of evaluating the analytics, and that this needs to be done
in terms of the psychosocial domain. This belief remains to be tested, and
holds potential for significant impact in both Learning Analytics and the
field of Human Computer Interaction more generally.
Finally, in this thesis TeA is limited to RWA. Although in Chapter 5 I
formalised it in a general way, TeA remains a ‘hypothesis’ to be developed
and tested more rigorously within the discipline of logic. Hence, until this
work is undertaken, TeA is bound to the context in which it was proposed:
the justification of using intuition for RWA.
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￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
I have indicated in the previous sections a number of areas that show po-
tential for future research, however I suggest that there are three highly
significant areas:
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿: The primary research area ripe
for further development is the generalisation of TeA. For this thesis,
TeA was closely tied to RWA. However, there is potential for a more
general conception of the model. Although RWA required working
across two epistemic domains, it is also conceivable that a generalised
TeA might include a multi-domain form.
￿￿￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿: There is significant opportunity to research the
application of the RWA model in a number of fields and to evaluate its
effectiveness in an applied context. Two fields which are particularly
relevant to RWA are captured in the learning and well-being contexts
that originally motivated the research. The field of Learning Analytics
is likely to be enriched by applied research on RWA in learning con-
texts, and Mental Health related fields may find benefits in applying
RWA in well-being contexts.
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿: There appears to be potential to involve
human judgement in a feedback loop with the computational analytics
in order to provide a type of evaluation that is better suited to RWA
than traditional psychosocial or computational means of evaluation.
This type of approach may also provide opportunities for developing
more general approaches to evaluating human–computer systems.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
In conclusion, my research makes significant contributions to new knowl-
edge in the specialised mode of reasoning called Transepistemic Abduction
(TeA), and a conceptual model of Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA). I be-
lieve that the contributions may advance a number of fields, and in particu-
lar the field of Learning Analytics, and that it opens the way for future work
by myself and others. It is my hope that this work will find its place among
many others that collectively advance knowledge in transdisciplinary ways.
A COMPUTAT IONAL EXAMPLE -BECOMING COLLEAGUES
GoingOK Data - Computational Analysis1
Andrew Gibson - 16 October, 2015
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
This is an automatically generated report from GoingOK2. It is based on
data for the qut-ect13 project. The report is computer generated based on
computational analysis of the data to hand. It is intended to provide an
overview of the current data. Note that any selections (such as key authors,
important words and significant topics) are made using general algorithms
and may not provide the best results for all data.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿
The following table (Table 6 represents some key statistics for the dataset
as a whole. It is intended to provide an indication of the dimensions of the
data, as well as some normative indicators that can be used to provide some
context for understanding specific instances.
1 This sample report has been recreated from the original computationally generated report. The
only differences are formatting to suit this document (i.e. font differences, floating figures,
numbered sections, footnoting, and captioned tables and figures). The text, data, and figures
are as per the original report.
2 http://goingok.org/
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METRIC VALUE
Total number of authors: 9
Authors with reflections: 7
Total number of reflections: 118
Mean reflections per author: 13
Overall mean reflection point: 51.8898305
First reflection date: Thu Jan 31 17:39:26 EST 2013
Last reflection date: Wed Nov 13 07:58:53 EST 2013
Total number of days: 285
Longest reflection: 452
Shortest reflection: 0
Mean reflection length: 125
Minimum number of author reflections: 4
Maximum number of author reflections: 28
Lowest author mean reflection point: 34.0357143
Highest author mean reflection point: 81.8333333
The fastest author reflection rate: 10.1785714
The slowest author reflection rate: 71.25
Table 6: Key statistics for the dataset as a whole
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￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿
This chart (figure 25) provides an indication of the relative frequencies of
the reflection points. The chart is drawn from all reflections, and doesn’t
contain any temporal information.
Figure 25: Distribution of reflection points for Becoming Colleagues ECTs.
This is the chart for all ECT reflections:
Figure 26: Distribution of reflection points for all ECTs that have used GoingOK.
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This chart is designed to show the reflection points as they occur over the
time of the project. Points between "Going OK" (50) and "Soaring" (100) are
colour-coded green. Points that are exactly 50 are grey, as they most likely
represent the author not making a choice to move the slider. Points tending
towards "Distressed" are orange (less distressed) and red (more distressed).
If there are specific temporal events that affect all authors of this project,
then they should be visible on this chart. For example, gaps during holiday
periods.
Figure 27: Reflection points over time.
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Table 7 shows the top ten topics with associated authors.
Topic Topic words Authors
T02 students, classes, life, enjoyable, alot, loving, joy,
excited, brings, time, teach, didn, management,
lessons, benefits
doclip
T01 thing, organised, distressed, parent, holidays, din-
ner, est, person, level, overwhelmed, loving, fin-
ished, mistakes, put, full
mizsap
T06 est, week, school, feel, term, time, things, day, stu-
dents, teacher, teaching, work, kids, year, hard
rulguz3,
kolsag4
T03 learning, bit, thing, reflect, child, children, feb, to-
day, feedback, forget, positive, exhausted, strate-
gies, meeting, curriculum
jedgeb
T07 starting, bit, people, pretty, find, days, fair, stuff,
content, helpful, head, fact, meet, lessons, im
sadnug
T10 feeling, autism, high, strategies, days, learning,
finding, distressed, wed, moment, difficult, be-
haviour, student, students, challenging
catpub
Table 7: Ten highest ranked topics with assigned authors.
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These plots (figure 28) show the distribution of reflection points for three
authors: The author with the lowest mean reflection point, the author with
the median mean reflection point, and the author with the highest mean
reflection point.
Figure 28: A representation of the distribution of reflection points for 3 key authors.
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Average reflection point: 34.0357143
Number of reflections: 28
Number of words: 2021
Primary topic: T10, feeling, autism, high, strategies, days, learning, finding,
distressed, wed, moment, difficult, behaviour, student, students, challenging
Interesting words: and, to, i, the, am, autism, with, of, my, is
Top phrases: i have n’t recorded how | i have n’t recorded how | i have n’t
recorded how i | i find | myself ) typing | i ’ve been wanting | i find |
myself ) typing | i ’m going | for myself | because i find it useful | i guess
| i guess | of term | i marked below | of term exhaustion | i have found
| i have found | my class | my life | my other kids | his needs | i have
never been more | he has taught | he is in | i have never been more | in
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my class | in my life | with adjusting to change | as meeting my other kids
| i had recorded how | i had recorded how | as being | would be | i had
recorded how i | i am learning so much | i am learning so much
Key reflection: I have n’t recorded how I ’m going for a while . I ’ve been
wanting to record every week - for the benefits of this study and because
I find it useful ( for myself ) typing out how I ’m going . But I guess the
business of Term 3 has surprised me . I marked below ’ going ok ’ in this
entry because of the end of term exhaustion and stress . I have found this
Term the most challenging of all Terms – mainly because of the addition of a
child with very high needs ( high level Autism and ADHD ) . He has taught
me a lot this term and am really glad he is in my class , but I have never
been more exhausted and sometimes frustrated in my life – with adjusting
to change and trying to meet his needs ( at the same time as meeting my
other kids ’ needs ) . So , if I had recorded how I was going this Term , there
would be many entries recorded as being below ’ going ok ’ . This all sounds
miserable , but things are improving and I am learning so much !!!
Figure 29 shows reflection points over time.
Figure 29: Reflection points over time for author catpub. Purple dots are actual
points, red line is a smoothing spline through the points. Yellow line
is the mean for all points. 100 on the y-axis corresponds to ‘soaring’, 50
corresponds to ’going OK’ and 0 to ‘distressed’.
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Figure 30 shows the distribution of reflection points.
Figure 30: Distribution of reflection points for author catpub.
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Average reflection point: 57.0384615
Number of reflections: 26
Number of words: 4358
Primary topic: T06, est, week, school, feel, term, time, things, day, students,
teacher, teaching, work, kids, year, hard
Interesting words: i, the, to, and, a, of, that, my, in, really
Top phrases: i ’ve been having | my rural location | my lifestyle | i went
on | i visited in | on holidays | to my rural location | in melbourne | i
am really missing | i am starting | i am starting | i really want | whether
queensland is | i was feeling | i was feeling | like i can self-diagnose | can
self-diagnose | my immediate thought process | my week | i need | i need
| i need | i need | after school | that i need more structure | that i need
to have things to go | i thought | i think | i am involved in | i thought | i
think | in netball | i think i | i ’m planning | i went to | i ’m planning | my
week | i ’m looking forward to | i ’m looking forward to | i ’m going about
| about changing how i ’m going | my fellow teachers | their boyfriends
| it ’s starting | it ’s starting | me though how | they are often already |
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though how | of my fellow teachers | i know | i know | you have | it ’s |
i ’ve definetly done that before | with them | it does feel | it happens | it
does feel | like social rejection | | it ’s just | about it
Key reflection: I ’ve been having a really bad start to the term . I went on
holidays recently and have come back to my rural location badly comparing
my lifestyle here to the places I visited in Melbourne . I am really missing
coffee and good food and interesting events to go to . I am starting to ques-
tion whether Queensland is the place that I really want to put roots down
in. . I am also feeling incredibly isolated at the moment and even feel like
I can self-diagnose that I was feeling depressed last week . My immediate
thought process was that I need more structure through my week and also
that I need to have things to go to and do after school . I am involved in
netball and sewing classes once a week and I thought that was good , but
I think I need more . I went to the gym last week and did an exercise class
and I ’m planning to start having a roast night during the week to get some
other teachers over to eat a roast !!! I ’m looking forward to that and so am
positive about changing how I ’m going about my week . It ’s starting to
annoy me though how a lot of my fellow teachers out here have boyfriends
, and so , when trying to organise a social event , they are often already
busy because of their boyfriends . I know what that ’s like – when you have
a partner it ’s easy to just spend time with them , I ’ve definetly done that
before . But every time it happens , it does feel a little bit like social rejection
. Which is not a nice feeling to have to experience . All of the ’ teaching ’
part is going great , it ’s just the social isolation that ’s really hit me this
term . Still feeling quite distressed about it .
Figure 31 shows reflection points over time.
Figure 32 shows the distribution of reflection points.
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Average reflection point: 39.9642857
Number of reflections: 28
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Figure 31: Reflection points over time for author kolsag. Purple dots are actual
points, red line is a smoothing spline through the points. Yellow line
is the mean for all points. 100 on the y-axis corresponds to ‘soaring’, 50
corresponds to ’going OK’ and 0 to ‘distressed’.
Figure 32: Distribution of reflection points for author kolsag.
Number of words: 3297
Primary topic: T06, est, week, school, feel, term, time, things, day, students,
teacher, teaching, work, kids, year, hard
Interesting words: i, the, to, and, a, of, is, am, my, that
Top phrases: i arrived | my parents | my boyfriend | we drove to | he ’s
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| of school | to roma where my boyfriend lives | | i lived | would n’t take
as long | i guess | i guess | of people | i guess i | i am doing | we have
| we have covered | of planning | as ensuring we have covered all | i have
found | i have found | over lap eg | as i have found it | as all | | my best |
my principal | she understands that | she understands that | she does take
| that she understands | into consideration | can only do | i am trying | i
am trying | i ’m going at now | in my | | | my hardest | i feel like | i do
know that | i feel like | i do know that | that i am trying my hardest | i am
being less | myself as | i am being less | myself as | i work in | i cannot
| on myself | i am being less hard on myself | my doctor appointments |
i ’ve got | i ’m in | while i ’m | until next thursday | of seeing friends
Key reflection: I arrived home yesterday . My parents came out the last
Wednesday of school and we drove to Roma where my boyfriend lives (
he ’s a paramedic ) and stayed the night and then drove home yesterday
. That 10 hour drive is very tiring ! If only I lived a little closer it would
n’t take as long . But I guess I ’ve seen a lot more Australia than a lot of
people ! I am doing some school work already . Lots of planning as we have
a new Deputy Principal who is pushing Auditing procedures such as ensur-
ing we have covered all the elaborations within the Australian Curriculum
. Bit stressed as I have found it extremely hard to do this as all the classes
are multi-aged and sometimes the Science Understandings DO NOT over
lap eg . Year 10 next term is The Big Bang and Year 9 s need to do Natural
Disasters ... COMPLETELY DIFFERENT !!!!! I can only do my best and my
principal has said that she understands that we have a hard environment to
work in and if EVERYTHING is n’t able to be covered she does take many
issues into consideration . I AM TRYING TO COVER EVERYTHING . But
students still have n’t grasped all the concepts at the rate I ’m going at now
. Only one student passed in my 7/8 Science class :( very upset about that
. I feel like a terrible teacher but I do know that I am trying my hardest
! I am being less hard on myself as I realise there are some things in the
community I work in that I cannot change . I ’ve got a busy week planned
of seeing friends / family and getting all my doctor appointments booked
too while I ’m in town until next Thursday .
Figure 33 shows reflection points over time.
Figure 34 shows the distribution of reflection points.
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Figure 33: Reflection points over time for author rulguz. Purple dots are actual
points, red line is a smoothing spline through the points. Yellow line
is the mean for all points. 100 on the y-axis corresponds to ‘soaring’, 50
corresponds to ’going OK’ and 0 to ‘distressed’.
Figure 34: Distribution of reflection points for author rulguz.
B SOFTWARE
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿
Going OK (http://goingok.org) is a web application for the collection of
regular short personal reflections. Figure 35 shows the main GoingOK pro-
file page. The chart at the top is the users plotline. This is created from the
reflection points selected via the slider in the entry box titled ‘How are you
going?’ The slider ranges from ‘Distressed’ to ‘Soaring’ with ‘Going OK’ in
the middle. The text is recorded in the describe text box. Previous reflections
can be seen below the entry box in a list and can be downloaded for the au-
thor. All collected data is de-identified for additional analysis. The software
is open source and is continuing to be developed.




Learner Metacognition (http://nlytx.io/2016/metacognition/) is a web
application designed to analyse academic reflective writing with the aim
of discovering evidence of metacognitive activity on the part of the au-
thor. Figure 36 shows an example analysis by the software. The software
identifies pronoun centric phrases and highlights different types with dif-
ferent colours. Groups of phrase tags contribute to metatags with in turn
contribute to the overall assessment of metacognitive activity. The research
associated with this software was published in the Journal of Learning Ana-
lytics, as “Towards the Discovery of Learner Metacognition From Reflective
Writing” (Gibson et al., 2016). The software is open source, but no further
development is planned.
Figure 36: A screenshot of the final RWA software.
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